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The history of any period involves the consideration 
of the entire civilization of the time. For the purposes 
of study one may analyze this civilization into its various 
phases--the political, the international, the economic, the 
"(l) 
cultural, the religious and the social. The tendency in 
writing the conventional history of the past has been to 
stress one or more of these phases and either to ignore the 
others entirely or to slight them unduly. This has been 
the common practice in the study of the eighteenth century. 
The political and international and, to an extent, the 
economic and cultural phases have been stressed, but compar-
atively little has been done to appraise the social develop-
ments of the century. This phase in itself presents varied 
material for a comprehensive and interesting study. 
The eighteenth century long has been characterized as 
a century of revolution, or, as it is termed more accurately, 
in a recent interpretation, a century of controversion. 
This general overturning of the established and accepted 
bases of eighteenth century life came as the logical result 
of the developments of the preceding centuries. The modern 
era had opened some two centuries earlier when, about 1500, 
new age forces had begun to manifest themselves. In place 
of th~ medieval communalty, feudality and Catholicity the 
determinant trends of modernity proved to be individuality, 
2 
nationality, and secularity. 
But these characteristics of a new age were themselves 
the outgrowth of the forces that dominated the period of 
transition. The thirteenth to fifteenth centuries, inclusive, 
often referred to as the period of the Renaissance, marked 
the transition from medievality to modernity. These trans-
itional centuries found their transformative forces in 
humanism, nat~onalism, and capitalism. The former drew its 
inspiration from the classical culture of the Greeks and 
Romans whose life centered around man's earthly existence. 
Under the revival of a new intellectual spirit, Scholast-
icism, which in the cultural field expressed the unive~~al­
i ty and cooperation of the Middle Ages, was overthrown. 
The stress upon the virtues of unworldliness and of uniform-
ity yielded to an appreciation of this world and to the 
stimulation of the expression of individuality. Petrarch 
(1304-74), with his zeal, his initiative, and his apprecia-
tion of the past, was the forerunner of that group of poets, 
artists, philosophers, and statesmen who endeavored to 
emulate the past in expressing their own individuality and 
who gave expression to new 'art and beauty' and 'education 
(2) 
and learning.' Nationalism in this period was the product 
of two contributing forces. One was the contraction of 
the Empire under the stress of such disruptive forces as 
schism and rivalry and the other was the growth of self-
sufficient states from local lordships. Capitalism saw 
its origins in the impetus given commerce by the new needs 
devel9ped following the Crusades. This brought a transit-
ion in the whole economic field. Medieval production had 
been cooperative. Lands belonged to the villages and had 
been apportioned to individuals t.o farm or had been held 
3 
in common for pasturage. All members had been equals except 
for such.advantages as seniority in preparation and years of 
work had given them. But an increase in wealth in the 
transitional period caused production to be shifted from 
the gild to laborers whose wages, materials, and machines 
were provided by capitalism. With this change a money 
economy in which money served as a medium of exchange and 
as a standard of value took the place of a natural economy 
. {3) 
of goods and services. 
Social changes formed a part of these transitional 
movements also. In the Middle Ages Western European 
society had consisted of two great classes, the free and 
the unfree. The latter made up the bulk of the population 
in numbers, but the former constituted the· actual ruling 
classes. This free group consisted of three Estates each 
of which rendered its social service. The task of the 
clergy was to bring salvation to the people, that of chivalry 
was protection, and the task of the cormnunalty was product-
ion. The transitional centuries saw the freeing of the 
unfree, the passing of practically all serfdom, except for 
some in western France and the southwestern Germanies. 
With the rise of cities and with"the increase of wealth 
and the changed modes of production, which also encouraged 
rising nationalism and individuality, there rose in the 
4 
transitional period a new city class, the bourgeoisie, which 
·wielded a wide influence. This class developed a liking for 
the comforts and refinements of life, even to the point of 
ostentation, which encouraged industry and commerce. With 
plenty, with leisure to enjoy they became the patrons of 
the arts and sciences. Finding a stable government most 
useful to their purposes they supp?rted a national govern-
ment which would aid them mutually.· Attracted more by the 
actualities of this life than by the uncertainties of an 
after life the bourgeoisie tended to favor the secular 
life, so that the Reformation as well as the Renaissance 
centered in the cities. 
These tendencies, briefly sketched, characterized 
pre-modernity, but the sixteenth century, the opening 
century of modernity, was essentially a period of "re-
formation" in which tendencies became decided changes. 
In the face of anarchy which it could not check, the old 
feudal system under the Empire broke down and such rising 
nation-powers as France, Spain and England claimed political 
individuality and leadership. At the same time the pressing 
need to substitute internationalism for imperialism start-
ed the Balance of Power system. What is sometimes called 
the "Financial Revolution" brought about by the application 
of capitalism to the newly developed world trade and to 
the industries which were stimulated by the wider markets 
began to be operative at this time. Religiously, sixteenth 
century Europe was moved to its depth by the sweeping changes 
5 
inaugurated by the Protestant Revolt as a result of which 
the domination of the Medieval Church was broken. There-
after, beside a revised and reformed Roman Catholic Church 
stood a group of nationalistic Protestant churches. Modern-
ity also witnessed a regrouping of social classes. The 
forr~er groups had split up and formed new groups based not 
upon cormnunal services, but upon individual advantage. The 
prelacy and nobility had united to form the upper or aristo-
cratic class, the curacy, the gentry and the citizenry 
(professional, monied and artisan groups) had formed the 
middle classes, and the peasants and the city·proletariat, 
the greater part of the population,- had constituted the 
lower class. Briefly, these were some of the changes 
wrought by the sixteenth century reformations. But·the 
reform imp.etus waned as conditions gradually became adjusted 
and settled in the new alignments. 
The seventeenth century was content ·merely to confirm 
and to conform to the sixteenth century changes. Dynastic 
sovereigns became absolute as "divine right" monarchs, and 
international relations adhered strictly to a Power Balance 
regime. Statism became supreme in the economic world, while 
academism dominated the cultural world. .Even religion lost 
its vital driving force and was content to ~et mere form 
cover its sluggish inertia. In the social field class lines 
were more rigidly drawn and class differences more accen-
tuated by the century's standardization. 
The heritage of the eighteenth century dictated its 
task. Its ancient regime contained within itself the 
potential forces of its own destruction. Its political 
and economic inefficiencies and inconsistencies, its 
irrational culture, its religious insincerities, and its 
social inequities were the bases for a century of contro-
6 
version. No small part of this general overturning involved 
the social field. Here were reflected the changes in all 
\ 
the others. Any change in thought and practice found ex~ 
pression in the attitude that society took toward its 
peculiar problems. The premises 6f the social problem 
include the concepts of the meanings of society and the 
various controls of its functions. Social controls are 
· exerted upon the morality norms--personal, family, general; 
upon the pathological problems--hygiene, health, .Poverty, 
mendicity, care of defectives, criminality; and upon the 
utility provisions--education, civic services, travel 
facilities, etc. The objective of this study has been to 
find what developments took place in France during the 
eighteenth century in the handling of certain of its patho-
logical problems, specifically hospitalization and the care 
of defectives. But to understand clearly the actual prac-
tices of practical humanitarianism in eighteenth century 
France one must trace the background developments for 
hospitalization and the care of defectives. 
PART I 
DERIVATIONS OF EIGHTEEMTH CENTURY HUTVfANIT~~IANISM 
8· 
CHAPTER I 
GROWTH OF EUROPEA~ HOSPITALIZATION TO 1715 
The general custom among the ancients and.among prim-
itive peoples has been to give little consideration to their 
sick, feeble, and defective. The Greeks and Romans exposed 
or killed outright their defective children. The ancient 
. (1) 
Germans put to death·their sick and feeble. Today in India 
and in China, under the pressure of starvation in times of 
(2) 
famin~, children are sold into slavery. ~ut this disregard 
for the sanctity of human life has not been universally 
characteristic of advanced peoples; at least since the 
advent of Christianity. Rather, man's solicitude for the 
suffering, ennobled by Christianity, has resulted in the 
development of institutions and a technique for the foster-
ing care of the sick·, the wretched, and the defective. The 
·phrase "public assistance" applied to the relief of these. 
classes, is of recent orisin, but one of its chief agencies, 
{ 3.) 
the hospital, is very old.. This institution has been shaped 
by the con.di tions under vrhich i.t has developed. Religion, 
politics, and economic life have tended to modify it. It 
has reflected the social progress of the centuries and has 
gained efficiency with the progress of science. 
The first traces of the origin of the hospital were 
(4) 
found in the proverbial hospitality of the Orient. Before 
the first caravanserais, unknown before the seventh century 
B. C., the travelling stranger found h~spitality in the 
9 
private home where, a~ ~ guest, his person was inviolable. 
Records show that in 252 B. c. a Buddhist King Asoka estab-. . . . (5) 
lished a hospital for men and animals in India. This instit-
ution. was still flourishing in the seventh century A. D. 
Similar hospitals, supported by the rulers, were set up in 
Persia and Arabia in the pre-Christian centuries. In egypt 
hospitals were un.known and the sick were cared for in. the 
homes or temples. Although it is said that the Greeks treat-
ed. the sick in the temples and maintained shelter house·s 
(6) 
(iatreia) for them in various parts of their country, they 
and the early Romans regarded disease as an infliction of 
evil by :nalevolen.t gods. They attempted to propitiate the 
(?) 
gods,. but did not attempt to organize relief work. Such 
hospitality as prevailed among them was private rather than 
civic. Two institutions, however, that bore some resemblance 
to modern hospitals which were found in pre-Christian times 
among the Romans were the valetudinaria for slaves and the 
( 8) 
military lazarettos for wounded soldiers. The former were 
privately owned, but the government contributed funds for the 
+atter. Not until the time of Christianity ~as hospitality 
transformed into a public virtue by its application in the 
founding of hospices and hospitals. 
Withtthe advent of Christianity humanitarian work made 
new developments. Christ's example in healing the sick made 
the care of the sick and the poor a distinctive feature of 
early Christianity. This task devolved upon the Christian 
as a sacred duty. He visited the sick, especially during 
10 
such epidemics as tho~e.that occurred in Carthage in 252 
and in Alexandria in 268. Valuable assistance: was rendered 
by physicians, slaves or freedmen who had become Christ-
( g) ' . 
ianized. These Christians did not confine t~eir care to 
those of the faith alone, but extended it to. pagans as well. 
The control of such work rested. particularly upon the bishops. 
, ' 
A portion of their houses was set aside for the care of those 
who had no shelter; at times the bishop was a physician and 
(10) 
gave medical care to the ailing in his house. When the sick 
and needy could not be accommodated in the.bishops' houses 
they were sometimes cared for in the valetudinaria of the 
(11) 
wealthier Christians. 
Thus from eariiesi Chri~tian times there was an organ-
ized system for caring for the various forms of suffering; 
but it was of necessity limited in extent and dependent upon 
private enterprise so long a~ the Christians were under the 
ban of a hostile state. As long as the persecution of the 
Christians lasted there could be no public hospitals. It 
is sometimes said that Saint Zaticus built one at Constan.t-
(12) 
inopl·e during the reign of Copstantine, but this has been 
(13) 
denied. But it was evident that the Christians had estab-
lished many such institutions before Julian the Apostate came 
to the throne in 361. It is known that he sent a letter to 
Arsacius, high-priest of Galatia, in which he insisted that 
the old Imperial religion could not be brought back without 
charitable ins ti tution.s similar to those of the Christians 
. (14) 
where all, regardless of faith, were cared for. He directed 
11 
(15) 
Arsacius to establish a xenodocium in each city to be support-
. (16) 
ed out of the public treasury. 
After the conversion of Constantine, the Christians 
profited by their larger liberty to provide for the sick by 
means of hospitals. The Asclepeia and other pagan temples 
were closed by a decree of Constantine A. D. 335 and shortly 
afterward the movement of founding and building the Christian 
hospitals went forward. It is said that Helena~ mother of 
( 17) 
Constantine, played an active part in the movement. While 
these hospitals were probably small at first at that time 
occurred the transition from private to the institutional 
work of the hospitals. The change was not due to a slackening 
of charity, but to an increase in the number Of. Christians 
(18) 
and to the spread of poverty under the new economic conditions. 
Different kinds of organizations were necessary to meet the 
demands. There was a general tendency to give all work for 
the common good an institutional character. This tendency 
was extended to the founding of hospitals. 
In the Near East the first Christian hospitals of record 
were founded in the last quarter of the fourth century A. D. 
{19) 
on account of a famine which had caused a deadly epidemic. 
In 375 Saint Ephraem established a hospital of three hundred 
be~s in Edessa in Syria. Another, the most famous of all, 
was opened by Saint Basil at Caesarea in Cappadocia in 376-
. '(19) 
379. Saint Basil's undertaking shows how seriously the duty 
of caring for the sick was taken. His foundation was out-
side the city proper and was so extensive that it was called 
12 
'New Town.• There were structures for different classes of 
the needy, for the children, for the old, and for strangers, 
asw ell as for the sick. There were buildings for physic-
ian.s and nurses, work shops for what today is called recon-
struction workt and even industrial schools, and an employ-
(20 J 
ment bureau. Saint Basil's example was very widely follow-
ed throughout the East--at Alexandria by Saint John the 
Almsgiver (610); at Ephesus by the bishop, Brassianus; at 
Constantinople by Saint John Chrysostom and others, notably 
Saint Pulcheria, sister of Theodosius II, who founded many 
(21) 
homes for strangers and the poor. 
Under Saint John Chrysostom Constantinople was the 
first city to specify the different classes of those re-
(22) 
quiring relief. Between 406 and 403 Chrysostom built several 
hospitals with the surplus of his income from his hishopric. 
He placed each of them under two faithful priests and provid-
ed physicians, cooks, and capable workmen to assist. These 
establishments included seven different hospitals--an inn 
for stranger travellers, a shelter for the crippled and 
chronic invalidsf a refuge for all kinds of destitute, and 
separate homes for the treatment of acute complaints, for 
the reception of orphans, for the old, and for the poor. 
Hospitality was the chief virtue enjoined upon the 
bishops of the Church everywhere. Jerome and Chrysostom 
advised bishops to keep their houses open to strangers and 
to sufferers. The Councils adopted this principle and en-




The fact that hospitals were founded first in the East 
accounted for the use, even in the West, of names derived 
. . . 
from the Greek. Among these were Noscomium to designate an 
establishment for the sick, Brephotrophium for the foundlings, 
Orphanotrophium for or~hans, and Ptochium for the poor who 
(23) 
were unable to work. At first the same institution o:ften 
ministered to the various needs and the strict different-
iation implied by the names came about only gradually. 
I 
As Christianity spread throughout the West the instit-
utions which it had inspired in the East accompanied it. In 
the West Christian hospitality gave rise, in great numbers, 
to two types of institutions. The hospital, generally under 
the control of a bishop, was intended for temporary occupation 
by the sick for the purpose of medical treatment. The hospice, 
' . 
the almshouse, or the xenodocium, largely created by the monks, 
became a place for permanent occupation by the poor, the in-
. ( 24) . 
firm, the incurable, or the insane. As an institUtion the 
hospice had its origin in the beginnings of Eastern monast-
icism. During the early centuries of Christianity it served 
as a shelter for the needy of every sort. The hospices 
adjoined most of the monasteries, were situated along the 
chief roads, and were set up in dangerous mountain passes 
where they extended. a welcome to travellers. Originally, 
both hospitals and hospices were under the control of the 
bishops. The Council of Carthage about 436 enjoined upon 
the bishops the maintenance of hospices in connection with 
their churches(.25 ) 
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At the same time the hospices were developing under the 
care and direction of the monks the hospitals were making 
rapid progress under the bishops. According to Jerome the 
earliest hospital foundation in the West was that of Fabiola 
at Rome which was established about 400 for the care of the 
{26) 
sick and wretched. Connected with it was a system of visit-
ing the sick which Fabiola herself organized. About the 
same time the Roman Senator Pammachius founded a xenodocium 
at Porto. Pope Syrmnachus (498-514) built hospitals in 
connection with the Roman churches of Saint Peter, Saint 
(2?) 
Paul, ind Saint Lawrence. 
At the end of the sixth century Columban, the Irish 
monk from Iona Isle, went to the continent. In Gaul, which 
had bee·n laid waste by the barl?arians, he founded a number 
of monasteries, including those of Anegray, Luxeiul, and 
(28) 
:b,ontaine. Upon his monks he urged the duty of ho spi tali ty 
toward strangers and poor pilgrims. So well were his admon-
itions carried out by such disciples as Saint Ouen, Saint 
Faron, and Saint Gall that at the end of the nonth century 
the fame of their hospitals was widespread. In time, ·the 
general hospices which had sheltered the needy of every kind 
were superseded by special establishments to meet particular 
needs, and the name hospice came to be applied only to instit-
utions in which travellers were sheltered. 
Wherever the beneficent influence of Christianity spread 
institutions for the relief of the sick sprang up. A canon 
of the fifth Council of Orleans (549) mentioned the earliest 
15 
hospital founded in France as that of the xenodocium at Lyons 
which King Childebert and his wife Ultrogotha had established 
.. (29-30) 
at the suggestion of the bishop in 542. · Other early hospitals 
founded in France were one at Arles, established by Caesarius 
and his sister Saint Caesaria in 542 and one by Brunehaut, 
vrife of King Sisibert, at Autun. at the close of .the sixth 
. (29) 
c ei:itury. 
In the seventh century a hospital was founded at Paris 
(31) . 
by Dagobert I (622-638). Also, the Hotel-Dieu of Paris is 
usually dated from this period, although there is a wide 
divergence of opinion as to its origin. It is attributed to 
Landry, Bishop of Paris, who established a home for invalids 
and poor travellers near his church. Bonet-Maury placed 
. (32) 
the date at 650, Haser at 660, and De Grando at 800. Tallemand 
stated that is was first mentioned in 829. The Hotels-Dieu 
were a group of institutions that developed in connection 
with the cathedral or principal church in each city, and 
(33) 
there is no precise date that can be assigned to them. 
The most important Spanish institution. for the care of 
the sick was founded in 580 by the Bishop of Masona at 
(34) 
Augusta Emerita (modern Merida) in the province of Badajoz. 
This was for the ill, 11 slave or free", Christ.ian or Jew. 
The account by Paul the Deacon said that the bishop endowed 
the hospital with large revenues, supplied it with physicians 
and nurses, and gave orders that any who should be brought 
(35) 
in should be provided with a bed and proper nourishment. 
In England an attitude of protectorship toward the 
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indigent had been taken early. The English canons imposed 
this as a duty upon the clergy who in turn pointed it out 
. (36) - - . . 
to the faithful as a way of salvation. For a long time in 
Great Britain and Ireland the care of the sick was entrusted 
to monastic orders. Each monastery cared for its own ill 
and for the sick of the neighborhood. The first of the . -"" · .. ~ 
hospitals was said to·i.-~be a. large one founded at Saint 
(37) 
Albans in 794. 
Over all Europe the number of hospices was greatly 
increased during the period when pilgrimages to such places 
(3?) 
as the Holy Land, Rome, Compostella, and Amalfi were popular. 
They were supported either by gifts from the people or by 
foundations. For this purpose Hincmar of Reims (806-882) 
assigned considerable revenues. The hospices gave food and 
shelter gratuitously for a limited period of time. During 
the pilgrimages special hospices to entertain the pilgrims 
. (39) 
of particular nations were set up in many cities. The 
hospices rendered a valuable service at a time when the roads 
were infested by robbers or were exposed to storms and snow. 
Among those that were placed in impassable and uninhabited 
regions and on mountain passes was one of the most famous 
which still ;enduies. It is·that of the Great Saint Bernard 
in the Swiss Alps which was established in 962. After 1?6~: 
it received an annual grant f~om the king of France which was 
confirmed and increased by Napoleon Bonaparte after the famous 
(40) 
crossing of his army through this pass in May 1800. 
Throughout the centuries it seems the hospitals have 
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passed through cycles of advance and decline. After a wave 
of enthusiasm zeal abates and abuses creep into their control. 
In the early centuries of the Middle Ages a general decline 
and corruption affecting all ecclesiastical foundations swept 
( 41) . 
Europe and reached its worst under Charles Martel. Later, 
·Charlemagne in. his reign made serious efforts at reform. At 
first the management of hospitals had been entrusted to the 
bishops, but with the increase of their·duties the care of 
the hospitals had been given over to the chapters who dele-
. ' (42) 
gated this ~ork to a few priests called provisores. Charle-
magne issued Capitularies in which he decreed that one of the 
first duties of the secular and regular clergy should be the 
relief of the sick. Provision was made that there should be 
(43) 
a hospital attached to each cathedral and monastery. To 
guard against· neglect of duty the xenodocia or inns for 
stranger travellers were placed under the control of royal 
authority. Charlemagne issued another decree about 800 to 
the effect that those hospitals which had been well conducted 
but which had fallen into decay should be restored to meet 
(43) ' 
the needs of the time. Somewhat later, at the Council of 
Meaux in 845, the bishops implored Emperor 'Louis le Debonnaire 
to restore the.hospices, to endow them, and to place them 
' . (44) 
under their control. 
In spite of these measures after Charlemagne's death 
(814) another period of decadence was marked by great abuses 
( 45) 
and disorders. The hospitals suffered in various ways, but 
particularly through the loss of revenues which were con-
fiscated or diverted to other purposes. Victor, Biah~p of 
Chur, complained in a letter to Louis the Pious (ca.822) 
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( 46) -. . .. -
that the hospitals were destroyed. Yet in spite of the 
generalccondi tions many bi shops_ d.i.f3~in~uished_ ~he~selves 
at that time by their zeal and charity. One of the noted 
- -
was Ausgar, Archbishop of Bremen (d.865),·who founded a . . .. . . - .. . .. . . . - . - .. . . . .. - ·-· ( 46) 
hospital in Bremen and visited it daily. 
During the tenth.century the monasteries became a 
dominant factor in hospital work. The Benedictine Abbey 
~ " ·• I .. • • • - - >~ • ~· • -
of Cluny was founded in 910 and set the example.which was . . ·-- . . ·- .. . ' . .. . ... . - ·- .. . ( 4 7 ) - . . . .. -
widely imitated throughout France and Germany. Besides its 
'" ~ ' . . . . 
infirmary for ~elig-~_ous ~nrnates .. ~~ch mon~s-tery had a hospital 
in which externes were cared for. These were in charge of 
the eleemosynarius, whose duties included every kind of 
- . . - - -. ' ~ " . -· - .. 
service that the visitor or patient might require. As he 
was also obliged to seek out the sick and the needy in the 
neighborhood, each monastery became a center for the relief 
of the suffering. Some of the notable monasteries in this 
respect included those of the Benedictines at Corbie in 
. ~ ~ ' .. ~. . . . . " ~ . . . - -
Picardy, Hirscbau, Braunweiler, Dentz, Ilsenburg, Liesborn, . •·· ~., .. ' . . ..... . '. . ·~ . ' '. .. ... 
Prum, and Fulda, and those of the Cistercians at Arnsberg, 
. ' .. ~ . . " . . . . , ' . ~ .. . ~ 
. 
Baumgarten, ·Eberbach, Himmerode, Herrnalf, Volkenrode, and 
- .. . .. ( 48) 
Walkenried. 
No less efficient was,the work done by the diocesan 
. - . . ..... ' ... ' 
clergy in accordance;with th~ disciplinary enactments of t:r.e 
' '" ·' ' ,, 
Councils of Aachen (817 and 836) which prescribed that a 
hospital should be maintained in connection with each 
(48) 
collegiate church. The canons were obliged to contribute 
toward the support of the hospitals and one of their number 
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ha~- _?~8.-~g~ .. of th~ _-i~~~-~e~-~ In E:1~:~~~~ the kings :t?_r_oved ( 4~) 
generous in the support of the hospitals in this period • 
.. • ' ,, • -· -. ! • .• • ' • ~ ·- .,.. -
Athelstan in 936 gave grants to the secular canons of Saint 
- .. 
Peter's Cathedral at York to be used in founding Saint 
Peter's Hospital, later known as Saint Leonard's which was 
under episcopal jurisdiction. As these collegiate hospitals 
• I - • • -• - ~ - • ~ • 
were located in cities more numerous demands were ma.de upon 
.them than upon those attached to the monasteries. In this 
movement the bishops naturally took~; the lead, hence the 
. ' - . .. . -· . ~ - . .. ' ... . ( " .. -
ho~p~tals founded by ~~riber~ (d.102~~-~n Cologne, by Godard 
(d.1038) in Hildesheim, by Conr'd (d.975) in Constance, and . . . . . . ·... . (50) .. ... .. .. . . . . . . 
by Ulrich (d.973) in Augsburg. But similar provision was . . . . .. .. . ( 50) - .. - . .. 
made by the other churches. Thus at Trier the hospitals of 
Saint Jviaximin, Saint Matthews, Saint Simeon, and Saint James 
. - . " - . -- ' 
took their names from the churches to which they were attached. 
From time to time and at various places charitable 
. .. . .... 
brotherhoods were formed.for the care of the sick in the 
hospitals. One of the.earliest.of -these orders was that of 
the Madonna della Scala in Italy toward the end of the 
( 51) . ,, 
l!inth. centU!_':[• At S_i_~!l~_,. ~~ror found~~ a hospital and drew 
up its rules. The management was placed largely in the 
hands of citizens but was subject to the bishop's control 
until 1194 when Celestine III exempted it from episcopal 
"(52) 
jurisdiction. Similar institutions, usually under the 
. . 
Rules of Saint Augustine, sprang UJ?. in all parts_ of Ita,.ly. 
But by the thirteenth century the control of them had passed 
' ,, ' • • ~ • I "' •• • • A' 
from the bishops to the magistrates. Similarly, the 
2o 
Beguines and Beghards, mostly in France, Belgium and Germany, 
had been established in.the. latter part of the twelfth 
century and included the care of the sick in their charitable 
( 53) " . ····· 
work. l!Jlost Lriportant of all the orders established in the 
( 54) ' ;. -· -
period was that . o,f ~he_ H~l! -~~o_s.~. Th~s. o_rder was established 
about 11~5. b! Guy de. Montpellier. It wa.s app:ove~ .. by_. ~nnocent 
III in 1198 and spread rapidly through France. wishing to 
r• ,. I - ·~, •· 
have a model. hospi ta.l: ~n Rome, Innocent III,. in 1204 sent 
for Guy de Montpel1ier. He had organized the greatest 
- - , "" .. '· . .. 
hospital of the time in Montpellier and the Pope connnissioned 
.. - - . - ... ~ - ~,. - . ,., - . - - ,, 
him to establish a similar one in Rome. Accordingly, he 
planne~. the S~nto .Spir~ to _in the ~?rg;o ~.ot f~:C- _f.rom the 
Vatican. This hospi t<:l .. t~e. P_o~e officially connnended and 
reco1!1mended to the,bishops when tJ:l~Y offi~~~~~y visi~ed 
Rome. As a result, nearly every town of 5,000 or more 
inhabitants, in France, England, Spain:~nd Germany came 
to have its pub1ic hospital in the course of the next two .. . . (55)"' .. . - ,.,. ' 
hundred years. In Rome ... a~_one_, betwee~ the eleve~th and fif-
.teenth centuries, inclusive, a total of thirty hospitals 
., . '.. .. '. 
was build following the·impetus given hospital building 
. . - .. ' ( 56) 
by Guy of Montpellier. 
The frequent epidemics which raged among pilgrims and 
soldiers of the Crusades going from the West to the Holy 
·-. , . II· . .. 
Land led to the foundation of hospitals and of Orders of . 
Hospitallers in Palestine. The first hospitals there had 
.. ~ .. . 
been founded at the end of the sixth century by Pope Gregory 
I and had been afterward restored by Charlemagne who took 
21 . ~ ...... ··- . . ( 57 )' . 
a great interest in the Christians of .the East •. The hospice 
of Saint John was established at. Jerusalem before the first 
Crusades by a few citizens of Amalfi. This gave rise to 
I 
the first or~er of_ Rospita1l~rs c~lled "(~~rtaueI's . ·. 
of Saint John of Jerusalem" .or 0 Joanni tes. 0 The order was ... . ., ,, 
composed of three classes, pries.ts; knights,. and attendants 
and by nature was semi-charitable-~n~~ semi-milit~r;v. Rules 
for the order were drawn up by Brother Gerard (d.1120). 
During the Crusades the hospital .. of .Saint John of 
. ~ ~' - .. ; 'I ~ i ; 
accomplished a great~ :~~?:1r1t of go.od. . So famous d~<.l it become 
for its success~in meeting the needs of the patients that 
,. ,~ .. - -· ·- . - ' 
the legend sprang up that. Saladin_,,. the Sul tan of the Saracens, 
went to the. hospital.in disguise as a patient to see for . . .. . ' . ' . . .. . . ' .. ' . . . ( 59) 
himself if what he had heard were true. . ,• 
Another famous hospital' in. Jerusalem was that of Saint 
Mary ·iffa.gdalene ·vvhich was under the female branch of the . '· ( 5 9) ., . . .. - . . ... . ' . . . ' . . . 
Hospitallers. It had another large hospital in the Holy Land 
and a number of branches in- various :parts of Eur?pe to which 
the wounded and the sick were sent to convalesce. T-hese 
hospitals became so famous for what they did in time of 
emergency, famine, flood.,. ~nd epide~i~s that their work has 
been compared to the modern Red Cross. Inci dentall:f~_. ::1hile 
speaking of the work of this female branch of the Hospi tall-. 
ers, one may say that in the history of the Christian Church 
( 60) 
the care of the sick had never been confined wholly to men~ .. 
In both the primitive Church and that of the Middl.e ·Ages ·the 
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women had participated largely. In the former, widows had 
been placed at the head of the list of those maintained at 
the expense of the church and in return they and the deacon-
esses had attended the sick women. In the Middle Ages Orders 
of Hospitaller Sisters had grown up and in the course of 
time they came to .. exceed in number those of the brethren. 
Among the oldest and most .famous- of these orders of Sister·S. 
were the soci ties of 0 Hospi tal~ ~is.t~~s of th~ .. ~~~el-Dieu" of 
Beaume; the "Filles-Dieu" of.Orleans; the "Sisters of Saint 
Thomasn of Villeneuve;·and:particularly the "Sisters of 
Charity" organized by Saint Vincent de Paul at Paris in the 
sixteenth ·c·entury to assist the "Dames of Charity" in nursing 
~ .. (61) ...... ....... .. .. ...... "··-·-··· 
the sick. These were obliged to remain free from monastic 
\. " ••• - "' • .. •• • ' ,. . •• ., "" - ... ' •f '• • • 
~· ~ • . 
vows. Somewhat similar to the··Hospi tallers in origin. were . ".. "' ... · ... . . .... ( 62) 
the present "Sis_ters of. Mercy." 
When the Crusades were drawing to a close the HospitalleEs 
were organized as a military ?.r.~mch._.to protect pilgrims and 
convalescents on their way home •. As a consequence of the 
services the order- had rendered, it spread throughout Europe • 
. ~ '• ' ... . ... " 
After Palestine fell.to the Turks the Joannites removed their 
... ; 
seat to Rhodes and later to Malta, whence the names·· "Knights .. .. .. . .. . .. · . . . .. .. ( 63)., . . 
of Rhodes" and "Knights of Malta" which they bore. In imit-
ation of the Joannites or Knights Hospitallers other orders 
were formed. Among these were the "Hospi tallers of the Holy 
~piri t 11 , . the "Ho spi tallers of Saint Lazarus tt to care· for· the 
( 64) 
lepers, and the "~ospitall~rs of.Saint John of God." 
Incidental to the Crusades was the spread of Saint 
23 
Anthony's Fire and leprosy which became :prevalent in France, 
" I •~ • • • ' ' "• • ~. ·• ·• ' • -A , • • _, , , ' •• , ~ ... , _ _ 41 
especially during the. tenth and eleventh- centuries. To 
comb~t the. forme_r Po~: Urban ... II esta~l~s?ed _the Hospitaller 
Order of Saint Anthony with its chief place.at Vienne and . ' . " . '. .. . ,. . ( 6 5 ) . . . 
for the latter was created that of Saint Lazarus. By the 
end of the eleventh century leprosy was so widespread that 
leper hospi~als and lazar houses were set up to care for 
its victims. The number of such ins ti tut ions 1:>.~came so 
considerable that_ a bequest of Louis VIII- in 1225 stated that 
. . ( 66) 
in France alone ~?~t-,n~mber~d _1.nore ~h_an two_ t?_ousan~. 
During the Crusades.there had been an immense out-
pouring of charity to enable the Hospitaller Orders to do 
their work and the: resu_ltiri_g good_,_ex~p~e enco~rage~_ a 
:v-:onderful development of the hosp~ tals thro1:1ghou{ 6~rope_ .. 
almost immediately after the end of the- Crusades. The effect 
. . . - ··-
~f this impetus continu~d. f?r s~yera~ ?enturie~ _• .. Beginning 
about the eleventh and twelfth centuries the h_o spi tal was 
given an import.~~t- plac~ ~.1:1 .. archi te~tur~l s?h~!11es ai:d its 
designs were further developed in the Gothic period. Hosp-
. - . . ~ . . ~ 
ital construction reached its height about the middle of 
.. ( 68) 
the fifteenth century. 
The Popes, e~pecially Innocent III, did much to encourage 
hospital building. But such building was no longer confined 
. ~ ' 
to the clergy and the religious orders, but cities began to 
take an active part. By the Crusades free communication had 
been opened with the East and connnercial enterpr.ise aroused 
··- ' .. 
in Europe. Cormnercial expansion caused the city with its 
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new class, the bourge~~s~e, to dev~lop as an entity distinct 
from the feudal estate and village. 
The gr~wth_. o~ important cities .affected. the hospitals 
in two ways. First, it made a greater number of hospitals 
~ 
necessary to meet the new needs and, second, it made avail-
able more abundant means for charitable work. Where before 
~ . - " 
humanitarian-work had been almost solely in the hands of the 
' •. . ' 
clergy now the laity, moved by the general spirit of the 
.... - . -· -···· ' .. .. 
time, lavished money upon hospi ta1 foundati.ons. Public 
~piri ted. indi vidua_ls, gilds, brotherh.?.ods, _and munici~~l­
ities gave money freely to establish and· ·to endow them. .. . " - .. - ''" - ( 69) '· ... - . .. . . . 
The Italian cities led.in the movement. Monza in the twelfth 
century had three, 111Tilan had el~yen, ,,~n~. ~n the fourteenth 
century Florence had thirty. While activity in the German 
·- . 
towns was not so pronounced, there, too, many hospitals " .... (69)'. ... . . -· . 
were established. Stendal had seven, Q,uedlinburg had four, .. .. ·~, ~-' ' . ... 
Halberstadt eight, Erfurt nine, and Cologne sixteen. ~he 
total number of. hospitals founded in Germany between 1207 
and 157? was one hundred fifty five. 
·Just what share the munici?~lities took in founding 
hospitals is a ·matter of dispute. Some believe that in 
most cases the city authorities founded and endowed the 
city hospitals, but. others think that betweent-.the twelfth 
. ., . ' .. 
and sixteenth centuries the municipalities made comparatively 
few donations, but that they often seconded private initiative 
with lands and subventions and gladly took over the direction 
25 
" - ,_ - ,,_, ( 6 9 ) 
of such institutions once they had been established. But 
it is beyond question that the hos~i~als: P.~ssed generally 
into the hands of the mun~cipalities. - This was particularly 
true of ~taly .~n,d Germany. Transfers were. ~a_sily made up~~ 
the basi ~--of ~n a~reement between~.~ the super~.or .. ~n?- th~ .. ~.i vil 
authori t:Y·• This was effec~~d in Lindau in 1307; in .. Lucerne -. . --{69)-
in 1319; in Frankfort in 1283; and in Cologne in 1321. In 
some cases in which disputes arose as to the observance of 
the agreement the.matter-was referred to high ecclesiastical 
authority.. The fact that such transfers were· made did not 
- · (70) • 
imply oppo~~ti?.n to ~cc~~s.i~~_ti.?~l __ <:~ ut?or~ ~Y_•. It .,w~~ onl:r 
a part Of the general development Of the time. Public Yfel-
~are depended in large r~e~.s~~e:.~P.o~ these ins~~ ~':l_t~.o~s in 
whose management the authorities needed to inter_vene. 
Many of the hospitals that were constructed duiing 
"' ,. I•, • .,, ' '.,.., r ' t ;. ,., .... '• - ~ 
these centuries were, of necessity, small, accomodating no - - -- ' - . . - - ; --- ---- ·--- -.. - - .. ' -- .. - - . -- -... ( 71 )" "- - - ' 
more than seven_, __ f~fteen, ."or twenty fiv~_ pat~ents. In s':lch, 
a limit was usually set by the founder or benefactor. For 
I. • •' 
thi_s ty:pe of hospi.~al a private dwelling could suffice. But 
~vher~--.·~he endowments were l~rge some of the hospitals arch-
i tectlira~ly. wer~ am~~g- ~~~._mo st beaut~ful _ b~ildi~g~ of tJ:i~ 
Middle Ages. In many instances care was taken to get a good 
- ··- ... ( 71)' 
location for the hospitals. The bank of a ~iver ~as preferred. 
Sometimes an artificial inlet was created to insure flowing 
water all around the buildings for coolness and for sewage 
disposal. The Hotel-Dieu of Paris was on the Seine, the 
Santo Spirito at Rome on the Tiber, the Saint Francis at 
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.-. ; 
Prague on the Moldau, the hospitals of 1'Iainz and Constance 
- ~ ' .. . .. '; 
on the Rhine, and that at Ratisbon on the Danube. Sometimes 
the water course passed beneath the building. Some hospitals 
' . ' ' .. ' - . "' " - . " .. . ... - -·. -·"· "· ... .., ~ -
were build outside the city walls f.or the express purpose 
of providing better.air and of preventing the spread of 
infectious and contagious di_~e~s~~· The Santa Maria Uuova 
in Florence was an examu1e·.or- this and a good number were ·- . ~ 
fou~d ·in ~ng~and_ ..... ~ong the. ~a~te~ vy~~ one at Canterbury 
founded by Archbishop Lan.franc in -1084. Usually. the hospitals 
. .. ' -- . ',, .. ; .... ,.. - '·; .. 
were a single story, rather high, with windows well up in the . - .. . ' .. - .. . . . .. ( 72) . ,_ - . - ' . . .. . .... ' " ., .. . .. . . . ....... - ... . 
walls to avoid-drafts. Just below the windows ran galleries 
where the convalescent_ pa_t~i_ents ni_~ht ~.~t. in the __ sun and 
from which nurses might make observations. The wards were 
often built oruciformwith an altar at the crossing where 
mass was said every morning. Sometimes the windows were of 
.~ ,. . ., 
stained glass and the in~eriors de~ora~~d by the great 
painters and sculptors of the time. The floors.were tiled; 
~ ".. . ,. 
I• 
The kitchens were in. sepa~ate buildings. Beautiful gardens 
' ..... _.. ' ( 72) 
surrounded the buildings • 
• • , p • - ' 
One of the most .noted of the Gothic type of hospitals . . .. - . , .... ' . . . . '( '7 3 ) ' . ... . ' . 
was that of OUrscamp near Compiegne in .France. Hospitals of 
' • ' ' •• ' I ' ' • ,.- ~ • • ' ' ' 
this type ha~ vast lofty ha~ls, usua~ly_vaul~~d, wit~. ?~e 
or two rows of columns. They ~~r_e ·prov-id~d. with la~rines 
and other accessories. Such buildings were spacious, lofty, 
well lighted, and admirably served the requirements of the . . '. . .... . ' . ' . . .. . . . ·. ' . •' .... ( 74). . . . ' .. 
time. The size of the larger hospitals varied. The main 
. . . .. 
ward at the Santo Spirito in Rome was 490 by 40 feet, that 
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of the hospital,, in -Tonnere was 260 by 60 .feet, . that pf 
.... '. 
Angers 195 by 72 feet, that of one in Ghei;.t 180 by 52 feet, 
and that of one in Chartes 117 by 42 feet. Instead of the 
~- l •. •• • ' ~ 
single lofty story, in many cities the tendency was to build ... . .. . .. .. ·,. ...... .- . ' ... . .... -··· .. , •' ... , ..... (75)••'.. . .... -·. 
~everal star~~~ ~~o~~~- an.enc~?~~~- court. -~~~~--~~i~ ~ractice 
resulted a loss of light and ventilation, overcrowding, and 
·- '• ' • • " -< • .... ' ~- ·>- ~ .. '"" ' - ·... • 
progressively increasing danger from accumulated filth. 
.. ',. .. ·" ,,..,. ' •··. ····· ' ..- - ..... ·-" -
The sixteenth century which in-general saw radical 
- • ~ + u- •• ' ... ~, " • ' .,.. ·-· ~ L • ' 0' • • 
changes in European ~~y;11zation was a_~r~~ical one in the 
history of the hos:pital •.. With the suppression of the relig-
ious houses in many countries after the revolt of the sixteen-
. ( 76 )" ... 
~? c~ntury m~ny of the_.~O-~J?itals began ~o r~n-down. Then the 
traditions and institutions ent~r~~.i~~o_a p~ri~d ?~ t~;rs­
formation whence emerged the "modern right of the poor." Up 
• - ' •••• ' -· - • t 
to this time everywhere in ~uro?e_ .. confes_sional cha~i ty h~d 
claimed to be sufficient for the needs of the poor. It had 
' ' ' . . . '.,_ - . • ~ • .. . .... • .• l . •. • • ff ••• 
created nu~erous hospitals a~~ .religious _o~d~rs t?. ca~e for 
the sick and infirm and the monasteries had administered 
alms. The tithe, ne.c_e:s .. ~a_ry for parish chari~;v, and_ t?e liber-
ality of the faithful made possible- the support of these 
•···I ''., , ,.,.. f - - • " " 
ecclesiastical institutions. But even in the Middle Ages 
# ~ • • • ~ -
various signs attested the incapacity of the Church to meet 
adequately the needs of the people. In some cases the tithe 
had fallen into the hands of the laymen' and no longer was . ' .. '' ' " ( 7 8) . .. . .. ,. .. . . ' ' ...... . 
used to relieve the needy parishoners. sometimes the cle~gy 
themselves diverted to their own enrichment the funds accruing 
from pious foundations instead of using them to relieve the 
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wretched. The blind practice of monastic charity of distri-
... •' ~ •• • • • " ' nl °'"' .. - .... • "'"'' I••• • .,,.. • ~ •··- - • • • • ~· · 'T-"- ·• - -~ ..... l.,. \, .. _. - - ,. '- • ... , ~ _ 
buting alms to any who presented himself. is said to have 
encouraged idleness and vice. Such conditions were general 
over all Europe. 
Abuses had crept into the control of English hospitals 
to such an extent that in the "Articles on Reform" sent by 
" ' • ~- • I•• ,. ' • '• " ,.-.., ~--·-; •· I ' • < 
Oxford University to Henry V, in 1414, complaint was made that 
the poor and the sick were' cast out 0 r t?e- h?spi tals and left 
unprovided for while the ma·sters and overseers appropriated . . . -· . ' - ' '·• .. .. . . ' -( 7 9) . ' . - .. ' ·- . . - . . . . . - -
to themselves the rey,enues. An English pamphleteer at the 
. ,,_ .... •'•·" - . -·. - '" -
beginning of the ~ixteenth c_e~t1:-1-~Y": ~~ote wit? some bi tt_er-
ness "Always the fat of the endowment is attached to the 
(80) 
beards of ~he p~ies~~ ~" ~~--~ngland t?e uphe~yc:t~. of ~?e 
sixteenth ce11.tur:v pr?Y~~ d-isastrous ~? ~~-Y ways. The 
dissolution of- the monasteries deprived the church of the 
j 
means of support for the a·ick and of an organization through . . . ' . . . .. . ' . . .. {81) ' - ' ... 
which to administer aid. In Germany similar spoliations 
- .. ' , ... 
took :place so rapidly that reformers found it diffi-cult to 
provide anything in th~. place ~~- th~- _old Catholic _foundations. 
Luther confessed that no one took the place of the papacy in 
••" '· I> r • 
providing for the main~~n,a~ce of the sick and poor. As a 
result of the Reforma.tion in Protestant countries the found-
ations were rapidly secular~z~d an~. the parish.~n~{~~) munic-
ipality provided the funds for charitable purposes. 
. In France the movement tending towa~d secular control 
advanced much more slowly than elsewhere. Here the measures 
taken by the king on the subject were connected with the 
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:pr_~gress of ro~~~- -~:1~~?r.~ ~;y_ ~nd were a proof of the en-
; 
croachment of sovereign power on that of the older power of ... . - . ···- .. ~-· . ( 8 3 ) . . .. ... .. . . ; ... ·-· ~ .. ·-·· ··'- - .. .. ·--- ' .... -· . -' .. ' . . .. ·- . 
the Church. In. ~::~!1~~,. too, .·the sh~f~ ?_f control was as soc-
iated with the development of the bourgeoisie which fro~ 
year to year became more .. ~~?? __ and power~~l~- c:nd invaded little 
by little the domain of- administrative life. In the end, 
. ... .... · -· -. --- ~ . . . " 
disorders of the management of hospitals, echoes of which 
went even to the Parlements, brought royal.intervention. 
King Philip Augustus in 1200· decreed that all hospital funds 
. .. ' .... . - ' ... , - .. . ... ~ . ~ ..... 
should be administered by the bishop or some other ecclesias-
·- (84) 
tic. 
The Council of Paris in 1212 took measures to reduce the 
number of attendants -in the hospitals_ which the bishops de-
•• •' n - •· '. ·• "' ~· ,. • • • ' '- ,• • ... ' • 
clared were for the service o'f the sick and not for the .. bene-
-· - ......... {95) 
fit. of those in good heal th. At ~h~, ~--°\l~c-~l ?f Arles ( 1~6~) 
it was enacted, in v~~w- -~~--._the prevale!lt_ ~~uses, tha_t ho~~i ta.ls 
should be placed u~d~r. ~cclesiastic~! j~~isdi?t~on and con-
ducted by persons who.would "lead community life, present 
~ ...... ' .1 ••. ~~ •••...• ~ •• ~ - • ·-· 
annual reports of their administration, and retain for . . . . , . .. . . . . . ... . ( 86) .... 
thems~~v~~ nothing beyond food ~~~--c~ot~irig.~ Similar decrees 
were issued by the.council of Avignon (1336). The Council 
• - •,,' '""" •' ... _, t 1 -· ••' ,, •' ... -· R - •• ''•"• •0 - ·~ 
i 
of Vienne in. 1311 prohibited the conferring of hospitals upon .. .. . ..... ' ' ' . .. ' . . . . . ' . ( 8 7 ) . ·- .. . ., ....... - '.. . .. ' ' . . 
clerics as benefices. The decree was aimed at an abuse 
which diverted the hospital funds from their original 
charitable purpose to the emolument of individuals. In the 
same year the Council of Ravenna, considering the waste and 
malversation of hospital revenues, ordered that the manage-
ment, supervision, and control of these institutions should 
30 .. - ··-· ·-. {88) 
be given exclusi ve~:r .. t~. r~~.~~_i9u,s .. _pe:r~~n~~ :~ 
But the protests of synods and bishops were of little 
~····· .~·.-E" •.. -.,.. '·---· •· ............... , .... --·· ... , ~-· ... · ........ ·., ... .. 
avail against the growing disord~rs. Even the Hotel-Dieu 
~ . . ... . . ' . 
at.· Par~~-' .. ~l_J-.ic h in t~e main had been wel~. manaf:?~d? began in 
the fifteenth century to suffer from grave abuses. After 
• 4 ••• 
various_ ~~~-e~1pt s a~- :re.f.orm ~he. Chapter of_ N_o~r~-- J?~m_e_ re9-uested 
the municipal authorities to take over the administration of 
; . ( 88) --- .. 
the hos9ital, April 1505. Accordingly, a board composed 
"' " ' . ~·,, - -·~ - .. .,,., ' . --
of eight persons,- delegates of the municipality, was appointed 
.. ·-·..... •• "· • - & ' ~· • -· - • 
and, with the approval of the court, assumed charge of the 
Hotel-Dieu. 
By the sixteenth century, numerous complaints began to 
be heard against the beneficed clergy. These were charged 
with the administration of hospitals ~nd hospices, but often 
diverted revenues to their own profit. The Council of Trent 
renewed the decrees of Vienne and, to look after the interests 
.. .. . .... - .. 
of the poor, confided the administration of property destined 
for their use to some capable solvent laymen, owners of 
property themselves, _who .. should take an oa~h. as gu~r~ian, 
and who on entering office should make an inventory of the . . . . .. , .. .. .. . ...... . . (89) . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. 
property entrusted to their care. They should render account 
of their administration in the presence of the bishop. In 
case of inefficiency or irregulai'i ty in the use of funds 
they should not only be subject to ecclesiastical censure, 
but should also be removed from office and be obliged to ma ke 
restitution. The Council gave all inspection of the hospitals 
·,,to the .bi shops who should visit each ins ti tu ti on in order to 
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see that everyone connected with it discharged his duties 
faithfully. These enactments were repeated by provincial 
. . . . . ' ' .. ( 90) 
and diocesan synods throughout Europe. 
The civil authorities did not seem to have any part 
in the direction of the establishments~ But somewhat later, 
either because the ecclesiastical power needed to fortify 
- •· '. . . ~ . . ~ - -
itself in civil authority or because the malversations of 
. -- -- . - - . ····--. " 
the clergy in the admini strati on of the hospitals had sho\vn 
the necessity :Bor govermnental interference·, the government ' . . . . .. .. . . . ( 91) .. - ... .. 
began to take some part .. in hospital control. Hospital abuses 
- ~ ... .. . .. ,,. . 
were denounced.in official acts •. Francis I; moved by the com-
- > " ~ 
plaints that came to -him, in an edict of 1543,. gave to the 
bailiffs, senechals or other. judges the supervision of the 
administration of the hospitals with the power of replacing 
. '·. ' ( 92) " . 
the administrators. Thro~gh !1is _ord.ii:ary judges_ he dire~ted 
an investigation of the use of the reYenu_~_s of the_ J:l?spi tal~ 
for lepers and the lazar houses (Letters patent, Dec. 1543). 
"Reversing 0 foundations in which titles were underrn.ined or 
stolen by the administrators or governors were pointed out. 
The governors had not lived on the places, b?t had f~rmed 
; . 
out the benefits and revenues and had let the buildings 
fall into ruin while the sick and leprous had been expelled 
or had been treated so badly that they had been constrained" 
( 9;J) 
to leave and to become mendicants of the cities and villages. 
In other letters {Jan. 1545) Francis I declared that the 
malver.sations by the clerics of the endowments for the poor 
were a contravention "of the holy canonical institutions and .. . . .. . . .. . ' ( 93) 
of the intention of the founders of these hospitals." 
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The at~empts at regulation and control of hos:pitals con-
.~ .) . . ~. . ... - . ' 
tinued,. H_~nry II, Feb. 1553, prescribed the use of the re-
- .. ~ . - ~ " 
venues; Franc~~ II, July 1560, gav~ ~ome further rules for 
administration; and Charles IX, 1561, admonished adminis-. •. ·. . . ' .. ' . . . ( 93) - . -
tr~tors to treat the sick more- "humanely." _!fenr;y: II had 
given the authority to visit the hospitals of his realm to 
-·· . ·-· ' . .. 
the Chief Almon.er; Francis I had delegated it to the royal 
(94) 
judges. To this the bishops objected, but at the same time 
Parliment decreed that they alone should be permitted to 
··- ... 
visit, either in person or by deputy, with the royal judges. 
The Councils tried to introduce little by little the syndics 
... ~ . . . . ' 
or heads of sotiieties and· the most notable bourgeois into the 
" ( 94) . -
hospital administration.. Meanwhile, leprosy completely 
disappeared and the hospitals and lazar houses formerly 
-· j • , ... 
used for leper patients were suppressed and eventually the 
revenues devoted to the general hospitals. 
In a measure these edicts and canons tended to effect 
some change, but on the ·whole both seemed to be little 
' (95 )' . .. . . 
observed. The objects bad been worthy, but results did not 
. '"'"" . " .. 
come up to expectation. Regard~ess of who the administrators 
were they used their position. to further th~i.r. __ o~?-.. ~.n-~~r,~sts 
by ex.tending their prerogatives, by squander_ing prope:t~y, and 
bJ arrogating to themselves powers which were not legally 
... . " .. ,_,__ .. ; ', . . . 
theirs. The famous edict of Charles IX (April, 1~6~_) appeared 
in vain even though it vras confi-rmed· by the famous ordfnances .. . '•• .. " . ' . . ·; ". ·(96) . . ... 
of Moulins and of Blois (May, 1579). The for~er enjoined 
off1cers of justice to render account to persons appointed 
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to control hospital prop-erty and provided that the poor should 
be cared- for in their territory on the contributions of the 
c 9rmnuni ty. The latter provided that ad.mini stra tors of hosp-
~ . . ~·- -- .. ' ' ., '• . .... -
itals should.make an inventory of. their respective institut-
• 1 •••••• '··-- _,. 
ions, but that such administrators. should not include eccles-
iastics, nobles, or officers, but simple bourgeois, good 
• ~ • < ,. - -
economists whose nomination for three year- terms should be . . 
made· ·by founders. Some. s-light advantage resulted. But 
neither Council nor king-was able to remedy the underlying 
cause, the weakening of the religious faith and _the result-
ing mental unrest induced by the changes of. the Reformation. 
The beneficed clergy gradually came- to regard property as ·· . . .. . .. .. . .. . ... -· .. -- . . - ·- . -. .. ·- { 97) 
belongin~ to them w?ich had ?~e~. merely en~:r':lsted to_ ~:t:-_em. 
In some cases foundations were seized by force and perverted 
from the object of the founders. 
During the wars that ravaged France the laws were not 
enforced. Moreover, feudalj.sm was master of all establish-
ments in the usurped domains and the time had not yet come 
to supress these enterprises and to submit the realm to 
uniform laws. But £rom this tim~ on hospital reform~. ap~ear 
to have been follow~.~ up -~i ~~ ~?r_~. Q?.nstci?:cy and .s1:-lc?_ess_. 
Henry III by the proclamation. of 1581 declared anew orders 
- '~ ' ,,. 
for the reformation of hospitals, and instead of merely 
enjoining them took measures to put the order into·~ffect 
.. ( 98) 
by creating commisi3ion.s to deal with the problems. The desire 
' . . - .. . . ,. 
for order gave rise also to the desire for unity in admin-
• ' .. ~.. - ... • #. '" ~ ... 
istring public aid, It seemed desirable to confer upon the 
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same person if not the direct administration.at least the 
control and supervision of all chari,table establishments. 
Therefore, the hospitals were expressly included under the 
control of. the Gr~nd Bureau of the Poor at ~aris and of Gen-
(99) 
eral Charity at Orleans •. In the same hands were concentrated 
" f. ' 
and unified the care of indigents and police control of 
mendicants. 
In general, the seventeenth .century was one in which 
the changes ~f the sixteenth. century were confirmed and 
con.farmed to. In keeping with the ~ endency fo:r monarchs. 
to become absolute., some. advance was made_ ~n France in 
strengthening royal control -over hospitals. This did not 
me~n nec~ssarily an improvement of conditions within the 
hospital. Often quite the co~~rary ma;y_be ~ssupte~ for 
Europe in gen.eral, for Jacobsohn, in his "Essays on. the Hiet ory 
of the Care for the Ailing"., says: 
"It is-vvorthy ·or· remark tha:t · att-entioh to the 
well~ be ilig of the ·sick and. t·he· 'improvements In the 
hospi tars. and ·1nsti tutiori~f ·generally~ had a period 
of complete an.d· lasting- stagnatioh frbni" the clb'se of· 
the Thirty·· years Wa±". (1648).~-~~The- hospitals- of cities 
were like :prisons; \vi'th bare, undec·orated walls and 
little· ·aark rooms,· :sma11· Wihdows ·where no· sun c"ou1a· · 
e·nter and d'ismar wa.·ra·s· v1here 50· ·or 100 pati"en·ts were 
crowded·· together, depr1ved ·of all c·omforts and· even 
of. necessaries. - In ·the mun1cipal-and ·s·tate ·· inst"it-
utions of thH3- period the beautiful· gardens~ roomy 
halls,-···and· spr"ings of' water of -the -old cloister 
hosj.:>ita·1 of the.Middle Ages·were nat·he·ard ·or; still 
1 es s the comforts of their friendly in te ri ors • '' ( 10 0 ) 
~. ' . . . ~ . '. ' ~. . ~ ... 
But in France some effo·rt at improvement w~s made. 
Henry IV ordered the Chief Almoner to proceed to a reform-
. '' 
ation of the hospitals, to suppress those which should be 
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diverted., and to.unite their revenues to·other establish-··· ' . . . ·-· . ;. ~ .... ' .. '• '(101) - . 
men.ts which it was necessary to.conserve. This work was 
largely accomplished by the Chamber of G~nera1.Reformation. 
' -- ... '·.. . '"''(101)' . .. . ... 
of Hospitals set up by L?ui s~ ?CIII ~ i? .1_618. This gr?UP 
consisted of the Chief-Almoner~ f6ur masters of petition, 
f ·- • - - • " - .• ~"' 
and four councillors of the Great Council. Most of the 
hospitals for lepers and lazar houses had already disappear-
ed, but many places. could show traces of endovnnents which 
had maintained them. If these were rents· they no longer 
were paid,. and if property such had been usurped. Those 
endovnnents which remained were now united to other hospi ta.ls. 
In the following re-ign of Louis XIV they served above all 
·- - .... 
.. 
to endow the general hospitals whic.h he practically origin-
(102) 
at ed. 
Louis XIV established special hospitals for almost 
every need. He did this by"~rea~~ng. the gener~~- h.ospi tal 
for the poor where mindicants, invalids, and orphans might 
. ,, '• . 
be shut up. He ordered that these general hospitals should 
be estab~ished in _each(i~~)- and lllark.et town in all the 
provinces of the realm. For thei-r maintenance he attributed 
to them alms and many of the endowments that had been cut off. 
But he· did not provide that these 'endov1.I11ent s should aid 
the poor in the country ordinarily, hence these districts· · . " " - . . . . -'. . ,., ' ... . . - - ( 102) 
were despoiled oy giving the revenues to the city hospitals. 
' . . . .' - ~ ' ' ' ' 
In 1693, Louis XIV issued an edict dissolving the orders 
of Mont-Carmel ·and Saint Lazarus and took from them the . . . 
property of the lazar houses which previously had been 
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given them. These properties he gave to the general 
hospit~ls for the benefit of the poor and sick of the .. . ... ·. { 103) .. ... . .. '.. . . · .. . .. . . ~· .. 
places. This was done on the adviee of the archbishops as 
well as on that of the intendants and the commissioners of 
the provinces. At the same time, a new Commission of 
Refor1~ati?n was c rea~~d. which. lasted .up to 1705, but which 
did not accomplish much. When this commission was revoked 
all contestation was then sent by memorandum to the Chan-
cellor to be decided. Louis XIV withstood the efforts of 
the episcopate to enforce the Tridentine decrees regarding 
. . ' . • • • ' • . ..• ' . . . . ' .c "'·.. • . ( 104). . 
the superintendence and vi.sitation of. the hospitals. Be.;. 
cause of the great diversity of regime and th~ abuses that 
resulted therefrom by the proclamation of 1698 Louis XIV 
issued. some gener~l. rule.~s f_o_r such hospi ~als as ~d been 
aided by the uni.on of th(i~;)er house~ and_ for those that 
did not have regu~a ti on~ •... ~~- eac~ ?o_sp.i~.~l v.ias set up a 
0 bureau of direction"~ composed of members by right and 
• < ' I - ' '~ '" 
by election, and a 0 general assembly", formed of the bureau 
. . ~ . . . . . " . 
of the old administrators.and of the residents admitted to 
the assemblies of the city or of the connnun.i ty. The powers 
,. . ~ ~ ,, 
of the two organs w~re_ s:p~c_if.i_c~ally fixed and the ~l:lest_i?n 
of precedence, which had formerly caused so much trouble, 
. ' (106) . 
regulated. 
The general hos:pi tals which Louis XIV considere.a. as 
his most benevolent accomplishment were used as :places of 
detention for mendicants where they were forced to work. 
as well as in the public workshops which had been .opened in 
' ' . ( 107) . ' . . ... ... . -.... 
the sixteenth century. The edict of 1656 which had estab-
3? 
lished the General Hospital of Paris had also given the 
. '.' - " 
administrators ~he_ -~~ght to adm.i:O:i~~~.r justice, to inflict 
punishment and correction upon the poor, accompanied by the 
i 
right to set up posts, i:5illories, and prisons and dungeons ' ' ' ' ·, -- . ' -, - .. ( 108) . . - .. ' -'. - . - " - - - . -
in the houses of charity. Even some troops of armed archers 
• • ' i!' • . •. ' . ~ ,, 
were permitted them. __ ~ ~~~".edict finally ~ave them the J?OWer 
to make such police.regulations as were considered convenient 
and to direct the use of funds entrusted to them. From so 
much potential P?yrer naturally_ some abuses so.o:i. arose. 
Among the· first was.the restriction.upon the right of ad-. . ( 108') ' - - - . ·-- ' ' .. . ' . ' ·- - - . ' .. ' 
mission. In tlw di stri bu ti on of chari tgble care it was 
soon evident that the country district~ wer~.entirely 
ignored while all was accorded to the.cities. Within the 
hospitals a sort of monastic regime was developed in which 
"' '" . ' - .. .,... . . - ~-. "" . 
the details of.administration were directed and inspected 
\ .. ·, .. ,, ' - ...... '··' 
by the administrators themselves. Bookkeeping was not made 
. . ' . ., .. ~ 
public, but was concentrated in a bureau. No efforts were 
made to correct this oversight and insensibly the old abuses 
were revived. The government app~~red in t~e adm~nist~a~~on 
only to: confirm some c9_i:ces~ions _of -~he octroi_~, to accord 
aids, or to authorize loans. Internal police and regulations, .... 
the care of the poor, of t~: old,. of the children was con-
fided to the administrators. By the old edicts they were 
clothed with absolute power. The love of authority natur-
ally caused them to tend to recover it. 
As a result of what was expected to·be real reforms 
' ' . ( 109) ' .. 
actual hardships were visited upon many. Since the twelfth 
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century at Maillezais- the monastery had distributed two 
livre of bread or other provisions every week to all who . 
presented themselves, poor or rich •. The revenues which 
had made possible such liberality were now given to the 
- - ... .. .... 
hospitals of Fonteney and Rochelle. Thus had disappeared 
- . . .. 
the two considerable alms known as the ttFete" which amounted . 
to almost two hundred tons of wheat. At mareuil, the - - . 
wretched had been given lodging and soup free, but the 
revenue to p~ovide this was ~ra:ns~_~rred ~o the Hotel-Dieu 
of Luson by order of the Council of 1695. Here the dis-. 
:possessed country poor had reserved to. them the privilege 
of occupying four beds. But in mari.y places these transfers 
had caused much bitterness. For these same hospitals which 
had been enriched refused to receive the sick.and poor of 
the country. Thus while the reforms were necessary in many 
places because leprosy had died out and certain 'houses. 
' , ·~ i ' . . .. . • . ... ·-- ... ~·. . . 
should no longer be retained, yet. the changes made bro~ght 
great detriment to the country districts which lost a great 
• • + •- .. - ,,, ' ' -
number of endowments and small hospitals which had aided 
them.through the centuries. 
The ~eventeenth cen~~ry closed with the reign of ~­
Louis XIV. The new century was to see not only the theories 
... ~· • ' ~ - -· '.~. " • ' l• '·. ~ ' • • • 
underlying the administration of public assistance disputed '... . .. 
and rejected, but the practices in its application changed. 
•• J ••• ~" 
But before passing. to a discussion of what was done in the 
p~e-eighteenth century period for the care of particular 
groups of unfortunated and defectives it will be well 
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to say a word about the actual administration of hos:pital 
services. 
In t·he. early times the administration of the hospitals 
was a purely ecclesiastical ;function. In the decrees o:f the 
Councils of the Gallican Church were found the earliest 
enactments of rules or laws concerning the relief of the 
.. " . ' ~ ~ ' .. •il .I 
poor and sick. The first council at Orleans under Childebert . . . . _,. --- -· -- ( 110 ) . ·.; -"'" . 
(511) issued two canons devoted to ~his subject. In one 
of them it decreed that two thirds of the proceeds of the 
offerings or lands granted to. the Church by the King should 
. ~· ' -"'• ·- . .. 
be used to maintain the clergy and the poor and that the 
other third should be spent in the redemption of prisoners. 
The second canon stated that the·bishop should provide food 
and clothing, so far.as his means would allow, to the poor 
and sick who were unable to work. The fifth Council of 
Orleans ( 5~9) forbade the unlawfu_l use of any part of the 
alms bequeathed to the. hospitals and enjoined upon the bishops 
... "·- " • .. ' 
the care particularly of lepers and the duty of· supporting . . ·. . ·.. ... . . . . . - ., - . -" ( 110) . 
them so far as possible with food and clothing. 
As the hospitals developed th_rough t~e c,_entur.ies. the 
fact that the popes, too, manifested a genuine inte·rest_ in .. - " ' . . . .... - . . -· . '• . ,_ - .. ·- .. . . - ( 111) ~ - . -
the hospitals is shown by many pontifical_~ocumeri~s. To in-
sure the success of charitable undertakings and to :Protect 
them from molestation the popes gave them their favor and 
. -
pro~ection. They granted permission for hospitals to 
' . ;,· 
maintain chapels, chaplains, and cemeteries of their own • . ' . . .. . . ' .. 
Sometimes they exempted hospitals from episcopal jurisdiction 
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and placed them u.i:-?:~_:i:_.~_11ei:: ?.~~~·- .. )~>opes approved statutes, 
;. ,. ··- ·-
if necessary, intervened to correct abuses, and defended 
_,._ ' '·~·--· ' " . "'" ..... ·-· •.• .... • • · •. ., .......... ·-~1 •... ,..;,.. " 
property r_~ghts. of __ hosp~ ~als. A~ times t~y were pa::t-
icularly liberal in granting indulgences to those who showed 
" ·• , I•·· ,. • •· • ,. , - • ·. -
an interest in the hospitals, such as founders and patrons, 
- • • ••' .._ •q. - • ... '·· ·-·, .. ~ •• -···· --. - ... ~. '··~ • ........ ~ • •• -- - • . ... ,.... '. ,; - .... ·- ' 
those who prayed in hospi ta1 chapels and- cemeteries, or those 
. ..... .... '··- . , ..... i. 
who contributed funds or gave nursing services to these 
institutions. 
Vihen hospitals formed part of the monastery they were 
administered by an. abbot o.r ·priest and the details were .. . .. . . . . ' . " .. . .. .. - . ( 112 ) . . 
prescribed by monastic rule. The statutes of hos~~ta~- ~r~~rs 
regulated minutely the duties of the "commandern who was at 
.. 
the head of each hospital• In other inst-i tut ions the offic-
( 112) 
ial in charge was known as th~ magister, provisor, or rector. 
Thes~ were appointed ~y ~~e ,bi~~OJ?_S, ch~:p~e:r:s' _o~ rn?n_i~ipal­
i ties, sometin;es .by t_he f?und~rs or_ pa_t:rons. Laymen as 
well as clerics were. eligible. Sometimes legacies were 
given on condition that the donors should control the admin-
i strati on. Saint Matthew's in. Pa:ria was. an example of th~s. 
On taking_ offic.e the ma~_ister t~_ok an ~!1ye_i:itory, beginn~n~. 
within a month and finishing.within a year. He was entrusted 
'' - ,. . - - _, -·. '"""' 
withtthe general superintendency and with the financial 
- . ' . . ~ ~ 
administration. It was he who received and assigned patients, 
also. 
The rules most generally adopted in the hospitals were 
" 
those of the Or~er of Saint John of Jerus(n~~ the Rules of 
Saint Augustine, and those of the Dominicans. The brothers 
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and sisters serving in the hospitals were bound by their 
vows. The schedule of their duties was prescribed in detail, 
as were the details of their dress, food, ~d recrea-tion. 
Penalties were inflicted for any violations. No employee 
- - '·. 
of a hospital was permitted to go out unaccompanied, to 
. . ' ~ - - ·- .. ' - --
spend the night.o:u~' or to take any refreshment other than 
water when outside., 
The broadest po~~ible charity was supposed to be exercised 
in recei~ing patien~-~~, .All were admitted to the Hotel-Dieu 
in Paris. There hospit~~- a~tendants were se~~ .?ut ~ times 
to find and bring in those who needed attention. 
When a patient entered the hospital he went first to 
~ . - ,, ... "' . - . . . ' ' - - . ', . - . -
~ o~~essi?l'.1 and, i~ he w_ere a .. chri s~_i~n, received Holy Commun-
ion. According to.his abilities the patient performed the 
duties of prayer·, attendance at mass, and the reception of . . . . ' ( 135) .... '" .. .. .. " ..... . 
the sacraments. They were recommended to pray for the 
benefactors, the authorities, and all who might be in dis-
tress. Litany was said at nightfall. Persons of high 
' - ~ f • • • ••• • ' -
station or boble rank often visited hospitals to cheer the 
patients. This was a custom of Catherine of Sweden, of 
Margaret, Q,ueen of Scotland, of Mary, Duchess of Lorraine, 
. {114) 
and of Louis IX, King of France. 
The regulations provided tbat the sick should never 
be left unattended and that nurses should be on duty at all - . 
hours. They also provided that in case of serious illness 
the patient should be removed from the ward to a :private 
room where he should receive special attention. Similar care 
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should be given in maternity cases ..... Some records attest 
that in the Middle Ages attent.ion was paid- to cleanliness 
-~· ·-· "~ . ' .. ; -.... _ -- ·--~~--···· ·~·'. ; ~... ' , ....... - .. -, ' 
and comfort because. they .tell of. baths-;··bedlinens, ventilation, . _,. . . .. . .... . -. "·" . - .. . - . . " ( 114) 
and heating by fireplaces and braziers. 
"' •- I -• .... • •· • • •" · ~ • •. , ~· . r-1 • ~ .• 
In._ t~~~ __ c __ ~urs~. ot_ cen_~~r;~s the ~evel_o~in,~nt .o:f. 1:11~~.icine 
began to correspond to \that of the. hospitals.-·· Medicine had ... ·. " . .. . . . .. -- ... " ~ . - --- ·- '" " . -- .. . ( 115 ) . . . . . -
grovm f~?~ .. and ha~ .. ?~~n rooted_ in superstition. In the Orient 
it had developed first in Egypt from whence its influence 
._,, ..... l-·· ..... 4 ..... -· ; !: "•' ,,,.. }. ....... 
had ~pread .~o .. _assy:r,.i~ .. ' .. Babylon,·.Pe!~~a-, ~nd to the- Hebrews. 
But it is.to the Greeks.that the. West.must look for the 
beginnings of its.medical science. -It -was they wh·o· laid .............. '• -.,_ . . •'· -- ""' ... .. .. ......... - . .... .. ...... •·" .... , '( .116) "'"' ...... -
the foundations as a .. part of the.i.r general culture. During 
the Homeric.period its practice was an esoteric art of the 
priestly class who .. ~PI?~aled .. _ ~o the god_s_ ,~?r aid. But not 
all.of .the sick could come to the temples. Travelling 
physicians s~~ up .?ut-;t>at.ie.:1-:t clinics whic}l{i~~) be~~~Y-~ ·'" 
,wou.ld. ?orre.sg~:1d to our :p~e 8.~~t. "~~Y. ~?-~Pi~i:3.-l.s .~ _ Physi °..~a.n_s. 
came to be divided- into classes as military doctors, general 
- ' • '" ,. I• • '• - ~ "' " " •·• • " . ·• •• "' .. ~ t'" ' ' • ,. • ' •··• .. .,. ' ' ' 
~~.a_c,ti ~ioners' midw~ '7".~~-' c •• a~~ spe~i~.1~.-a.t.ten~ant~. f?.:r. ~_he 
athletic games and. contests. The desire for knowledge result.;. 
,. . '. """ - . -
ed in the establishment of medical s~~ools, th.e most famous 
'••',; 
of wh~ch were Kos, Knida~_,. and Rhodes. Hippocrates (~60~ 
357 B. C.), the ''Father of Medicine", was a graduate <:£ the - . '. ( 118) . . . .. . .. . 
first mentioned. He was the first to rationalize medicine, 
to codify medical knowledge, and: to esteem the.art of 
medi?~ne·as an ethical, spiritual endeayor. With the found-
ing of Alexandria and the spread· of Greek culture there, 
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t~i.s ·-- ~.i_t.Y_. ?.~_came ~. ~~~di~.C:-~- ~enter_.Y'!!:o ~.~ ·~ ~?_fl~-e~c~. was felt 
for some th~ee hundred years {to the. second century B .• c.). 
.. ...... .... .. ........... ,..,. ... ,.......... . ........ "'" ... - ........ ·-· ~ ......... ~ ~ ,.. .. ._.~ ... i .. \!- ••• ·----·~ .,. :- t·' ........ ..... ... •• 
~~~_e_ s~.?~-~g~~e.~ -~-l:':ek ~?~~~ about .150 B. c. an~~ ·~~;r~ely took 
ov~r- ~:ee~. culture •. _ J?u~~!1?. the: ~-O?Ja? .. pez.-~.°..~ .~l~u~~-u~- :.~alen 
(b. ca. 130 A. D.) revivified.Greek medicine and completely ····--··- -·- .......... ,. ,, -····· ... - ' "" (119) ""' ... ,_ .. -·" ·-··· 
restored the earlier Hippocratic ide.as.. . But·. Greek medicine 
•• ·~- .... h •• • " .... ... ... ...... •• ' - ~ ,, ... • .. _ __, - • ... .. -•• ' •,· - .. .. - - ~ • • • " ,.., ~ 
reached Europe largely through the Arabs who. appropriated 
-· ·-· • ,. " • • .. - _, ·..,,.' ...... ... .. " ....... , ... ·- • ••• ~ .. • " ·~ " '-· • ~ '. • • w 
" Greek science, phi~~sopfiy, .and. literature and kept Greek 
(120) 
culture alive during the .Dark Ages. 
During the Dark Ages in Europe (476~·1000-} th·e- Church '' .. . . '. . " ,, ... ' .... ' - ..... .. . . ... '( 121) .... ' ~· . -· ·- ..... ' ' - "' ·-·' 
~lone was the foster mother o~. _s~~ence. The cl~ ~~y w.~~e 
the only class that had any pretense.to education. Until 
the school at Salerus was established medicine was entirely 
lt ..... 
in the hand~ of Jewish and Arabian physicians who were ' ' ,. ''. ' ''' ,, ' ' ' . . '' ' ... - . ... . .. ,. ,.. ( 122) ' . .. ... .. .. 
custodians and con~erva~o~s of. Greek texts~ In the course 
" ' 
of this period, ~owever, they developed two out~tahding lea~ ' ' .. -. ' .. . . - ' ' .. ·'' ·'" -' ·- . '.,,' . ( 124) ' " ' 
ers, Avicenna (980-1037) and Averroes (1126-1198). At the 
same time ~hroughout Europe. there wer.~ .. ~ls?. "vagrant. qu~cks" 
and "stationary humbugs", but their :practice was discounten-
. . . . . "" . . .. - ' . ". . . ' ' ., ... - . ' . ,/' - . ~ . "' ' 
.. 
anced by the Church on the ground that faith, prayers, and . ., " ' ' . '" . " .. ' ( 12 5 ) ' . . . '· . .. ' . . ' ' .. 
fasting were.better than .pagan amulets. The Church advised 
the sick to irdtate the saints in enduring· their sufferings.· 
~hrougho~~ .: th.~ .. Middl~ Ages medic.~ne ~emained almo. st 
purely dogmatic; men did not experiment to learn the nature 
- . . . ~ . . ' .., ~, ~ . .. .. ,. " . - . ' " ;' . ' 
of the hu~n bo~y and the effect of drugs upon it, but turnOO. 
• •. • • ' , ,,. ' '. '• • • • • '... " ,, .• • .•• ' .• • ~ • ,• - ~ ' " • • - k 
to Arista tle, Hippocrate.~, Gale!l:,. or .. A~icen,n9:'• Bitter 
rivalry between the Greek and Arabian schools resulted finally 
44 . ~· 
in the triumph of the .former about 1550, just b~fore the . . '--·· . . ... . . . ....... ·-······-.·-· .·,... . ··-. .. . .... -- .... ~ "... .. .. .. . .. .. " •·( 12 6) 
beginn~ngs __ o~ r~_se~_~ch and experiment. w_~.r~ .. ma~_e. 
_ .... _ ~-s the clo ~e- ?~ tne Middle .,Ages a~proach~~- medica~. -r- _ 
schools and universities began :t~ rise.. The first medi Q.al - . ·- - -. ( 127) -- -- . . . . .. .. . . 
school had been that of Salerno. Its origin is unknown but 
'-·" ....... . .· -- .,. _, - - . ·- ' .. "' .,. -· . ~ 
Cumston accepts the theory put.forward long ago by de Renzi 
-· M• • \ - - ... • "' < '• .,, • ;.: • ~·" 
that it was not founded by Constantine .. t~e"A~_:i_c9:n,-._~o:r by 
the Lombard princes, nor by the Benedictine monks but was 
o ' ~ - I • • .>"' » ... ••' ' '·• 
established by t~~ po/sic_i_ans_ of. t}le_ c_i~tx who br_ th_eir nmnber 
and ~by the~r le~:rning a tt~ac_ted f~llow~_rs_ wf.io __ pref_e.r:ed ~he 
teachings of several to the following of a single master. 
-. . ·-- - ...... ,_, - ' . ' '. ~ ' ' .. 
Y.lh.-.e~h~!' these p~si?_ians ~e~e _ ~a~en o.r e~?lesi.c:-st~cs 'is 
unknown, but probability favors the former. The ·school of 
Salerno may have been founded at the time of the fall of the 
', .. ,. -. 
~~mani;~mpiJ:'~' ... ?u-:t .the fi~,~~ indirect menti.~:O:. ?~ it was made 
in 942. Its importance lay in its- Greek teachings and in 
the model~~~~ .... s~-~1~~~us which it furn:is!J.e~ f_~r -~~e founding 
of other universities •. Among these ea~~Y universities 
w~~c.~. usu~~ly began .as. assemblages of stu~er:ts .... ~1:1. --~ome 
locality were: Parir? (1110), Bologna (1113), Oxford (1167), ··- ' .... ,. ., ... ·-·· . .. ... ... .,,... . . 
and Montp~~lier {1181), ?,.:Q.d in Italy the un~yersities at 
- • •••In' •" • •• ., • -"' ''••" • 
Padua. ( 1~22), Me a si!l:~ ( 1224),. ~?d_ ~~:ple s ( 1225). '.Many others 
followed; the fourteenth.and fifteenth centuries saw the 
• ·-. ...... '., ' •.• -!-· •• ··•·• •• •. • • .•. 
rise of the principal uniyersities in Germany and the S~avic 
. '. . .. ,, ' .. 
countries (Heidelberg, 1386) Prag, 1348, and Vienna, 1383), ... .. . ... .. . . .. .. . •( 128) . .... . .. 
and Scandinavia and Scotland. It was .through the medium of 
the universities that physicians came to be regarded as 
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members of the 'learned profe.ssion .• ' . 
.. . - . ....... _ ....... __ .. - ..... ..,., ·- ... ·- '" -- ' 
During this. -period.of the Middl.e Ages when European 
• -· ·~.· -··~···· ~--- - •• -·. ~ + --
medicine was. slow. in developing. and even long after its rise, . .. .. .. : . .. . . ····-···· .. ' ·- - ... ... "· .. . ·-" ............. (129) 
the Jewish physician in Europe was both 0 used and abused." 
.... . . . . .,.. . . ... - ... ,. - ·. ,· ..... . - - ~ . - . 
Billings said that in the tenth and eleventh centuries that 
he was a 1.sort of contraband. luxury.' Bo.the the rulers and 
- ; 
the bishops made. use ?~.?_is_ superior scientific ~nowl~dge; 
but neither of them toierated him on any. other ground. The. 
Council of Vienna in -126-7. forbad~-·~-~~-·~-~ws to pr~?-~~c~-- ~nong 
Christians. Under the Western Cali]?hate Jewish physicians 
• - . ,. • •• ..• ~ .... • ' • ~ " .. "'' -.. " ••. 1 .• - . .., • , .• ' 
helq a promi1:1ent place_- .. i?: ~:pain until _their banishment i:O 
1492. The School of Salerno used them until it had developed 
sufficient talent to get along without them. The same thing 
was true of Montpel-lier which excluded Jews after 1301. Al-
• ·-. ~· .. ... • ·- .. ·- • -'• • ' ••••• - • •• ~ • ' .... '•· ••••• ~ ... « -
though different Emperors continued to retain Jews as their 
personal physi.?i.~.:1~ .. up .to the __ t~me ?! _ t_11.~. _F:i:.e~~ll .. Revolution, 
they were not allowed to stµdy a,~ .. JE~~?P.~~~ ... universi ties and, 
being excluded ~rom ~~-e liber~l prof_~.s.s~c.n~ they played 
l.i ttle part in rn_~dic_ine during this pe:iod. 
The Arabs made a direct contribution to European medi-
cine in the fields of chemistry and pharmacy. The effect 
of this lasted long after the M~h~ni~nedan, po.wer itself had 
waned in Europe. The Ara.bi ans contributed a good share of . . .. . ( 130) ... .. . . . . .. , . .. . .. " . . 
European materia i~~-dica_ •. The .. _A~(;lbian phar~cist~ eXI>~oi t~d 
and introduced a great number of 'new drugs; in particular 
. .. - - fl ~ 
senna, camphor, sandalwood, rhubarb, .musk, myrrh, cassi~, 
.. ~ •' - .. • .• , • • fl • ' ., 1' • - • 
tamarind, nut~eg, cloves, cubebs, aconite, ambergris, and 
., 
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mercury. They originated syrups, j:i~ep,s_~. a.lc_ohol~. and 
aldehydes; they inv'ented flavoring extracts made of rose-
-· . . - . .. . " ,. ' .. ... . ' 
water, orange and lemon peel, tragacanth, etc. 
The foundation of great medical universities, somewhat 
later the formation of gilds by ~he physi~~ans, and improved 
m~~ical.legislation caused the art of med~cine_i~E?~ope ~o 
develop. But some of the legislation tended to retard its 
progress in spite of the goo~_ .. in.~~!1tion ot t~ose res~on~_ible 
for its passage. With the establishment of the School of 
Salerno European medici~e liad f?egui:i __ ~o_:rise. But as soon 
as monks and clerics had begun to practice medicine it· was . .. .. . . ' . . '• .. " .. ~ - . . ... '' ,, 
found inconsistent wi~h the intention of Holy Orders that 
- . ·. . " .. ··-. .. . 
·medical fees should. be collected. The po ssi bili ty that 
the sight o~. :n~ny. ~~~-~.?_ts of the sick might offenQ. modesty 
and that a practi~ioner 1:fli~!l~ ... ~~--~~-e .ca~~e .... ~~, ~~e~death of 
a :patient also bro~~~t ecclesiasti?~l d~~approval. Accord-
ingly, ·the Church is sued a long series of edicts which were 
.... .._ ~ . . ·" .. ' ' - . . . . . . .. '" 
aimed not so much at medicine a$ at its malpractice. The 
.. . ' -~ . ~.. - - ' . - --. 
acceptance· of.fees for attendance upon the sick was severely -. . .. ( 131 ) ' . ,, . .. . . . . " ' 
punished. Various Councils concerned themselves with similar 
... '' .. ''•" · t. ti '··~~ •-· '•- • I , ., 
problems~-Clermont (1130), Reims (1131), the second Lateran 
., ,. ' I ' t 1' ' . • ' ' ' • •' '' ' ~ • . i ' . • ' ~ •' ,. • " '-· ~ .. ~ 4 
( 1139) , Montpe l lier ( l-162) , . Tours ( 1163), c• Paris· ( 1212) , . . - - ' . . . ( 132)- . . . . 
the fourth Lateran (1215), and. Le ¥~ns:J_l247)._. Their g_~ne~~-1. 
effect was not only to .•stop the monks from p~a~tic~ng_ .:medicine, 
but to .discredit the-profession of the. surgeon. The famous 
maxim of ~~e . Counci~ _ of,. TC?.u.rs .. ~~at the·' Church abhorred the 
shedding of blood' not only brought the sometimes murderous 
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~~e,;a~ond .. ~urge on into di~E~J?~te, but by the weight of .. ~ ~-~ 
~_uthori ty, caused all surge·ons to be regarded as inferior ....... {133) 
to the average :practitioner. 
''~'·•' .,., ,.. - ····- ~·· - ··-.~ ...... ~·-· 
Thus surgery was long delayed in its development and 
~uring the tra.rl:sit~?n_?f· the ~-~·ddle Ages became distinctly 
•··. - -· .. . ' '•·- . . 
separa.te from. medicine. Barbers, in the first :place, had 
been trained .for :purposes of bleeding and shaving the monks. 
_... ' '·· ',- - ...... ~ ··-· .,.... _, • 'f,•• -· •• ·• - ·~.. ' _, • ,. ~ ' -· •• - ,.,.. "-· .- -
~hey_: owed their bus.i.ness -large_~!: ~o the fact t.1!a t, after the 
... - ~ ... 
monks ~er~ forbidden to w~~r b~ard~~ J~~-9~ ~-' __ s~a?o~? ch.ins 
and shaving became fashionable. French surgery was the 
. ~ .. ' . . ... - ' 
first to reach the dignity and profession of a science. 
In the thirteenth century~, the College de Saint Come was 
•. 'ti. . .• ·- •.• " 
organized at Paris (ca. 1210), constituting a gild the members 
• .- •. .., I ",.,,; ' • 
~f whi_~h w~re. ~ivi~ed~ .. into t:vo. ,gr~.up_s, the clerical_ barb_er-
... 
' surgeons or surgeons of. the long·· robe and the lay surgeons . . '• . ·'· ......... "'•". (134)'" '... . ...... ,. ... . . 
or surgeons of the short robe. But the College aroused the 
~~ -· ..• " - ~ • .. · '' .1 • . ' ' • •. 
oppo si ti on of ~ oth th~ barber .• surgeo~s an9: th~ Faculty of 
the University. In 1311, ~3?2_, ... and ~36_~ ~oya,l decrees were 
i~sued forbidding the lay sur~e?l'l.~ ~~- J?.:.a~~i~_e surgery 
without being 
1
;du-+y examined by the. surgeons of the long . .. ' . { 13 4 ) . ' . ' ' ·. . - . . " " - .... ' '. ... ' ' .. . . ... '. 
robe. In .. 13?2, Charles Y. decreed th~~- the __ barbe~~ should be 
allowed to treat the wounded and should not be interferred 
with by th~ir long-robed colleague_~~-.·. T~~- _sa~ne thing 
happened in;England where the su~geons formed a separate 
, . . ' ~· ' ' . 
, ~~+d in 1368. , They com~.ined wit~. t.he physic_~an_~ ~ !Jo~t 
1421 and ~he barbers obtained. a separate charter from Edward 
,.,, ... . ' .. · 
VI in 1462. In this way barber~surgery (the surgery of the 
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common people) became •wound surgery.•,. that is, was restricted 
'•' • -· • ·•·•··•• • ,,, , •.• ...,.._,. •· ""'"•·'" I '-.,,, ~--~ ~- ",,· "'-·~ • .., • 1-,... lj 
to blood letting and.the healing of.w-0unds. 
~~ 1_5-_~5 surgeons were !.i.~a~_ly admi ~~~d. '.3-s_ .a depart-
" 
men t of. the University atld b~rb er surgE! ??l~ {i~;) PEl rmi tt ed 
to ~_t __ ~e~.~--t~e lectu:_e~: ~?1:1 .. ~n~-~-0!11! a~d surge~!:·:.::_I~- th_e_ ~~1,C~_een­
t? cent:i~~ __ 5,;1:~e7y _im;P_r?v:?- 1l~der th~~ le::.d~.rs~~-!':. o.f Ambr_oi se 
Pare ( 150~:~-~-9~ ). , . J?rofe~sor. of the Surgical Coll~~~ .. d~. Saint 
Come and S\].rgeon t·cf· King Charles IX, and. Felix Wurtz of ' ' , -· ... " ( 136) .... . .. ' -· . . . ... . . ... . " ......... . 
Basel (1518-1575). By. his invention of a ligature for large 
' ' .. ' ~ - ~ ' ... • .,, .. ~· "' ! . - - ,, "' ' " .. - ·- -- ., -
arteries which prevented hemorrhages Pare made amputations 
• • ··~ ~. j ,.,.: ' - • • .. • • s. •' ... ~. ' • • ' - -
on a large scale possible •. Although he was a barber's 
~ j ' ' ~ •• • I - • -· '" - • • 4 r • r -
~ppren_tice, ~e. made several- __ :i~P,ortant improvem~nt_s in surg-
ical technique. But these were held as trade secrets and 
~ > • r - ' 
were not given freely to-others for the general good of 
humanity. Obstetrics also advanced under Fare's discoveries. 
Until that time alma.st ?~i_v~r~~~-l:;y-. women were. attended in 
child ?irth .o~~:Y". by ~o_m,~~. midwives_._ ... ~o~_etimes women even 
died from abdominal tumors rather than be attended by a male '"' , .. _ .... ,,,.; 
physician. Marked improvement in m_e~h?~~ were instituted 
when men entered the profession ~~ midw_i_fe:r_Y. 
Even in the Middle Ages. efforts were made to prot~ct ' . .. - .. . .... ... . .. . . ... . ' ' ( 13 7 ) 
the people af:S.C:l.inst the misu_se ?~. ~~e. :iie~i.cal prof~ssion •. · 
In the year 1140 Roger II of_ Sicily issued an edict ~orbidding 
anyone to P:t;~cti.?.e. i::ie.~.i~ine without proper examination, 
under pain of imprisonment and the sale of his belqngings 
. .. - .. - . '. 
at auction. Roger's grandson, FredericK II, in 1224 
issued an edict of wide scope requiring a candidarefor.a 
.,. "''""' •.4 ~~ I ., ... , .~ ,. -· ... ~ ~ ,.• • , 
license to practice to ·JJe :::properly examined in public by 
:· 
the masters at Salerno. The license was issued by the 
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Emperor himself or by his representative. Failure to comply 
••••.••• i' ..... ._ ... · ... ,.,,,., ' • .,, ..... 
" .. ' '.. ~ _.,. •. ' .. d. •• .. .. - '--
with these ~~oi::_i_~i?:3:s __ ~arr_i~d .. ~. ;Penalt~-- of imprisonment and 
forfeiture of property. The examination was.based upon the 
.......... ,, . .,,._,.._.¥1·'''~., • ~- , .•.•... "~ "'~!<·" ......... ;J ..-- •. ..,. •• 
genuine books. of Hippocrates,. Galen,- and.Avicenna. Before 
he took the examination the candidate must ha.ve studied 
~ogic ~or _three yea~.~-'- 1.11edic-in_e:. and. surgerY..· for five years, 
and ~ave pra~_tised unde~-- some exper_ienced physician for one 
year. (The candidate.for surgery had- to prove that he had 
. .... ... - ... ' .. . .. . ~.. " .... ! ..... .... . . •. ,. . ..,_ ~. ~ .. -· • j.. • 
studied for at least a y-~~:·.) . ~~~_,,;phy~~c~~~--y1as required to 
treat the poor for nothing; to visit- his patients twice a 
• • ~ ,, , • ' • • \ ··• I • " ' ,. '"' ~· , • ~ '" ' ... ' 
day and on?~. -~t.:n~~?-t i~ ~~e..?~:ssary:; t~- av-?.id coll~_s~?U. ~vi th 
the apothe~arie~, .and to report them if they adulterated or 
substituted drugs. ' . , . . ,, ... " . { 138 ) 
The ancient Hebrews were the founders of public hygiene. 
The institution of social hygiene as·a science was largely 
i~st~tuted· by the Bible. Some of ~ ts __ .?.:r'~?epts continued 
in force throughout the Ilil:iddle Ages, particularly those 
~ ._. . . II ' • • 
relating to- -leprosy-•.. :But on the whole the proper importance 
•····· ·,.',. .... ··~· "'•·'- '''""~-· , .. ~ .,~, .• t.'·• ... ,..,~r·······•»· .,,_ ~ .. "'' 
of hygiene was not recognized, .consequently was li t.tle stressed. 
,, • ., , ' o-·, •..,. '" ""' j • • "· I I',• ~I " ' ' ' ~. ·' _,. 
Under Frederick II the sale of poisons.'. !!1~gi.c potio:ris, etc. 
~~~--made pm~ishable by d-~-~~h_;_ P.~?.Y.i~ion was_ ~~~e f~~-· .r~-g~l~r 
-~n~}?_~ct-ion of dru~.s and apothecaries'. m_iX.~.u~e.s..~ .. _ Some regul-
ations were also made. in municipal and rural hygiene, such 
,. ·~ ~ . . " ' . ' ~ ' . ' 
as for the ·proper depth of graves and the suitable dispo~al .. '( 13 9 ) ' . . ' . . . .. . . . . . .. . - . - ... , -· . . .. . ,. "" ' 
of·retuse. Similar ordinances were made in Spain in 1238_ 
an.d in Germany in 1·347. A recent writer, Sudhoff, has brought 
to light a treatise on the hygiene of a crusading army which 
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was dedicated to Frederick II by Adam, chanter of Cremona, 
'" ".( 140) 
in 1227. 
·Frederick II had. a decided influence. upon the learning 
of his time. His policy was ~~-r?.?g~! .. persona~- _and caused 
the intellectual life to center in his court rather than in 
... ~... • ........... ~--~ 
the universities. He issued a statute regulating the practice .......... " . .. ,.- . ··- ; ' .. ~ .,. ... ~. ....~ ......... ..,. . ... . . 
of medicine, surgery, and. pharmacy throughout the kingdom-
of Sicily which had the effect of limiting the freedom of 
Salerno which- bad reached an· en.viable eminence without the 
- - °(140)"' •· -- ·"-
help either of_ :r.u~~:r. or pop_~~~-_~-~ spit_~.-~~- ~is limitations 
upon Sale:::io ~-~~-deric~-·~I: -~~?~:1:1:-C?-?~~- le~ning and f?~d~d 
a number of Italian uni.versities including Padua, Messina, 
•. • •~ I .. ,, , ,, 
and_ Nap~~·s. Nor did he. limit his pat~onage to Ch7istian 
scholars, but aided Je~s~ _ -~:1.'~ Mohammedans as well. Frederick 
!I's edicts did much to raise the· standing of reputable 
physicians and to discourage the quacks. 
.. ~ '• . . " -- . ... . ... . '.·~- . 
The rise of medical universities bad much the same 
effect •. By the sixteenth century there·were sixty which had . ' - .. . .. - .. ' . '.. .... .. . · ...... { 141) . . .. . . .. . . .. . 
been granted privileges by pope or king. The establishment 
• • • . • •.ul ' • _ _,. " • -> ~ ~ 
of uni ve~si t:i_es and. t~~ ~~ve~opment o_t .t1.1~ _sc ~enc_e ?~. medi-
cine caused many hospitals to form departments in the schools. 
' . ' ' '" ' "~ ,_ • ... I ' •t ~ ' ' 
University· towns developed large and important hospital . .. (142) . ' ... . . 
facilities. Bologna and the Italian towns led the way. 
Paris and. the schools of France followed. The hospitals 
of London and Edinburgh became great medical schools. Of 
these Saint Thomas was established in :1553, Saint Bartholemew 
. - '"• .,. 
in 1546, and Bethlehem in 1547, all in London. 
pl 
This brief survey must suffice for a summarization of' 
• • ~ • • - - < " ....... ~ .......... r••• ,,., ·- •., -j, ,.,. - ''"' "J. '>.,' ·-.. "'' <••·•' "" '·" ~· .. , , ... ., '~ .... .... . • ' ... ,•,. •• '• .... "• •H-' 
-
~-~~ .9: .. ~velop~1-~?.-~.~-. ~n hospi taliz~~~-i?.n. and i t_s re_~ated prob~erns 
before the opening of the.eighteenth century in 1?15. At 
the same time special advancements in.the care of depe~dents 
... .' ..... 
and defectives were taking place •. The.problem of the found-
ling, chief of' the depe~d_e:i~--s~ _~as rather closely rela~~~~-. 
to that of the hospital, espec'ially in the early centuri:es. 
Bri~f mention __ o~. ~he dev~_lOPJ?~nt o~. a, :~.e~hn:iqu_e_ an~ i~s-~_i t~ _ 
ution.s for the care of the foundling will- he made in connection. 
the more general phase of hwnan-itarian work. 
of interest, therefore, to see ~h~~ was being done for the 
foundlings, the helpless victims of neglect, and for the 
defectives, per se, the insane, the blind, and the deaf. 
CHAPTER II 
TEE CARE OF FOUlIDLIMGS ANJ) DEFECTIVES IM EUROPE PRIOR TO 1715 ·_ .. 
Ancient pagan nations commonly expo.sed unwanted or 
.,.. - - . . ( 1 ) . -· ·- ·.·- . 
defective children. Infanticide., which was not punishe<:I 
except in EgY?~ -~h~r.~. ~he ~~ild.'-s corpse. was fac~~ne~ .. to 
the guilty parent's neck for three days and nights, was - • • ·• • • •• '• • '" ,,,. ' , ' ( 2 ) ••• ••' " ,. ' ·•• ; ' ' ·. . '., ' '" • # ' • " - " <' • • ' • " ' •• H ' ' ' > 
p r~_ct i_sed .. a_s well. ~-s-~~~ly, .. ho~~e-y_er, a na:t:U:r:~~~ fee .. ling 
prompted parents to expose their children rather than to 
... . "' ,,. 
slay them. Much frequented places- 'where there was a greater 
chance of the child's being saved were usually selected. 
In Athens and Rome specially appointed places were set aside ( 2) -· ., .. . . . . . .... 
for the purpose. Lycurgus and the Decemviri decreed that 
.. . - . .. . ~ ... ~· .. ' 
deformed children should be killed in the interest of a 
.. ( 3) 
healthy citizenship. Aristotle advocated the passage of 
I 0 '~ I •u • >' '> ••• ~ • • 
laws which. would. compel the _expo~llre._ of deformed children. 
and also.of all children in excess of a socially useful 
. - .; .. .. . ~ . -- ·~ ' . 
number and which would com]_)el· abortion whenever public ' . .. ·- (3) ' ' ... . ... ' •·· - . 
w~lfa~~- di~t~~~~ the prac~ice •. I~ his.o]_)inion these ~~as-
ures were necessary in the ideal state. Even Pliny and 
,, . . ... ,.. -· .. · ..... -
Seneca believed it wise sometimes to allow deformed and 
. . ' . - . . .· ~ . . '. . ... 
superfluous children to perish. In Rome the proportion 
_of t~~s~ ~escued. from the. ~e~~~nated.plac~~ was small 
The purpose. of such rescue.s .wa.s Pll:r'g) selfish for the 
Roman law made such children slaves. 
The explanation of the prevalence of the custom may 
_/1 
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lie in the belief that the newly-born was not in the full 
sense a human being and in the.belief- that the individual 
:( 3) 
exi.sted for the. sake of the sta:te.. Christianity controverted 
such doctrines with the. belief. that human life. is intrinsically 
'" .... ~ •• "' ., •• -··· M "<-' ·~ "'" ••• M• ., .. ,. ,._ o ,, OM '" W•' • ..-- ••• "' ·" '"•. 
sacred. Thro1:1~l1: its_ -~r~-~~r~, priests,_ ~!ld b~shops it condemn-
ed infant exposure and instituted the first. systematic meas-
. " "" ' ... • ·. t .... , ·' ' . ' ••. ... .... ' .. ' . '' . . . 'I\- ... ' - .. • • "" .·... ... ··•· - -·.. " '" ' ' •• ~ . ,, - ·~ .. .. ~ • - • ,.,.. 
ures for their rescue. Early leaders in this work were ., - ( 3) 
Lanctantius, Tertullian,- Justin-Martyr, and Cyprian. In the 
• • - •• ~. • • - • • •• \ •• ,,. • .,. •·· - ·- ~- ' ...... •¥ ,\. • 1·. , .. ~ ....... ~ ., 
fourth ce~t~1ries the Emperoi:-~- y~1entinian, , Valerius, and 
Gratian, influenced by Christian teaching~ ~n~-pr~ctices, 
pro hi bi ted.. the prac-tice and made infanticide punishable by •' (3) • • •• Y"• • • • • ' • • • • "• 
death. Justinian- relieved foundlings of the disability of . . .. . . .. . - ~ .... ' - . . ; ' 
-slave:r:~. and. placed them under the patronage of bishops and 
priests •. 
The rescue of abandoned children was first undertaken 
by individuals. Jerome is said to have founded the first 
orphanage in Bethlehem. In the Middle Ages in France 
abandoned children were received ~! d~~conesse~- ~~d placed 
in a· marble basin found at the doors of the churches for 
the purpose, with the assurance. that they would be cared for. 
In this way- a foundling asylum was said to have been founded . . . ... . . .. ' .. 
by the Bishop of Trier in the sixth century. Such an asylum 
. . . ... .. . ,.. : 
at Trier is mentioned in the seventh century,. but the first 
of which t~ere is authentic record was that established in 
. ' . ·- - - . ' - ' '· ( 3) .. : 
Milan in 78? by the archpriest Datheus. In the same year 
the Council of.Nicaea determined that ~ach large.ci~y should .. . . ( 4) 
maintain such a hou~e. In 1070 a noted asylum for foundlings 
..... '"'.I 
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was established at Montpellier. Innocent ,III had one erected 
in 1198 at Rome in connection with the hospital of the Holy 
Ghost. 
During the thirteenth and- fourteenth centuries th.ere 
was a. great· increase in the number. of such. insti-tuti ons 
. (4) 
e stab li shed.. This wa.s i:;iotably true qf Italy. Important 
. . . .. .... . .. . ....... ··• .. I ' ,· .. - .... ., - .. ,. · .... 
asylums included. those- of Ei~beck .( 1200), Flor~nce ( 1316), 
• - ~- .. ~' > • :i .. ,_ t ' .. •·' • ./ ,... 
Nuremberg ( 1~3~_) , P.a~~ .s_ .~~ 136~). ·'· ~nd Vienna. ( l~~~) • . In the 
fifteenth century Garcias, Archbishop of. Valencia, was a 
conspicuous figure in charitable work for foundlings, but . .. -.. . . ·- ,. . ... -· 
his fame was eclipsed in the seventeenth century by that of ., . - . .. ' ,, , .. '. ( 5) 
Saint Vincent de Paul. · 
Throughout the middle Ages most foundling asylums were 
- ~ -· . . . . . ' ·, "•. ' - ,. '' . . . . . - ' -
equipped with a revolving crib which enabled persons to 
dispose of their children without themselves being detected. 
As a consequence, the number of abandoned children was ., . ' . . .. ..~~ ( 6) 
greatly increased. 
The custom of establishing foundling- asylums did not 
- ..... ' . " ' ( ~ 
?~come general throughout Europe. In many places children 
continued to be .left at the door of the church where they 
were tended.at first by male nurses and then by the foster-
(7) 
parents. 
In France the means of caring. for foundlings in the 
sixtee.nth and seventeenth centuries became quite inadequate. 
Th_e g_e?eral regime in fo~ce .. was th~t set up by an. ~rd~_r of 
Parlemen t in August, 1552, whi_c~ pl~cetl t~e. maintenance and 
education of foundlings in charge of the seignorial justices 
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- ...... { 8) 
because of the profits attached to their.fiefs •. The lack 
~!. ~.icis and a_S.!_1??1~- .and p_er?El.;P_s. the ?arbarity. of the ... c~~~oms 
caused many children to.be abandoned •. The evil was sufficient-
.,,-"' L •••• ~ ' ... ···--~ •• ·~ ... 
ly grave to call forth an edict from Henry II in. 1556 to 
prevent such q.bandonment by making the act punishable by . . ... '{9) . . .. . ... ". .. . .. '.. - ... -. . . .. •.. . . 
death~ . In 1586 the Ordinance of Moulins charged each city, 
market to~, o:r town to: ~a~e ca:e of. its poor and included 
deserted children in this group •. This ordinance proved 
•• ~ L.. • - - • -... -- - I --- ; "' . • '· .,, - .. . • - \ .. ., .... • ··-- - - . ~ , 
difficult to enforce. Finally, an~ order o.f Pa'!'lement in 
~ • «-•. • • • •· > ~· • • •" • ~ r « l ' • • 
1667. and an Order in Council in 1681 confirmed the law of ( 9 ) - ' ' . . . . ... . " ·- . . .. . .. 
1552. But since no provision was made as to the kind of 
.. .. ~- ... - '- .. . 
aid owed to foundlings the lords strove to elude the burden 
placed upon them. The number of abandoned children continued 
to increase. 
At Paris the .o.:rigil'.19'.~ foundling asylum seemed to have 
been no longer in existence. for the only institution of the 
kind mentioneQ. was the "Maison la Couche" which had 1beeh 
opened in 1638 by a charitable widow who·was assisted in her 
( 10) 
home near Saint Landry by two servants. Her facilities soon 
proved insufficient for the charge which she had un.dertaken. 
So badly was the.institution managed that it became known 
'. _;. 
as the "Maison la .].[ort." Her.servants, wearied by th~ cries 
of the wretched children, began a scandalous commerce; they 
sold. them to beggars who twisted and disfigured the child-
ren's limbs in order to excite public charity; they disposed 
I - I-~ ' 
of them to nurses whose own children h·ad died and who 
procured foundlings to conserve their milk; and they sold 
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them to others who bought them to pass off as their own or 
to serve in magic op~~at~ons. The price of these children 
• ••" .. •• •< 'e' 
was fixed at twenty sous. Through the pity 1 of Saint Vincent 
de Paul, who was aided by Joigny, :Mme. le Gra_s, and o~~er~, 
the hearts of the people were.touched by these conditions. 
•,· '• ,. ; • ,• ~ > '• ' 
' •v· -
La Couche was converted irito a public i_nstitu tio!l a{~o :yiaced ___ 
under the direction of_ .~he Ladies of Charity in 1640. Through 
de Paul-' s influence King Louis XIII and the nobles subscribed 
l' ._,,_."~"- •• ~·~. ! k ·~···"' 
.·-.. ,,. 
40,000.francs to carry on. this· work of. child saving. Louis 
' ~ ' .k ·-·· ,,.,, ~ ' iL 
XIII gave the chateau of Bicetre for their asylum. But the 
-- • • • • • ~ • ' '.. • I'-
' 
surroundings did not prove favorable and the establishment 
,. ' ,, ' . , -' ~ ·-- ~. -- ~ 
was moved .. from place to p-lace-. Ultimately, ___ yrlis institution 
"I /, ,,, 
was superseded when, by the.edict of.June,. 1670, .the Enfants-
Trouves was formed of the Maison de la Couche near Notre Dame, 
and the Enfa:rits-Trouves of the suburb of Saint Anthony was 
. (11) .. 
established. These had an autonomous existence, but were . •'• .,. ·- ' .. '' •( 12) " ' . -
at~ached administrative_l! to the Hospital-General. The first 
epdowment of ~he hospital of E?ta?~_s-Trouves was fixed at 
l2,000 livres. The edict had ordered a statement of the sums 
which should be p~id ~nn~al~y- by .~?e. s.e~gno~ial ju~tice.~ of 
the city of.Paris. But in 16?5 the king, by his letters 
• • •• ' • * ' - • • t • '~· 
patent, urii ted at Cha telelet all the- seignorial justices 
.. . . "~ ' ~ . , . 
and ordered tha t;;there should be taken, every year, on hls 
' ~· i • .. ' ' • ' . . ' . . . . .. . ' .. - '( 13 ) 
domain a sum of 20, 000 livres to provide. -~o~ ~hi_s_ ~?9?ense. 
This establishment of. the Enfan.ts-Trbuves served as a 
model for such cities as Lyons, Rouen, London, Warsaw, etc. 
; ' o> • ' 'A 0 • ~ • 0 •• 0 • ' 0 .. • - ... 0 ~ 
which also set _up asyl~ms for abandoned children. The result 
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was the number of foundlings increased continuously in 
.. {13) 
proportion to the facilities provided for caring for them • 
. . " ~ ... ..... - . . 
Early in the _ei~hte~nth centur~ the care of the foundlings 
was to prove a serious -problem. ·The problem was emphasized 
·in the cities b~~aus~ outs;de the great towns no provisions 
was made for such children. Hence, city houses were over-. . . . . --· ... - . . . . - . .. - { 14 ) . 
crowded and laxly administered. 
. . . ' •· 
This concludes the resurne Of the early efforts to care 
for the foundlings •. These deserted children wera unfort-
~ - •• • .._,_ • .,,.. ~ ' -·· II •·· ' ,,. - , ~.. .• • . • • 
unates; but were not.necessarily.defectives. The account 
of the latter class will now treat of the insane, the blind, 
and the deaf and dumb. 
after ancient times the condition- of the first of these 
special groups, the insane, was long misunderstood in western 
Europe. There is evidence that the ancient· Egyptians and 
' (15) 
Greeks treated t~e insane as persons s11~fering from disease,,{ 
The. Egyptians not· only u'se·d music and the beautiful in 
nature and art, but restored.to recreation and occupation 
as remedial agents. There is recorded that a physician in 
,. - - . 
Greece protested against the use of mechanical restraints . 
in the case of the insane and' advocated kind treatment, the . . 
use of music, and manual labo~ instead. But these teachings 
were largely lost sight of in the following centuries exe;ept 
as they were consery~d by the Arabs. 
Among the Romans treatise.s which have come down to us 
indicate that the treatment of the insane received some 
attention and thought. One of these treatises whose author-
ship is' uncet.tain: which is sometimes in.eluded among the works 
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of Plutarch, although often omitted entirely, attributed ·-· -··· ..... (16) 
to herbs and stones properties .. which were largely magical. 
Plants were na.ni~d which acted as charms in curing madmen 
of their frenzy • 
. Thorndike says that the civilization of declining Rome 
was apparently not conscious, itself, of the intel~ctual 
decadence and the lack .of. scientific interest generally 
attributed to it, if one may_ Judge by the writings of 
Firmicus. Firmicus, Latin Christian. apologist and astrologer . . ., . - . . - ' ' ... 
of the mid-fourth century, who fl?,?ri s~.e~ ~~ring tf.1~ reigns 
of Constantine the Great and his- sons was the author among - .. ,, ... ___ _, .... -- ... ~- ., ... ______ .............. '(1?) -· ......... ---···-·--··-
other works of .a- book called Malthesis. In his :prospectus 
···~~~ ....... ; ....... ·. 
for the human.- race. death, injury, and disease loomed large. 
'.... . '-~ ·•· . " . - ' . . ' ~ ,.'. - ' . ' .. . . ' . 
Of the 1?4 passages. in this treatise that dealt with disease, . . . ~- .. .., . . ''' ; .. 
3? were devoted to- mental di_s_~~~~~? 13 of this number referr-
ing to insanity and 10 to lu~atics. 
Another Roman reference to insanity was found in the 
....... ; 
work of Marcellus, one of th7 .. first empirieists, who was 
'' said to have written somewhere near the first of the fifth 
. (18) 
century. A_ pa.ssEt~e was as~~ib~d ~o him in. which he de-
scri ~e~ .. ~?l~~sh. or. c.~:nine in~a°-i ty_ in whic~ men imagined 
themselves to be wolves or dogs and acted like them during 
the night in the month of February. 
The fact is familiarly known that the ancient Jews 
regarded the insane as being possessed of demons. Thus 
_ .. 
when Christianity, ·which was of Hebrew origin, spread through 
western Europe the idea of demoniacal possession came to 
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prevail as the pathology of insanity •. Throughout· the 
Middle Ages the insane were. not. thought of as being sick, 
but as. possessed of devils which· should be exorcised only 
" (19), 
by moral and spiritual agencies •. 
• - " ' ,. ' • ' " ~ . •·· '. l ,.,,. -
When the. victi.m of. insanity was attacked by a milder 
" form of the disease he was often treated by the s~iritual -·. , ..... •··· ............. (20) ···- .... ··-······ ·- •-··· .. ,. ... -... ,, ··-· .. . ..... . 
means of pilgrimages. -Pilgrimages to shrines of certain 
saints who were thought to have special skill in the exorcism 
of evil spirits were prescribed. Although in the Middle 
Ages in Belgium the public executioner was ordered to drive 
wandering lunatics from the towns by flogging, one of the 
most noted of the shrines visited by the insane was that of 
' -···-· •"' ; 
Saint Dymphna. at Gheel, Belgium. It seemed to have originated 
in the seventh century and became so famous that lunatics 
from all Europe were taken there for miraculous healing. 
Its fame spread until ·it became a ~resort for hundreds of 
the insane and even in the twentieth century provided homes, 
board, an~_-c:are for n_~~:~:Y- two thousand _p.ers?ns under medical 
and governmental supervision~ Among other noted shrines 
a.nd h~.ly wells frequented by the mentall~ .. aff~icted were 
Glen-na Galt in Ireland, the well of Saint Winifred, Saint 
I " '" ' ' ' •- °" ~· . ;i:" ! - -~ •. I • • 
Nun's Pool, Saint Fillans, etc. At S~int Mun's the treatment 
. . . ' "' 
was to throw the patient backwards into the water and to 
. ·- . ~ ' - ... ' ' .. ..,. . . ' 
drag him back and fort~~~~til the mental e~cite~~~~ a~ated. 
Another superstitiuus cure was found in a twelfth 
' ~·' . . '~·'' ·- . .,, ·~- ... . . .... · ""-~ .. ,, . ~· •. . ...... ~ •,. . ' .. 
century manuscript which asserted that the human race d'id 
•( 21) 
not know the value of the vulture in improving health. It 
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declared that if a vulture was. killed under.certain ceremon-
ial directions and its gall.taken in quite a mixture the . ' ~· '~·· •.. . 
dose would cure epileptics andlunatics. Ungents might 
- - . -··•.-, ;· ' . ... -
also be made from the bark, leaves,.artdbits of wood of the 
' ~· < ,., ·• r '• ... • .. ,, '·.•' • ,.,, •• ' • • ' " ' i--.• •'' - •• • •' ,. ..... - .,. ' '>' - "• \ '"' • • • - • ' •• • "' " ', • • 
fir tree, combined with saliva. ~o half their_weif~~tn~ 
then further.treated and used. for mental disorders. To gems 
as w~ll was ~~~:r--ibuted t~~- v.ower ?f-.: ~?:U:~~n~ -~he devil and of 
?~~~-~~ ~l~ .. sorts o~. d~.sea_s~e,~- .~nd infirmities. In curing 
insanity by meant of the magnet the stone.was to be moist-
• ' ~ l 
ened. with the patient's saliva and drawn across- his forehead 
'• " , .. ···- '._. ·•'' •• 
0 '" ·-·,. •• ' 0 • ,_ •••·-" •· ·(22). V• .,., ; •··'-•· •- ',·• •• ••"'- "·• 
while an;:incantation was repeated. Morbad,. Bishop of Bennes 
I • .,,. '' ,. i •- • ' ' - ., - . • '•·' ·... -·· ,. -· • -.. ,... ~ ~ ' " - - ' 
(1035-1123), who believed in the·occult virtues of gems said . . · ..... ' ... ' - . _,,. '' - ... , ,, ''{23) 
that adamant would cure the .insane. 
.. 
· An exper.iment to cure- epil·epsy was frequently ci tec;l by· - ....... - ' . . ~ '" .. -- . . ., .. •· . ,. , . ' . . .. . . ( 24) 
medieval writers who· followed Constan.tinus (ca. 1015-1087). 
It may not have originated with him~ ~_nd was appare?:tly of 
Christian rather than of Greek or Mohammedan origin. The 
' ~ . . - •' ~ . . .._ 
afflicted person was to be taken .. ?Y .. ~~s ~ar_en~s _to church 
on the day of the four seasons and was to hear mass on the 
sixth day and also on Saturday. When he went again on 
Sunday the priest was: to write the Gospel passage "This 
• ' ' ' ,, • " ., - .I ., ·., '• ,, .. ' . '· . " ~ > • 
kind.is not cast out but by fasting and prayer." This 
... ) •"•. - ~. , ' ~ '~ 
writing,. supposedly, the epileptic was to wear, in which 
• ~ • , ,. • . .. I' , \ •· ,, : , r • " •. ··- • , .. , • 
case a sure cure was promised, 'be he epileptic or lunatic 
or demoniac.' But the charm would not work if the person 
were the child of an incestous marriage • . . 
Saint-Hildegard of Bingen (1098-1179} discussed the use 
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of herbs with medicinal properties which were effective 
-_, ... , ( 25) 
without the use of fantastic ceremonials.. It was said 
that i11sani ty might be ~~leviated __ ,E.! ... 6.~:Vi?g ... ~~-~ .. Y~tient.' s 
head and washing it in hot water in/which agrimonia had 
been boiled, while the hot herbs themselves were bound in 
a cloth first over the patient's heart and then upon his 
forehead and: temples • 
. . _,,,, .• .. . 
Arnald, physician and teacher a~- :~?.1:1~~e.llier, in the 
_th~:r~eent~ a:rid t?.?::_t~_enth ?e:n_tur_ies presc.ri?ed a~ ... a l~st 
resort in the treatment for mania that the skin of the 
patient's head sh6uld be cut in the .form of a cross and 
.. 
the skull perforated so that the noxious vapors might 
., . . --. ,_ " ( 2 6 ) 
escape from the brain. 
' . -· ;. ~ ·' ' ' . .;.,_ ... · ....... ~ ...... 
\~hen ~~orc_i_si:i.s, praye~s,. a~~. f~i~a,.~i ons failed 
cudgeling of the patient was resorted to; Torture, scourging ' . .,, - . . - . '. . . .. ' ... .. ' . .. " . "' " . - ( 2 7 ) " ..... - .. . . . . 
and the most cruel punishments were used. At times victims 
- ~ . . . . ' ... ' -·~ . . . ~ ~ ' ~ - " 
were even burned to death. Pat~-~~t_s .~e_r.~- w?,iJ!f ~~)_or ?t.her-
wise punished for referring to their monomania. Regarded 
with abhorrence, the insane were often chained and thrown 
into dungeons. 
Throughout this same period the insane were treated 
... 
·with much more consideration by the Arabs than they were . " - (2 9) .. . . . ' 
by the Christians. In Bagdad arid C~iro were found orphan 
' " .. ·- ; . ·~ ~·' . - - ' ' .. ~ ,,, -
and insane asylums, hospitals, schools and .. colleges, public ·- . - . '" . . . "-. - ... { 30) 
baths, etc. as well as Christian Churches • .... . 
An Arabian of the., eleventh century, Constantinus 
" . 
Africanus (ca. 1015-108?) was an importer into the West of 
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Arabian medical literature •. He 'opened.for the Latin 
lands the-· "treasures of the East and consequently those of - '' .. -·· . (31)- '• .. . .. ,,' 
Greece.' Peter the Deacon (b.1107) wrote .. that Constantinus 
was born at Carthage (probably Tunis) and went.to Babylon 
u 
(Bagdad) from whence he went to various Oriental countries 
( Z2) . 
in a forty-years' quest for learning. After ~is return 
to.Africa plots to take his life.caused him to escape to 
., ,,. , . . . ~ 
Salerno ~here, .~!ter ~ brief :p'er_iod ?.~.·.:p_oye7ty,: he was 
held high in esteem by Duke Robert Guiscard. He left the 
Norman court to become a monk ~t Monte ca.ssino where he 
~.-.~~ ····• ... -·~.·~·--
remained_ U.?~~~,, l_lis death -in 1087. ·His g.:1:~~t. coi:itribution 
was the.translation. of Greek and Arabic ~~~hors. Peter the 
Deacon speaks. of all his. writings as. translations ·from other 
•'• • L -• •• >. ,.. "' • ., ,, • •• '•• •I'! 
languages. His authority was much cited during the twelfth 
... · ;• - . \ "''. ' 
and .thi:r-teenth cen.~u~ies~: usu~lly ~:rider !1i s _name :~_ther than 
those of. the. original author.s. Among the works ascribed 
~.. l • '.. " • , •• 
to him is one on melancholy which he said was an important 
malady and one particularly prevalent. in the region of 
Ivionte Cassino. In his works are .found.a number of mentions 
of experience and it~ value. Supersti t~?n_ ~s compara~i vely 
rare in his writings. Such superstitions as did occur 
-• • I < '• ... 
seemed to be limited. to certain ailments of a mysterious 
'• .; ' 1 • ~~ • • ~ ' .... ' l ' ' ' •• I ~ 
character such as epilepsy an~. insanity_,. whi?h Co?~.tan~inua 
said the populace called divinatio and accounted for by 
+,,, , 0 .• 1.ti ~ • l .• 1 .. ·••,,,, ''I·,•·• •• , 
possession. by.demons. In one of his· superstitious treatments 
~.~r epi~epsy .a.~.d phantas;y h~ rec,o~en~.ed. that_ ~he. "})in1~gr 
on .the head the fresh lung of an ox was good for frenzy. 
......... ,, ... ..:~ 
The pract~?e_ .~?. ~~:?P~ of carin~:f?~: _insane pers~~~-·. 
at shrined or of permitting them to wander about the country-
side continued in most countries until the middle of the 
( 34) .. 
eighteenth century •. Those who were considered as a menaqe 
' ._ .... , ...... · 
were sent to the ordinary prisons or continued to be chained 
in dungeons. In the course of time large numbers of lunatics 
accumulated in. the prisons. 
Eventually, a distincti·on between the insane and the 
criminal grew up which resulted in a separation of the two 
classes. Tuiany of the, ~~_sane were then sent to the cloisters 
or monasteries, ~articularly after these began to be abandoned. 
Thus Bedlam (Bethlehem Royal Hospital) was origina1ly founded 
' . ....- ~ ··-. . .. .. ... . - ' '• -· '. . . . -- - ~ ·- "' '·- ,, -
as .a priory for the brethren and sisters of the Order of the 
Star of Bethlehem •.. When lunatics were first received there 
;. - ... ' .- .,~, - - . . 
is not known, but.there is a record of their presence in . " ... ,., " . . . . .. (35) 
1403. In 16?6 Bedlam was rebuilt as an asylum fer the insane. 
CharentonAsylum, a noted French institution, was founded 
just outside of Paris near the park.of Vincennes. It, also, 
had formerly been a monastery and had belonged to the Brothers ·. ... .. .., ' ( 36) . ~" ".. . . . . ·.·.... . .. ' . . .. ' ... 
of Charity •.. In 1641 it_· was converted into an as_y_~~~ by .. ~eans 
of a gift made to the. Br~~~-ers by Sebastian '.L.~?_l~n~. For 
this "QUrpose. he ~8.-:V~ a ?-o~se ,;Wi ~? .its app~:r:-tenance~.-~ nd 
dependencies. 
several revenues to his original gift. These gifts were made 
on the condition that seven beds for the insane poor should 
be reserved for them at Charenton. 
The realization of the necessity of segregating the 
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insane from the criminal came slowly, however, Even after 
su_c_h. -~~~~~~.t-~on had been .. ~~!:'e~~-~?: .... ~~ .. _t~1~ ... ~a:~.~~: :p~~?e s in. 
th~ .. ?~.~~inces t-~-~ .. ~ .. ~sane ::.~-~ ... ? .. :r~~~~a~_. long c?.~t~!'.1"u~~. ~o~ ~-e 
mingled. Even after the separation of the two classes. had 
"-·•••,,~.1 .. ··""'"""'""'-·w·- ·-"'·A•-•,•-•···~·~,·-·•• ..... ~• .... ( '"'~' .,.. •• ,,., .. _,~ ... ,... """'"''~ ···~·•· ,,,4 •! 
been.generally effected no~real:change iri the treatment of . - . - .. ,, ( 3? ) . ., " •' ... , " . 
. ~ns~ne~ .patie?ts occurr_ed. Far .in~o·: -~_h_e eig?_teen_th century 
it remained a popular amusement to make up parties to go · · -· ··  · ·· .... -· ·· ·· ···· ·· " · " ··  ·r zs ) 
-to the asylums. to tease the demented. For a small fee one 
~ ~ 111 I- •• 
might have this privilege. It was-not until near the end 
of the eighteenth century that ~nything was to be done to 
correct such conditions and to again treat the victim of 
insanity as one who was mentally ill. 
- \ . ' 
Among the ancients, the blind, together with the 
.... • J ·we ~ { 39 ) • 
crippled and the lepers, constituted the outcasts of society •. 
They were kept quarantined outside the ci ·ty limits where 
- ~. -· .. ,.. '" . ·-· .... .. - , 
they became paupers _and_ .formed a menace to. the passe_rsby_ •. 
Ancient peoples considered blindness .the lowest degradatio~ 
" ,. ' '"" I • .,_ :• i. ' . ., • • ·~. '''' 'H • ,. · ~ "• '~ ' « ·••• ~-· ~ tf ' ' • ''~ ''' '' '' ' 
that could be infl~cted upOil; man; .. ~e,~ce, .. the_ .~yes .of an 
enemy we:re gouged out in_:l'.'~taliation. They knew little 
~f the causes of blind~ess; as lat~ ~d the fourteenth 
century Arnald warned against washing the h~ad too often " ... .. . '•' ,...... .. . .. ,.. . ' .... (40) ,,. . "' ' 
because of the danger of losing ?~e's si~~t. He advised 
the use of tepid water.for bathing the eyes and especially 
• ~ ·.,, • I ~ , , , • • ,, ' ·• ~. t ._ •· ' • '> ·~ ' ' " • ~ . •· ' ·.,. • "' 
recommended urine or saliva from the person's ovm body. 
'· ' " 
Among the Hebrews the maimed and especially the blind were .· 
thought to be debased in.character. The Talmud compared 
the blind·, the leper, the child:}.e.ss, and the pauper to 




To C?,U~t~-~~-ct the. :p_~ev~i-~ing idea that l?odily ailments and 
defect·s were the punishment of sin special legislation 
was provided for the protection of the blind and the afflict-
ed. -~~~ Jewish code co.nt~~ned special beneficent laws in 
reference to_ the bl~~d, such as,; "Thou shalt not put a 
,, 
stumblin$ block before the blind, but thou sha-lt fear thy 
. (42) 
God." Sometimes ancient philosophers who believed in 
. . '" - ,.· ' .. ' ' ... . - . . ·_. . ~ ' •· ... '... ~ .. , ,, ' " ' .. 
divination blinded boys arr themselves in order to increase - . . -- . - . - - -- -· - . . . . ' - " .. -- ("43) 
the power of· the soul in divination. 
In ancient times no effort was made to educate either 
the blind or the deaf because of the pr~vailing idea that 
they had not the mental capacity for it. After the beginning 
.. ~,--··1; •+•· •.• .,. ~ 
of the Christian- era,.however, sporadic efforts were made 
to care for their creature comforts with here and there an 
effort to teach various handicrafts. There is. record of ... a 
hospital established for the blind by Saint Basil at 
~aesarea, Cappadocia, .. i:n the· f?ui·th ?~:n.tu~y ~ whe_re s?e(!:t 
:provisions were made for them and guides supplied them. 
In the fifth century a refuge was provided for them by the -- . . .. . . •' . .. . .. ·. . - . . . . - ( 44 ) .. 
hermit of Saint Lymnee _(_d._ ca_._ 4~5)_ at.Syr, Syria. He 
received them in special cottages and, among other-things, 
~·. . ' . '. '~ ~ ~ 
taught them to sing the praises of God. About 650 a refuge 
etxnlusively for the blind, in the Middle· Ages called a :·. - . . ... ---- - ( 44) 
typhlocomium, was founded in Jerusalem. 
Similar efforts were made in the West. Early in the 
seventh century Saint Bertrand, Bishop of Le M'a.ns, founded 
. ( 44) 
a hospice for the blind at~~ontlieu in northwest France. 
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In the eleventh century William the Conqueror, in. expiation 
of his sins, is said to have founded a number of institutions 
in Uormandy, including .four. hospices for the blind and 
.... ( 44) 
other infirm persons at Cherbourg, Rauen, Bayeux, and Caen. 
' ~.- - ~ ... ~ - ~· .. 
But the first authenti·c public effort -to aid the blind was 
not made until the thirteenth century when Louis' IX founded·"· 
. . . . ... " . ( 45) 
the Hos;p_ice des_._Q,uinze-Vingts at Paris about the !e~r .. 126~. 
Here three hundred .blind. persons were housed and. instructed. 
The common legend.was that-he founded it as an asylum for 
three hundred of his soldiers who.had become blinded in the 
crusade in Egypt, but no. mention of thi.s ~n:ten{i~) .ha_s been 
found in the s·tatutes which have been preserved. Inmates 
of tl':e hospice. formed brotherhoods among. themselves to which . .. . ' .. .. . . . - . . . .. . ·- ..... -~---- - .. ( 47) . . .. ..... 
the king gave special statutes and privileges. The Hosp"ice 
~ , .. , ~ ... .. ... . ' - . 
des Q,uinze-Vingts has been increased by subsequent additions 
and still assists the blind today. 
In the course of the following centuries a number of 
(4'7) 
similar institutions sprang up throughout Europe. One that 
was less extensive than the Q,uinze-Vingts_was established 
and endowed by King John the Good in 1350. Provision here 
. ...-··-•·" ,. . 
w~s made for one hundred twenty blind persons which in 
1837, according to Dufau, was reduced to ten~ A hospice 
, ' •1 I " • f ' • 
for the blind was said to have been erected in 1305 at 
Bruges in Flanders by Robert .de Bethune in gratitude for 
•W • •< o.. "n •• .. I - •" • •• '0. 
th~.~ ou~age sho~Yn by th~" J?eopl~ in repelling an invasion. 
(1300) of Philip the Fair. A similar foundation was made ... 
at Ghent by Peter Van der Leyden about 1370. Brotherhoods 
of the blind were formed., p~:,~icularly at Chartres, Caen, 
Chalons, Meaux, Padus, Mernmihg, Frankfort, and Hull. 
Possibly they were given other instruction than catechisms 
and trades, but so desultory and so inadequate were the 
J - •• ; • ' - •• - ••• 
means provided that the problem of their education was 
r • :0 "• • •< ._' '••- • '• 
unsolved. From the time of Saint Louis to the eighteenth 
century there are records of isolated cases of blind persons 
'·' ... . .... ,., .... 
who were educated and of.efforts to devise tangible apparatus ' . ; ,· '• - ..... _ . " . ' ' ' ,_ ' . ..... . . ' . . ( 48) .. 
to aid them, . but so far as knoitm all were with little success • 
.... . ' . . ·- ~ .. ·~ . ~··· ' . . ' 
Girolamo Cardano (1501-1576), an.:!.Italian mathematician 
and friend of. San Carlo Borromeo, conc.ei ved the idea that· the 
' . ('48) 
blind could be taught to read and write by means of touch. 
He devised the scheme whereby they should trace by means 
of a steel bodkin or stylus the outline of each letter of 
the alphabet, engraved on metal, until they could distinguish 
- . " - . ., ·~· . . -
them by the sense of touch and reproduce them on paper. He 
did not suggest, however, how to write on a straight line 
wit~ uniformity of.space between the lines. At Rome, in 
~578, Rampazetto, anoth~.r. Ital~an,: ~reduced prints in 
(49) 
intaglio fo~ the blin~ fr~m large_ letters c~rved in w~od. 
His work was dedicated to Saint Charles Borromeo. In 
1580, Franklin Lucas, at :rliadrid, engraved letters in wood. 
( '•" .... .. .... .. .. '• .. '·-. 
for the instruction of the blind and dedicated his work to 
(49) 
Phillip II. These letters were sunk in wood rather than 
raised, so that the outlines could nut be followed so 
readily with the finger tips. 
In the seventeenth century, about 1640, Pierre Moreau, 
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notary at Paris, had movable let"if;ers cast for the use of 
the bltnd, but.he lacked the means to follow up his under-. ( ;;o) . . . . - ·-· - . . . -. .. , . ·-· 
t~ldng. · But va~~ous books o:i the. subject began to appear. 
In 1646 a book on the condition of the.blind .. was written by 
an Italian an.~_ was published in Ital!. ~nd France under the 
title of. "L'Aveugle afflige et console." 
George Harsdorffer in his work, "Delic·ia.e mathematicae 
.... .. .• ~ " .. 
et physicae, 0 published at Muremberg in 1651, described how 
the blin.d could be taught to name. and imitate letters engraved - .. , •( 51) ... -- . . - -_,., ·- - . . . ' , ' , ' -.. 
in wax. Another-book was written in 1670· on the instruction 
. (5~) 
of the bli:i_d. b! Padre Franc~~?o Lana-Te.rzi .• - ·This Italian 
- . 
Jesuit suggested, as an improvement on Cardano's invention 
l •'"' . •· • - I ~ ' 
for the blind, a guide-consisting of a series-of wires and 
t • '. • •• -- ~ • ,_ " -
strings. arranged in- -parallel- lines at equal distances from 
" ' ' - ,. " .. . ' . . - ' . ' - . ... . . . ' " ~ 
one another, to secure straight writing and uniformity of 
...- t • ~ C '·' > .,.. • • F •' ·~ '" "• " • 
- ' • " 
space between lines. In "Prodromo" he described an invention 
of his own by which the blind might be taught to correspond 
with eac~ other ~y a secret code. 
In 1676, Jacques Bernouilli, a Swiss teacher at Geneva, 
taught Elizabeth Waldkirch, a blinQ; gi:r:l, to read by a method 
similar to Cardano's, but the means of her instruction were ' - ' - -- -. - ' ( 5-0). .. ., --- . -
not made known. After four years she was able to correspond 
with her friends in German, French, and La tin, a 11 o.f 
which she· spoke fluently at fifteen. She knew almost all of 
the B~ble by ?ear~.' -w~s familiar with philosophy and was an 
accomplished musician. 
This summarizes the chief advancements made in the· 
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efforts to care for.and educate the blind before the eighteen-
th century. Not until.near the close. of.that century was 
'. . . ....... - '" . ... ,.. 
further advance to be.achieved in this.particular field. 
. -·· ., . ". .. .. -~- ; 
D~afness, __ ~?-~~- has presented its problems to ·task man's 
ingenuity in overcoming the handicap of his fellow man and 
. _, - ' ',.,.. . ... , -- , .. , 
of giving him a.more nearly equal opportunity to live a 
, .. ~ ,.. .... .. 
normal lifS. -Firmicus did-not find deafness and blindness 
so prevalent as insanity, however, for only five mentions 
of -each are made in the total .of one hundred seventy four .. ( 5·3) ., . •,. . ......... ' . . - -. . . ... ,, ... - .. ' .. . 
passages •. Many of the ancients regarded deafness as a curse 
from heaven and looked upon the deaf as being on the mental 
. t.- ~ ~ ... 
level of idiots and incapab~e of. -helping: themselves. So, 
along with other defectives, they.were·usually destroyed - .. .. .. .. .. .. . - . . . (5Y.) .. •'•. . -- ..... 
as soon as the deafness was apparent. If not destroyed, 
the deaf person was regarded by his family either as a 
disgrace or. as a burden to be kept in iso1atiop. Later, 
the ci~il .. rights of the deaf were abridged by the Justinian 
code which .forbade one.who was deaf from birth to make a 
will or bequest and placed him unde~ the.care of a guardian 
who was responsible f6r him tb the state. But if the deaf 
person lost his hearing after he had been educated and 
could either speak ~r write he retained his rights. 
Several .instances are given in ancient times of deaf 
persons suddenly recovering their hearing under stress of 
. . . .. ... (5~) 
strong emotion. Herodotus gave the ~tory of a deaf son of 
. . ~ ~ . 
Croesus who recovered his speech when he saw, his_ father 
apout to be killed, and Geleius made a similar reference 
?O 
to a certain athlete •. Aristotle seemed: to consider that the 
d.eaf-mu_~~ .. ~01:1.ld not speak because of some defect of intellect, 
but Hi:ppoc~.at~~ ~.realiz_ed. ~hat the reason was simply beca~s~. 
the deaf did not know.how. Both Pliny the elder and Messa.la 
'•• I. v• "' •"' _..,, ... 
Corvinus mentj_ oned .deaf~mut es who could paint. 
. . - - . - ' - ~ .. ..... ,, ,,. - ·- . - ~ .... . .. - ,, "" ' -· '•· 
Few, if any, realized the true mental condition of the 
. - -· .. ' .. 
deaf before the Christian era. Christ's healing of the deaf . (SS-) .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . . , . 
is recorded in.the New Testament. Following Christ's example 
.. . - . ~ . -
of .kindliness and consideration toward bothi the d~af and the 
blind, the Church has extended charity toward them and has 
'··-. ·1 ......... . 
sought to open ot_~~l:~. sensor:y.c~c;.nne_l~~ t,o _c_?!11P.e~nsa~~- for 
their. lack of hea.ring and sight. The Talmud recognized that 
- - . "' . -
the deaf could be taught, but one of. the early Christian 
fathers, Saint Augustine,- is .generally credited with the 
~. - . . . ,. - -- . . 
statement that th~y could have no faith since 'faith comes 
(~b) 
by hearing only.' 
- .. ". 
During the Middle Ages the belief that deafness could 
· ··· · .. · · ( tr7) 
be cured prevailed. One cure advanced for ·it was made from 
.. -- .. .. ... ·-
the heart. of a weasel which.had been caught under prescribed 
conditions. The heart was dried and placed with wax in 
the ear and was said to benefit either headache or deafness. 
In the twelfth century Hildegard in "Subleties" said that . ' ,- - ... ...... -·-
ailments of the head whether physical of mental might be 
remedied by cutting off a lion's right ear and holding it 
over the patient's ear, just long eno_ugh to warm it, and at 
the same time to say 'Hear adim~cus ?Y. ~he livi~g God and the 
keen virtue of a lion's hearing.' ·The process was to be 
71 'I 
repeated.many times. 
The earliest notice of an effort to teach the deaf 
was found in Bede's nHistory of the English Church" in which 
he records, as a miracle, an instance. in which John·, Bishop 
of Hagulstad.t, about 690, caused a person who.was never before 
" . ~ . ,... '" ' . . ' . . . . ., ' 
able to speak even a word to repeat letters, syllables, and 
. . ( S'b) 
even .. words and. sentences after him. Saint John of Beverley, .. 
in 721, is reputed to have caused a deaf and dumb youth to 
.. - . ., .. . ~ 
speak by makini the sign of the. cross over him. Bede him-
~. ··-. . .. . ' ~ ., ' 
self invented a system of counting on the hands and descri"Qed . ·- ' ~ .. . . . . ,.. ( 5:~) 
a manual alphabet in his "De Loquela per Gestum Digitorum. 0 
' . . "' ' . . . -- .~· ' . ' 
In his "manual sp~ech0 as he called it, he used numerals to 
" .. ,. .. . -.- -
indicate the number of the letter. of the alphabet; but it is 
not known that he intended this alphabet for the use of the 
(s~) . . - .. . . . .. -
detjtf. Rudolph Agricola, the distinguished. humanist (1443-
1485), stated that he saw a deaf and dumb man who was able . . .. . ( b'-1) 
to converse with others by writing. 
It was.not until the sixteenth century, nevertheless,· 
that much was h~ard of anybody who was interested in the 
deaf. But in that century definite interest in the deaf 
. . 
was shown by numerous persons. One of these was Girolamo 
Cardano ( 1501-15? 6) , f.ri end_ of the, blind as rec ounte~ above, 
who stated that the deaf could be instructed by writing 
after they had been shown the signification of words, be-
..... . "' . 
cause their mental power was unaffecteu by their inability 
to hear. He announced his principle thus: 'Writing is 
associated with speech and speech with thought, but written 
: ,,72, 
characters may be c·onnected together without the intervention 
. (60) 
of sounds~ The .deaf can hear by reading and speak b~ ~riting.' 
It is :possible tha.t.Pbnce de Leon was lead to undertake the 
instruction of the deaf and dumb by the principle announced 
by Cardano. 
•. 
Pedro Ponce }ie Leon ( 1520-1584), a Spanish Benedictine 
monk, undertook the education of several .deaf-mutes (reJa ted ' '· . , . ( 61') . 
in his work discovered in t.he archives at Ona). He stated 
that he taught pupils who were deaf and dumb from birth to 
speak, to read, to write, to-reckon accounts, to repeat 
prayers~ to.serve at the altar, and to confe.ss orally. Some 
he -taught language and science. He· first taught his pupils' 
to write the names of objects and- then to articulate. A 
contemporary writer, Francesco Valles, said that Ponce de 
Leon's method proved that although we are first born to speak . ~ . ' .. ' . . " " '• 
a·nd then to write, the reverse order answers the same purpose 
. ( ... 6 l) 
for the deaf. Other witnesses of hfs work were Panduro and 
"(61 .. ) 
·de Morales. The latter gave an account by one of Ponce de 
Leon's 11upils of his education. He also told that Ponce d.e 
Leon addressed his scholars either by signs or writing and 
' ~. - .. 
that they replied by speech~ It appears that this teacher 
committed his- method to writing. Although the work has 
been lost it. was probable that, ~~ turn, his system was put 
into practice by Juan Pablo Bonet. 
,.... . "' ,.., 
This Spanish Ben.edictine monk had succeeded in instruct-
ing a brother of the constable of Castlle, a person who had 
'( 61 ) 
been deaf since the age of two years. Bonet's method of 
?5 
teaching was outlined in the first published treatise on 
~ ' •.. ·- . ; 
the ·art of deaf-mute instruction., '"The. Reduction of Letters : 
and t:O.e Art of Teaching the Dumb to Speak•• which appeared 
in 1620. He described how in his teaching.he had made use 
of a manual alphabet and had· invented a system of. visible 
signs representing . to the sight the sounds of words.. He 
also gave a description of the position of the vocal organs 
in the pronunciation of each letter. His method of teaching 
corresponded to what .is now called the combi.:r:ed .. system. 
Letters were reduced to their phonic values. He urged that 
finger spelling and writing should be used. The connection 
between all three should be shown the pupil, h,e thought, but 
the manual alphabet should be mastered first. He taught 
nouns by p~int~ng to. the o!J.j ~cts wh~c?. ·tihey repr~sen~~~. ~nd 
expressed. verbs by pantomime. The value of prepositions, 
- . . 
adverbs, interjections, and the tenses of verbs could be 
l~arned by repeated use, he believed. He advocated that 
the 1JUpil shoul~. be educated ~:y.interogation, conversation, 
and carefully g-~~d~~ ted reading:. Sir Ken.elm Digby met Bonet 
in Madrid and testified. to the successc-ofhis work. One 
hundred years later this work proved an excellent guide to 
. ( 6,i) 
Abbe de l'Epee in. the early part of his experience in France. 
It furnished him with the manual alphabet which he used 
in his instructions in Paris and which is used today in 
most of the schools for the deaf and.dumb on the continent 
of Europe and in America. Benet's work contained many 
valuable suggestions useful to modern teachers of articulation 
7.4: 
and lip reading. 
Mere mention must suffice for a number. of men whose 
names are connected with the advance of training for the 
; 
deaf. Boniface, using every nart· of the body for conver-
~ ' ( 63) . . - . -
sational purposes, worked on signs. Saint Francis de Sales 
on a missionary journey met a deaf-mute whom he took into 
his service and succeeded. in communicating with him by · ··' .. .. .. - . .. . . -· " ' - . -. . - . ' -( 6'1 ) 
signs and- prepared him for co~fession and Holy Communion. 
Pete.r Montan·s, in .1635, published hir:its on the instruction ' . .' (b:f) . . . . ' . . - -· "' .. . ' , . ' . . - " .. 
of deaf-mutes. Lanza-Terzi. (1631-168?), Jesuit naturalist 
and physician, in his 'Prodromo dell'Arte lu'.Laestra' considered 
the education.of.the""deaf, which according to him• consisted 
in their 'first 1earnin~ to perceive the dispositions of 
- - .... - ~ ' . . ... ' . . . ' . .. . ' . 
the organs of speech in the .fonnation of sounds, and then 
imitating ·th.em; and recognizing sp.eech in others by lip 
- . "' ( '(:,) . . ~ . - . . .. . . . . . - . . . -· - - ' - . 
reading~ To that ~nd they should first utter each sound 
separately, read it on the- lips of others, then join syllabl~s 
into words; next they should be ta~ght the meaning of these 
words- by being shown the objects signified, and gradually 
' . . ' . ~' ,. __ . , -
be made acquainted with the meaning of .those which relate 
r'\', \ ' , 
to the functions of the senses, the arts, the understanding, 
and the will.' 
Among the more.important writers in the interest of the 
·, 
education of the deaf and dumb was John Bulwer, -the first . . - .,. ····- ·.. '"{l>7) .. ... - -··· 
Englishman to treat of the deaf. He ;was the author of three 
works, "Philcoph\lstt, "The- Deaf and Dumb Man's ·Friend", 
:published in 1648; "Chirologia0 , 11 The Natural Language of 
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the Hand0 , published in 1641; and "Chironomia." In these 
he enlarged upon. Sir Kenelm-Digby's account and.argued 
-·· ~··- ···~-·· .. 
~bo1:1~ the possibility. of teacJ:iing. the deaf by speech. He 
proposed to.use pantomimic signs as a.means of teaching 
. ;. ··- . 
language, but seemed to have no practical experience in the 
art. 
Densing who died in 1666 in his writings:recommende9-. 
writing, signs and, on occa:siori, lip reading as the helpful 
. . ' .. ' . .. . . .. ' ('{)~ ) 
modes of teaching the deaf. 
Dr John Wallis (1616-1703) is more important than the 
preceeding though it has been disputed whether he was not . . .. ' . ( ~· 'j) 
indebted to his predecessors for some ideas. He was a 
prof~ssor;.?f. mathemat.i~~ _i~ the University of Oxford and was 
the first practical teacher of the deaf and dumb in Engl·and. .. . . '. ,, . 
He taught by ~riting and articulation. He took the trouble 
,_ .. 
to classify to.a certain extent the various sounds. Wallis 
maintained that language should pe taught when the pupil 
had.first learned to write and the written characters 
should be associated with some kind of manual alphabet. He 
believed the names of things should be given first and then 
the :parts of those ~hings,-as for exrunple, the body, then 
arm, foot, eye, etc. He would teach the singular, then the 
• • ~ 'Ii - ' •• ' • 
plural, etc. In the preface of the fifth edition of his 
- ' ..... "' ~ ~ ' ' . ~ ' 
0 Grammatica Linguae Anglicanae', first published in 1663, 
he said that he not only corrected sta~fllllering or. ot !J.er~vise 
defective articulation,. but that he instructed two deaf 
. - . ' ~ , " 
mutes to articulate distinctly. In addition, he adde~ that 
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he also taught them to understand the meaning of language 
and thus to use it in speaking, writing, .and read~ng. In 
a letter to the Honorable Robert Boyle, dated 1662 and pub-
lished in 1670 in 1 Philosophical Transactions', he antic-
. ' .. 
ipated tpe fundamental idea of the school of De l'Epee and .. 
Sicard that one may learn to form conceptions in written 
as well as in spoken language and that in the work of deaf-
mute instruct-ion.one.may proceed from certain actions and 
' . . ~ 
gestures which have a natural signification to' convey : ........... ( 6f! ~ 
ideas not already understood~. One of his pupils, the son of 
the mayor .of Northhampton, in l{ay 1662, was examined by the 
Roy~l ~ociety and was ex~ibite_~ before .. th~ ~ing. ~nd the 
no.b:i_es.. In his letter. to Thomas Beverl~~~. published in 
._1698, Dr. ~allis gave ·~ concis~ e:x:planation_ and outline of 
a method.of teaching deaf-mutes the use of language without 
·resorting to exercises in articulation. 
.. . "' 
Dr. Williar-!1. Holder;read an ·essay before the Royal · 
.. .. ... ,,. .. (70) 
Society in the year ·1668-69 on the ''Elements of Speech.' 
, 
He added an appendix concerning.the deaf and dumb. He 
~ . . - ~ . ' . 
described the organs of .speec.h and thei~: positions in 
·articulation: and suggested .that pupils should be taught . 
..-..·· ~ . ' ' ,. . 
the sounds in the order of simplicity. But he belie.ved 
the :pupil must learn to viii te; first and then must associate . . 
. the letters with the manual al~habet. Holder saw that 
dumbness is due to a la.ck of hearing .and that 1?~eech co:uld 
be. ~cquired ~hrough wat~hirig the li:IJS. of o:~.hers•. even th_ough 
this would be a. v,;weari some task. He urged teachers to be ' . . 
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patient and to make work as interesting as possible. He . . ~ ... ~' ·~ . '. ' '•. . . 
declared that command of -language would enable a deaf per_~on 
to read a sentence from the lips of an other by the general 
content even if he did not catch every.word. 
George Sibscota published a work in 1670 called .'The . . .· . ·• . ( 70) . . . 
Deaf and Dumb Man's Discourse.' In this he contradicted 
Aristotle's theory that persons are dumb because of defects 
in the vocal organs and expressed belief -that this was 
only beca_use they_ !tad neve~ been taught to speak. He main~· 
tained that they could gain knowledge by sight; that they 
~ ' ' • M - 0 , 
could write, c9J1verse by signs, spe~k and read lips. 
(?f) 
About- George Dalgarno (1626-168?) more is knovm. He was 
~,.. . ~· ,. ,, ----- . 
born and educat~ed in_ Scot~and, but. was m~~ter of a priyate 
gra.mnu~.r school at Oxford at ·th_e .time he publis1:1e~ a yvor~'-· 
in 1680, under the title of 'Didascolocophus' or 'The Deaf 
and Dumb~Man' s Tutor .• ' He believed that the deaf have the 
advantag~ over the blind in opportunities for learning 
·language. While he admitted that articulation and lip 
reading could be acquired to a degree, but, ~e ,said,_ not 
so as to· be useful, he would substitute written language 
and a manua 1 alpha bet in the ins true ti on of the deaf and 
dumb.· He favored constant spelling on the fingers, but no 
signs. To meet this -need he devised a double handed alphabet 
1similar to that now commonly used in Great Bri tian. The 
letters were made on the joints of the fingers and on the 
palm of the_ left hand. 
Baron von Helmont (1618-1699) of Holland also published 
a small tract in 1667 in which he showed how the deaf might 
"{7-t,) 
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be made to understand others when speaking. He treated of 
the work of the vocal organs. Amman said that Von Helmont 
had discovered a manual alphabet and used it to instruct 
the deaf_,. but that he had n~~ at~a~ned ver~_ good resu~ts. 
John Conrad Amman (1669-1724), a native of Schaff-
·-. . ~· ~ 
hausen, Switzerland, but a physician of Haarlem, taught a ' " ., .. . . ' . . . .. . •' ' ( ?J) .. '. 
girl, deaf and d:um~. from ~~rth, to articulate. In 1692 
· .... 
he :published an essay, 'Surdus Loquens,' 'The Deaf-Mute 
Speaking.' He made no secret or mystery of his work, but 
in his 'Dissertation de Loquila' which was pub~ished' in 
~ - ; ' - -. .. -
1700 he.described the me~ns by which the deaf and dumb from 
birth may acquire speech. · It was only after a pupil had 
attained considerable s:u_~c~.s.s in ar_ticu_lation and lip r~ad­
ing that Amman taught the meaning of words and language. 
!.•. ··- ·- _,. 
But he was one of the most successful teachers and his 
work was of service to Heiniclrn and others. ·His principles 
. and methods, however, were not perpetuated by the establish-
- . ' . - ~· ;. 
ment of institutions in Holland. 
Although Germany cannot claim originality in the field 
of the education of the deaf.~nd dumb several works publish-
ed in other countrie-s were translated into, German and their 
teachings put. into practice. Among the e·arliest to take 
.,· .. 
up this work were Kerger (1704) and Raphel (1673-1740). 
- .. - - . . -
The efforts of these men mentioned above comprised 
the bulk of what had been done to mee~ the needs of the. 
deaf and dumb before.the eighteenth century. They had gone 
much farther than what had been accomplished correspond-
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ingly for the bl.ind and far beyond any conception that aid 
could be rendered for the insane. 
PART II 
THE PROBLID..! OF EIGHTEENTH CIDTTURY FREI~CH 
HUMANITARIAlTISM 
CHAPTER III 
EARLY ERA OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY,1715-1760: 
"PIETY AlID PATERlTALISTur LIGHTEN THE PROBLEMS OF PATHOLOGY" 
For a real hi8-~or~cal d~finition_of th~ eighteenth 
clentury the inclusive dates are not the conventional 1701-
' .• J (1) 
1800,_l?Ut ~at~er 1713-15 to 1813-15! These latter dates 
; 
mark significant events in the history of Europe, the 
deaths or removal of rulers ty-pifying the century just 
ending and notable treaties revising the international 
structure. At both periods (~7~5_and 18~5) e?;:r:-eat ~hanges 
in :the map of :Europe took place, in the one case by the 
Peace of Utrecht and in the other, by the Congress of 
Vienna. In this study the eighteenth century has been 
' 
divided into three periods: the early, 1715-1760; the 
' . '·• . 
middle, 1760-1 790; and the late, 1 790-1815 •. 
A brief.word will suggest general European conditions 
and particularly those in France in the early period 
of the eighteenth century. By the treaty of Utrecht the 
diplomats of Europe tried to perfect the-balance of power. 
France was permitted to retain her former conquests and 
"defensible frontiers", but her neighbors, Austria, 
Holland, Prussia,.and Savoy were so strengthened as to 
forestall future French aggressions. Efforts to preserve 
the peace by coalitions or congresses, ~tc. were made 
from time to time under the direction of Fleury and Wal-
pole between 1720 ·and 1756. 
I 
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The death of Louis XIV in 1715 ended his long reign 
of seventy-two years and marked a definite break in the 
(2) 
trend of absolutism which his reign had epitomized. The 
splendors of his court and the magnificance of his armies 
had dazzled Europe for many years (almost forty of which 
had been devoted to warfare), but his religiou.s policy 
and his draining expenditures left his nation industrially 
exhausted and financially burdened. Fenelon is authority 
for the statement that France at that time was an enormous 
hosJ;)ital, a nation whose population was declining and one 
tenth of whose people were beggars, with millions actually 
(3) 
dying. This was the heritage bequeathed to Louis X:V, a 
child of five years at the time of his great grandfather's 
death, with whose reign the early period opens. Until 
Louis X:V reached maturity France was ruled by the Regent, 
Duke Philip of Orleans. This rule has sometimes been 
designated as a time of experiments; councils composed 
of nobles and bourgeois replaced secretaries; the Parlement 
of Paris was again permitted to remonstrate against the 
royal decrees, although it was banished· when it attempted·· 
to exert its power. John Law's financial schemes raised 
French hopes of national solvency, but in their outcome 
(4) 
retarded all economic progress in France. On the death 
of Orleans, Cardinal Fleury assumed control of France. 
He endeavored to promote d6~eeti6~~rb~perity and to in-
crease Frenc4 influence in general in Europe by giving 
up a policy of territorial aggrandizement and by advocating 
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a policy of peace in which France served as mediator 
and protector of weaker states. Under his rule, which 
lasted until 1?43, industrial life was revived and the 
population was replenished, largely by immigration of 
the Flemings,. Germans, Swiss, and Savoyards. 
After Louis XIV's dominance had been broken in the 
early part of the new century there developed a reaction 
against a policy of repression. A spirit of religious 
skepticism and intellectual liberalism began to appear. 
Rationalism in the form of a tendency to subject all 
things to the test of reason and common sense began to 
dominate the cultural, the economic, the religious, and 
the social life. The new basis of thinking, the induct-
ive, replaced the old deductive method. The overseas 
influence was beginning to be felt and to stir the imag-
ination of writers, philosophers, and scientists. Natural-
ism crept into cultural expression in literature, music, 
philosophy, etc. Stories of adventure in the novel, drama 
built upon everyday occurences, new developments in science, 
all presaged the great advances and popularization of 
the central period. But it was the £hilosophes, part-
icularly~ whose ideas were to have the most far reaching 
(5J . 
effects. The ideas of natural rights and of progress 
were popularized. Before the mid-century the pen of 
Montesquieu had produced "Persian Le~ters" (1721), 
"The Spirit of Laws" (1?48). Voltaire had issued 
"Philosophical Letters Upon the English" (1?33). 
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Diderot and Rousseau were writing, also. Near the open-
ing of the next period the latter published three works, 
"New Heloise 0 (1?59), ••social Contract" (1?61) and "Emile." 
But the greatest intellectual stimulus of the age was 
provided by the French Encyclopedia. This ponderous work 
of seventeen volumes was the outgrowth of an,effort to 
revise Chambers' Encyclopedia. Started in 1?51 and not 
completed until 1?65, it represented the philosophy and 
ideas of the leaders of thought in France who constituted 
a group of the most outstanding thinkers of the age in 
all Europe. This group of Encyclopedists included: 
D'Alembert Diderot, Abbe de Condillac, Holbach, and 
(6) 
Voltaire. These men sought to collect and to systematize 
all the facts of science and history in order to create 
a new philosophy of life and the universe with which to 
replace what they deemed an old .and outworn system. Bury 
says that they carried on a campaign against authority 
and superstition by indirect methods, but that they were 
not sceptics but were men of ideals, of positive pur-
( '7) 
poses, and of social hopes. The dissemination and ere-
dence of the ideas contained in the Encyclopedia which 
has been called nthe central work of the rationalistic 
movement (1?15-1789)" brought the beginning of the break 
with the old regime. By the close of the early period 
the leaven of the new philosophy was peginning to permeate 
the thinking of the intelligent everywhere in Europe. 
In the economic field statism was still supreme. 
lviercantilism with its "balance of trade," "colonial pact," 
and paternal protection" was the accepted policy of nations. 
But here, too, another group of thinkers including Quesnay, 
Jliirabeau, and :Mercier, later known as the Physiocrats, 
was beginning to challenge and to displace these economic 
theories. 
The aftermath of the seventeenth century counter.;. 
reformation has sometimes been des9ribed as ~The Sleep." 
In general both Catholics and Protestants showed less 
ardor and activity and more ritualism and skepticiam. 
Ruffini says that toleration might be said to ebb and 
(8) 
flow throughout the century. In France, although Orleans 
the ~egent had hoped to restore the edict of Nantes, he 
was dissuaded and :persecution of the Huguenots continued. 
When Louis XV came of age he increased the persecution. 
In Austria Maria Theresa opposed toleration, but in 
Prussia Frederick II favored it. 
In keeping with the intellectual stimulation induced 
by the rising influence of the philosophical thinkers 
there was theological unrest as well.,. During the two 
preceding centuries the clast between science and religion 
had become evident. Men had been driven to reject all 
discoveries which trenched in any way upon the doctrines 
of revealed religion or to reject dogma where it was 
weakened by new knowledge or else forced to attempt 
(9) 
to reconcile the two. Criticism of the Church and clergy 
grew with the advance of the century. 
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In spite of the general indifference attributed to 
the early part of the century there was a wave of reviv-
alism sweeping certain sections of Europe. In Germany 
(10) 
the Moravians under Count Zinzendorf (1700-1760). were 
moved by a strong missionary impulse. Between 1726 and 
1740 they began to send missionaries to the New World, 
especially to Greenland, and to a number of the English 
(11) 
colonies, particularly Georgia and Pennsylvania. The 
Danish government and the German Pietists took a direct 
part in sending missionaries to India. Even this early, 
medicine, which was to play such an important part in 
later missionary endeavors, without deliberate design, 
took an important place in the gaining of land and 
(12) 
missionary footholds in India. 
This period also saw the rise of the Methodists 
with their strong appeal for a personal religion. But 
Methodist work was more directly a home missionary move-
. (13) 
ment than it was a foreign one. But among the many 
hymns which were written at this time, particularly by 
Watt and the Vlesleys, there were some with a distinctly 
missionary theme. 
In France during the seventeenth century under' the 
supremacy of absolutism social life lost its spontaneity 
and charm and had come to express chiefly traditional-
ism and conventionality. The social Jife of the eighteenth 
century continued to perpetuate this conventionism with 
its artificiality, its class inequities, and its discrim-
inations. The privileged status of the clergy. and the 
nobility survived also along with their control of most 
(14) 
of the state functions. The legal barriers between the 
I 
classes increased rather than lessened as the century 
progtessed. Nevertheless, the system of peasant land 
ownership·was strengthened and. perp~tuated. Although 
land holdings remained burdened with manoria_l dues un.til 
the Revolution this very burden tended to consolidate 
. ( 14) 
peasant ownership. Living conditions were tending to 
rise with better housing, the use of stoves, and the 
introduction of new foodstuffs from the Americas. 
The transformations which were to change the aspect 
of the entire social world had their beginning in this 
early period. Men were coming to feel a responsibility 
for the well being of their fellowmen and to express this 
obligation in a sort of paternal benevolence. Such 
practical problems as health, hygiene, mendicity, crim-
inality, and education were attracting the attention of 
thinkers as did the philosophical questions of natural 
rights and natural laws, etc. Locke and other liberal 
leaders had done much to arouse such interest. The 
Pietists like Basedow and Thomasius and such Pacifists 
as William Penn, the Q,uaker, and Abbe de Saint Pierre 
with his 11Proj ect of Perpetual Peace" ( 1713) also did 
much to influence attitudes. 
In this period which held the potential factors 
of change which should develop into activity in all 
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phases of life in the next period it will be interesting 
to note the state of humanitarian work in France. For 
the purpose of comparison a glimpse of English activity 
at the time is pertinent because England had produced 
some notable thinkers ·who had influenced to a marked 
extent the political thought and int~llectual deve~op­
ment in France which were to dictate the later social 
policies of the country. 
The English capitalist of the eighteenth century had 
a great influence upon English philanthropy. On first 
attaining wealth he often squandered his money upon showy 
and expensive amusements, clothing, and carriages, but 
later as the position of the bourgeoisie in political 
and social life became assured, he turned his attention. 
to a kind and paternalistic interest in the sick ·and un-
(15) 
fortunate. In 1715 the English gifts for charitable 
purposes were considerable in amount. In the next year, 
1221 charitable schools, 120 of which were in London, 
were established which accommodated some 30,000 child.ren. 
Up to 1720 the gifts were comparatively few in 
number and largely from the royal family. But with that 
(15) 
year a new era in philanthropy opened. In the winter 
of 1720 great sums were made on South Sea stock. The 
winners spent money on fine costumes, showy equipages, 
and splendid estates to attract publi:'c notice. Perhaps 
with a feeling of real sympathy, they.indulged in phil-
anthropy as well. A sum of 2,645 pounds was given to a 
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Society for the Relief of Widows and Children of Clergy-
men. Mr. Guy founded a general hospital, named Guy's 
Hospital in his honor, and freed 350 men who had been 
im:pri soned for debt. The hospital was opened Januazy 
6, 1725 for "relief by physick or surgery, of sick 
persons whose illness were of so severe a nature a's to 
. (16) 
lead them to be deemed incurable.u In 1719 Westminster 
Hospital began as a dispensary, but gradually rose to the 
status of a general hospital and later became a medical 
school. This institution was founded by a group of 
charitable persons who had previously co-operated. in 
the relief of sick prisoners who were confined in Newgate, 
(16) 
the Clink, and other prisons of London. 
This wave of hospital.building became quite general 
in England. Hospitals were set up in the great centers 
of population and in the provincial towns local hospitals 
. (1'7) 
or infirmaries were established. Some of these instit-
utions which at first were designed solely for the use 
of the sick and needy later developed into centers for 
. (18) 
the advancement of medical knowledge.. Among the most 
important hospitals in addition. to Guy's and Westminster 
may be listed the following: in London Saint George's 
(1733) The Lon.don in White Chapel begun as an infir:mary 
{1?40) Middlesex (1745) and Smallpox Hospital (1746); in 
the provinces, Salisbury (1716) Cambridge (1719), Bristol 
(1735), York (1740), Devon and Exeter (1741); in Scotland, 
Edinburgh (1736) and Aberdeen (1739); in Ireland, Cork 
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(1720-22), and in Dublin1Jervis Street (1726), Steevens 
. ( 19) 
(1733) and Mercer's (1734). 
This philanthropic activity of the wealthy was said 
to have been more characteristic of the English than of 
. (19) 
the. continentals. In France as the eighteenth century 
advanced the number of fou!idations increased, but they 
usually '\vent to hospitals which were already established 
(20) . 
rather than to found new ones~ The institution of small 
hospitals, so common in the :Middle Ages, became much more 
rare. Nevertheless, instances are cited of the founding 
(21) 
of some small institutions. Maitre mentioned a hospital 
at Blain that started with but two beds and 100 livres 
of revenues for su~port in 1729 and which increased its 
beds to ten with a school for poor children as an annex. 
There was also a school and hospital conducted in this 
place by the Sisters of Thomas de Villeneuve. In Noyalle 
a Dr. Bonniell did not content himself with giving his 
services free to the poor, but set aside two rooms in 
his home for hospital purposes. Anlther touching instance 
of liberality was found in Witz where the rector, having 
no property to give, left his furniture to the hospital 
of Conde to found a bed for the benefit of the inhabitants 
Of Witz. 
U:p to this tirne popular-medicine in France had 
consisted cf some recommendations and prescriptions in 
. (22) . 
hygiene and therapeutics. Some of the doctors had pub-
lished numerous general treatises or practical manuals 
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on the diseases most frequent among the people and set 
forth the means of avoiding or of curing them. But in 
spite of this much was lacking to supply the mediaal 
and surgical needs of the people. In the cities there 
were perhaps often sufficient doctors, surgeons, and 
midwives pensioned by the municipalities or by the 
' (22) 
intendants to give their care free to indigents. In 
the country,- however, such practitioners were insuffioieri:t 
in number and poorly trained. At the same time the sur-
geon.s exercised a commercial profession or· a manual trade. 
In the face of great need the government tried to 
organize,in the country districts a service Of public 
heal th and of medical assistance. Provisi_on was made 
for three types of service: the free distribution of 
remedies; special service in time of epidemics; and 
(23) 
trainirig fo~ midwives. 
The idea of distributing free remedies had originated 
under Pelisson, director of stewardships, in the seventeenth-
. ( 23) 
century about 1680. Under d'Ague·sseau, successor of 
Pelisson, the custom of sending these free ~edicines to 
. . 
the bishops,- administrators of hospitals, lords of the 
parishes, cures, and Gray Sisters was begun. The service 
was then interrupted for a while, but early in the eighteen-
th century was revived. 
These "remedies of the king" wer.e reduced in bulk 
so as not to be expensive to transport. They were de-
signed to combat inflammatory or intermittent fevers, 
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inflammation of the lungs, catarrhs, pains in the 
intestines, dropsy, inflammation of ·the eyes, and rheum-
( 23) 
atisms. 
Following some Orders in Council of March, 1721 
and June, 1722, there was distributed each year between 
1721 and 1734 at the expense of the farmers general 
100,000 doses or portions and between 1735 and 1768, 
(23) 
126,910. These medicines were not sent to the cities, 
but were reserved exclusively for the OEuntry districts 
which lacked hospital facilities. All public establish-
ment s and. hospitals were generally excluded from these 
benefits. In the provinces also the government distributed 
information as to approved methods of treating certain 
(24) 
maladies. 
Archives and the contemporary writers show that the 
financial situation of the French hospitals in the eight-
eenth century was poor. Although the larger city instit~ 
utions received most of the foundations in this period 
(25) 
·even they had a hard struggle to survive. Up to the close 
of the early period. the hospitals were supported by private 
liberality and some fiscal leYies and special octrois. 
Attempts were made to meet deficits by collections and 
volunteer alms and by the special liberality of the lord 
or bishop of the place or of the administrators, or even 
Of the nuns. In spite of this they usually turned to 
(26) 
the king for aid. He might give ei~her alms, fiscal 
rights, or sums from the public treasury. Also in the 
' : ~ 
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eighteenth century two new institutions were set up and 
the proceeds used to support charitable establishments. 
(2?) 
These were the Loterie Royale and the Caisse des Hopital. 
The lottery had been used under Louis XIV and continued 
in use despite the protests of Parlement. 
In the discussion of 'the seventeenth century mention 
was made of how royal power took possession of the right 
to visit hospitals. This was the duty of the Chief Almoner 
but does not seem to.have been done consistently. Even 
the general hospitals which were official foundations 
had ended by being confounded with the hotels-Dieu where 
the sick and even incurables and insane were received. 
As depots of mendicity these were administered by comm-. 
(28) 
issioners of direction without any other control. 
In order to have the hospitals receive the invalid 
mendicants who should be sent them as in the past and 
also those who were well who~ it was necessary to continue 
to interne there, the king issued the Proclamation of 
(29) 
1724. According to this, mendicants were given fifteen 
days after the promulgation of the law in which to find 
work for themselves. When committed to a hospital the 
invalids should be occupied in spinning, while those 
who were well should be grouped in military forms of 
twenty men each under command of sergeants. They should 
be paid a fee, but should be compelled to work on bridges . . 
and highways. They had the right, however, to retire to 
the parish of their origin or to join the troops of the 
king. 
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In the hospitals mendicants were treated like 
(29) . 
condemned persons. For two months they were put on 
bread and water. In case of a second ~fense this treat-
ment was extended to three months and the delinquei1t 
was marked with the letter M. The third time men were 
sent to.the galleys for five years and women were intern-
ed for a like period. Each general hospital maintained 
a register in which was entered a description of each 
mendicant. Through the intermediary of a central bureau 
established at Paris, information was·sent from one 
establishment to another as well as to the police and 
constabulary officers. The entire success of the scheme 
depended upon the co-opera ti on cf the hospitals. Wherever 
such institutions were lacking the authorities were 
authorized to lease a:oJ1ropria te houses in the neighbor-
hood for the purpose. After a proclamation of 1700 and 
an ordinance of 1720 the government of mendicants and 
vagabonds had been entrusted to the constabulary. But 
many errors had been made in arrests. The Proclamation 
.of 1724 did not prove any more satisfactory. Within a 
year two consequences were noted: first, the number of 
mendicants was increased; second, the price of their 
support was increased. The hospitals !)roved too small 
to handle all those whom it· was necessary to shut up 
and· it proved impossible for the king_ to meet the nec-
essary expense entailed. This expense proved very great, 
mounting to six·millions within three years. Then, too, 
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the administrative formalities had the effect of irnpair-
( 30) 
ing efficiency. Cooperation of administrative officials 
was hard to secure. The constabulary was unable to en-
force the law, so that many mendicants remained at liberty. 
-
As a consequence, it was found expedient to revoke the 
law in 1733 and to free a11 mendicants who had been 
(31) 
interned. 
As the eighteenth century advanced the number of 
French foundations decreased considerably, due not to 
hostility to public aid but due to the general trend of 
the time~ The first edict that speaks of royal authoriz-
(32) 
ation for charitable foundations was that of August, 1749. 
Up to then a number of royal letters of confirmation had 
been issued which had approved the manner in which the 
establishments were administered and which gave them 
several advantages. Among the privileges which had been 
granted by the letters were those 
1
of the right of receiving 
certain revenues such as various penalties administered 
by justice, exclusive revenue of the sale of meat in Lent 
and other articles at all times, the privilege of making 
goods in workshops of the in.sti tut ions in spite of corporate 
privileges, etc. Exemption from taxation was almost a 
right, and the ease· of making gifts and legacies was very 
great. Both Parlement and the royal power were very 
favorable to foundations. 
A study of the period shows that a process of evol-
ution was now tending to place the control of all types of 
(33) 
assistance in the state. In their distress institutions 
had been obliged to appeal to the government for aid. They 
not only acquired the habit of receiving privileges and 
fiscal rights from the king, which for many formed the 
main part of their revenues, but some had come to depend 
almost entirely on the royal treasury. In england there 
was a growing conviction that indiscriminate charity was 
not an unmixed blessing, for the English found that'sucfi-
(34) 
almsgiving defeated its own end. State control in France 
was further strengthened by an edict of 1749, due to . ., .. 
Chancellor d'Aguesseau, which prohibited houses of charity 
~ (35) 
acquiring landed property. 
Public opinion exercised a decisive influence upon 
IJUblic aid in the eighteenth century. This reinforced 
royal authority when it opposed the hospitals and tended 
to legitimize an intervention of the state in the admin-
istration of charity which became more and r.1ore marked •. 
In spite of their private origin public interest was 
the aim of the hospitals and the state, recognizing this, 
subordinated them to its guardianship. The hospitals 
felt the effects as the state encroached upon the power 
(36) 
of the Church. 
Under Louis XVI many and divers new institutions for 
' (37) 
public welfare were set up. . The state aided in the con-
struction of such institutions and sometimes even cooperated 
in the maintenance of hospitals, although such service 
was usually assured by particular foundations or subsidies 
of the cities. As noted in the mention of their origin 
under Louis XIV the formation of the general hospitals 
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tended to centralize assistance in important cities •. The 
intendants ordinarily supervised and at times intervened 
in the administration of the communal hotels-Dieu. In 
the eighteenth century new hospitals were largely under 
their supervision and were built under the direction of 
{37) 
the engineer of the province. 
This surmnarizes the hospital developments of the early 
period in themselves. A brief outline of the advancement 
made in the related problems of medicine and surgery 
will be given. 
Seelig summarizes the attitude taken by various 
writers toward the eighteenth century development in 
(38) 
.medicine. He says that Haas interprets it as a "period 
of humanitarian i·deali sni and general enlightenment;" 
that Pagel characterizes it as a "century of clarification" 
in Which art and science assume a more dominating position; 
and finally that Garrison describes it as a century of 
"theories and systems" based on tedious and platitudinous 
philosophizing." Each writer can amply justify his 
position in certain phases and periods of the century. 
Although much of the.basis had already been laid, 
modern medicine is said to have had its beginning about 
(39) 
1720~ Modern physiology had started with William Harvey 
(40) . . 
(1518-160?), systemazation of chemistry with Robert Boyle 
' (4Q) 
(1627-1691), histology with :Malpighi .(1628-169~), and the 
application of the microscope in the study of medicine 
. (4ll 
by Anthony van Leeuwenhoek (1632-1723 w~o was not a 
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physician and by Ruysch (1638•1727). Du Verney had 
already made known the structure of the bone. 
The French Encyclopedie on Dictionnaire Raissone 
which is very rich as a contemporary source of the scien-
tific ideas of the eighteenth century divides the science 
' (42) 
of medicine into the following divisions: anatomy, hy-
giene, pathology, physiology, semeoitics, and therapeutics. 
The seat of medical science in the eighteenth century 
was central Europe, with France assuming more and more 
(43) 
leadership as the century advanced. But because of the 
many favoring factors such as the perfected knowledge of 
other sciences the nature of the government, the emol-
uments, ~tc. medicine in this period Uflourished with the 
(44) 
most glory" in Great Britain. Paris, however, was the 
greatest surgical center of the world. But practical 
medicine was not geographically ~imited to any one region. 
Medical thinkers felt the quickening stimulation of the 
philosophical thinking of such philosophers as Leibnitz, 
Rousseau and Voltaire. 
All related sciences made advances during the century, 
notably physics, chemistry, botany,_ zoology and biology. 
Descriptive gross anatomy had been well done in the pre-
ceding century, but some new advances were made. Path-
ology, physiolog~, and histology were. now intensively 
developed for the. first time. 
Many names crowd the sci·entific rosters of whom 
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only a fevr can be mentioned. Margagni (1682-1771), a 
patholo9ical anatomist, made important contributions to 
\45) . 
anatomy, Spallanzani (1529-1599), a comparative physiol-
ogist, was one of the founders of bacteriology who attacked 
( 46) . . . 
the theory of spontaneous generation. Vie~sseus (1641-1717) 
had done valuable work on the nervous system. Other notable 
contributors were Winslo\ry '(1669-1760), Senac (1693-1770) 
Ferrein (1693-1769), the Riolans, Drelincourt, a professor 
(47) 
at Leyden, Nl.8.rand and Bertin. · 
At the opening of the century medicine was dominated 
by a group of men known as the great s~stematizers. Hoffman 
(48) 
(1660-1742) and Boerhaave (1668-1738) the latter of whom 
the Encyclopedia terms 0 the greatest theorician we have 
had as well as a great practitioner" were the leaders of 
the iatromechanistic movement which was founded on the 
theory that physiology and medicine are based on mathemat-
ical principles. Boerhaave is said to have founded the 
"Eclectic School" or the system of picking here and there 
the best of the theories and ideas and attempting to 
correlate them on the basis of how they fit in with 
( 50) 
bedside observations. Stahl (1660-1734) 'developed the 
theory of animism which considered the soul (assumed to 
be an isolable entity) to be the cause of every vital 
(51) 
Phenomena whether in health or disease. Cumston says 
that_ although these leaders had a:= their purpose the 
. 
development of a theory of medicine that should embrace 
all the known facts that they did not produce anything 
100. 
(52) 
original. The second part of the century partially 
included in this era, saw the development of a new set 
(53) (54) 
of theories. These included that of irritability by 
Haller (1708-1777) noted physiologist who the Encyclo-
pedia said, had enridhed physiological commentary by 
(55) (56) 
an infinite number of observations, that of stimulism 
. . (57) 
by Brown and Girtamer, and that of vitalism by Borden and 
Barthez. 
An interesting step in preventive medicine was the 
development of inoculation against smallpos. This began 
in the first quarter of the century by the introduction 
of an Oriental practice of inoculating with virus. In 
1717 Lady Montague had her son inoculated with human 
vaccine at Constantinople against pox which were common 
(58) 
in the East. The practice of inoculation was beginning 
tentatively in England by 1721 and by 1740 its use was 
(59) 
general. In France, in 1727, Voltaire had begun to 
agitate against smallpox and was aided in his cam.paign 
. ( 60 )' . . 
by D'Alernbert. But the diffusion of vaccine was there 
long opposed. The question brought forth long discussions 
and numerous polemics. The Dictionary of Trevoux called 
(61) 
the practice 'a perilous and detestable invention.' Some 
high scientific authorities like Dr. Antoine Petit favored 
it as did many of the popular writers. In 1756 the Duke 
of Orleans had his son, the Duke of Chartres, inoculated 
by Tronchin, Genevese doctor. But in spite of the agitation 
and notable examples of its use, the prejudice against 
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(62) 
it persisted. The police regulations of Paris forbade 
its use within the city (to avoid contagion from the 
impurity of the air.) Orleans toolc similar measures. 
It was not until after 1760 that inoculation against 
smallpox made much advance in France. 
~uesnay (1694-1774) well known Physiocrat and 
contributor to the Encyclopedie was a noted Frency 
(63) 
physician and. surgeon. In 1 ?30 he successfu~ly opposed 
the theories of bleeding advanced by Silva. He served 
as secretary of the Academy of Surgery VJ'hich was organized 
in 1'731. In 1749 he published a treatment on suppuration 
and one on gangrene. Because Of his defective eyesight 
he gave up surgery for medicine and in 1749 he bacame a 
court physician as attendant for Madame de Pompadour. 
Shortly after (1752) he attended the Dauphin ~ho had 
smallpox. · ~uesnay was so successful that the king 
appointed him as his personal physician and conferred 
a patent of nobility upon him. 
VVhile the medical leaders mentioned above were busy 
in various parts of Europe France was not producing many 
noted clinicians. She had an able group of teachers at 
the University of Montpellier, but they spent their time 
trying to formalize doctrine rather than in enriching the 
(64) 
content of practical medicine. But in other countries 
medicine assumed a practical phase. .Anatomical lectures 
(65) 
were reported in England in 1730·. · Incidentally, the 
reason advanced for the slow growth of medical charity 
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was that all services of medical men for the poor were 
{66) 
of necessity gratuitously given •. Except at Leyden, Holland, 
there was no clinical instruction before 1745 when an 
ambulatory clinic was established at Prague which lasted 
(67) 
a year. In 1745 a clinic of twelve beds was organized 
at Vienna. In England a chair of clinical medicine was 
established at Edinburgh in 1?41, but not at Oxford 
.(67) 
until spme forty years later. In 1757 Cullen began to 
lecture on medicine in English instead of Latin. Great 
Britain specialized in the hospital medical school such 
(6?) 
as Guy's Hospital (1732) and Edinburgh Hospital (1736). 
A feature of the period was private instruction such as 
Smellie gave in obstetrics, Cullen in internal medicine, 
Black in chemistry, and the Hunters in anatomy, surgery 
(67) 
and obstetrics. 
Obstetric instruction was first given at Strassburg 
in 1728, followed by a school for midwives, and at Vienna 
(67) 
in 1748. German schools for the purpose were founded 
about the middle of the century. Private instruction in 
midwifery was first given by Gregoire, Senior, in Paris 
(67) 
in 1?20. Instruction in classes in medical schools was 
not organized until near the close of the century. 
Accouchment had long been neglected in France for two 
reasons: first, the indifference of countrymen of whom 
the cure Of a little parish in Champagne somewhat later 
said that men had more regard for the care of their cows 
than they had })or their wives; and second, the neglect 
(g~f 
of the enforcement of legislation affecting midwi~es •. 
Not until the reign of Louis XIV had any guarantees of 
capacity been demanded. In 1679 the lieutenant of police 
in Paris had decreed that every midwife ·should pass an 
examination at the School of' Surgery of St. C°dme and 
( 68) 
should be sworn. Now shortly'after the beginning of the 
eighteenth cen.tury these requirements were renewed by 
another decree (1722) and by an order of Parlement (1726~ 
A royal proclamation (1736) required that midwives in the 
cities of the provinces which had suitable corporations 
should have a two-year apprenticeship in a Hotel-Dieu 
(69) 
or at the home of a private mistre·ss. Those who practiced 
in the market towns were required to present themselves 
before a magistrate. 
During most of the eighteenth century the status of 
(70) 
surgery was very low everywhere in Europe except in France. 
In 1699 French law had classified surgery among the liberal 
(?l) 
instead of the manual arts. In France the surgeon had 
< 
risen socially because Felix had successfully treated a 
(72) 
fistula for Louis XIV. As a result, Felix and Jvlareschal, 
his successor, were made royal surgeons. In 1724 
Ma~eschal persuaded Louis XV to create five chairs of 
(73) 
surgical instruction at Saint C~me. At this the Paris 
Faculty revolted and staged a public demonstration 
.. 
against Saint c8me, but the doctors were driven away. 
Further encouragement was given surgery ~hen by an edict 
of. September, 1?24, lieutenants of the chief surgeon of 
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the king were placed in the important cities and were 
given. general jurisdiction in all the realm with the 
(73) 
d.uty of applying professional regulations. 
A royal proclamation of 1743 definitely separated the 
surgeons and barbers of France a~d organized a system of 
examinations from which barbers were exclud.ed. An order 
of 1756 conceded. to masters· in surgery the honors, dis-
tinctions, and privileges of cities. They were no longer 
. ( 73) 
to be listed in the roles of the arts and trades. Some 
:practical schools of Colleges of Surgery were cieeated in 
(74) 
the proYinces, also. A Royal School of Surgery on the 
model of that of Paris was created at Orleans in 1759. 
Here three p~ofessors.were to teach the principles of 
surgery, osteology, obstetrics and anatomy. Demonstrations 
were to be f+ee and public. In 1760 a royal ordinance 
forbade barb·ers-hairdressers entering schools of surgery 
which they had enctunbered and in which they had provoked 
(75) 
quarrels. Thus, by these various means the dignity of 
.the study of surgery was assured in France. 
Another step in the rise of French surgery was the 
foundation. of the Royal Academy of Surgery, composed of 
some seven,ty members, founded by La Peyroni e, an eminent 
surgeon of Montpellier, and by Jiiareschal. The former 
devoted his fortune to the advancement of surgery. He 
• I\ 
founded a professorship at his own expense at Saint Come 
and provided an assistant for each of the professors who 
occupied chairs founded. by him and Louis XV. He also 
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obtained four chairs of surgery at Montpellier. Each 
professor was obliged to ~ecture to both surgeons and 
midwives. At his death, he left by will a legacy of 
annual prizes in surgery, his two houses in the Grand 
Rue, and 100,000 francs with which to build an ampi-
thea ter at ·saint ca.me. Because of the a cti vi ties of 
{77) 
Peyronie Paris became the surgical center of the world. 
In France the Hospital of Charity, The Convalescents, 
T:Pe House of Charenton, and the Royal House cf Sante a 
(78) ' 
Morntrouge practised surgery. Special courses were given 
the monks for their technical education. In 1730 a new 
method of cutting was invented by the Brothers of Saint 
John of God. Their excellent skill in surgery caused 
the master surgeons to take umbrage which brought forth 
s royal edict of control a little past the middle of the 
(78) 
century. 
Some of the noted French surgeons of the period 
included Frere Jacques whose skilled meth~d of operating 
for stone so aroused the jealousy of the surgeons of 
Paris that he felt compelled to retire to Besancon in 
(79) A 
1716. Frere Jean de Saint Come was a follower in the 
method of Frere Jacques, although he modified it to some 
(79) 
extent. Other notable French surgeons of the period who 
also helped to make Paris a surgical center during the 
century were Jean Louis Petit (16?4-1750), inventor of 
the screw tourniquet, the first to open the mastoid 




Something of the development of surgical methods, 
technique, instruments, machines, bandages, etc. of the 
century is clearly shown in the supplementary plates of 
the French Encyclopedia. 1f.iany of the notable publications 
(82) 
of the period are listed as well. Among the publications 
cited are: Carlii, Elementachirurgica (1717); Cantarini, 
Chirurgica accommodata al uso scolaresco (Padua, 1715); 
Banier, Methodical Introduction for the Surgery (London, 
1717); Dubon, Idee des principes de Chirurgie (Dresden, 
1734); Gorter, Chirurgia repurgata (1742); and Faye, 
Principes de Chirurgie (Paris 1746). 
Another group of thirty three interesting plates 
(83) 
shows the developments in the study of.anatomy. These 
illustrate the skeleton, muscles, various organs, circul -
atory system, etc. The plates are taken from the works 
of Morgagni, Ruysch, Vieussens, Haller, Duverney, Drake 
and others. 
During the early period England had no surgeon of 
(84) 
the first rank. Here, too, in 1?45, through the good 
I 
offices of Mr. Ran.by, sergeant surgeon to the king, the 
surgeons and barbers were formally separated. In Germany 
little advance was ma.de in the status of surgery before 
(84) 
the time of Frederick the Great. Owing to the need for 
competent surgeons in the Prus.sian army the Theatrum 
Anatomicum, founded in 1713, was expanded in 1724 to 
include a Collegium Medico-Chirurgicum. •t ~ The Chari e 
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Hospital at Berlin was founded by Frederick William I 
to furnish clinical instruction to students of the 
Collegium. After the Silesian campaign when he found 
his army deficient in surgeons, 1',rederick II sent medical 
cadets to Paris and Strassburg to complete their medical 
{84) 
education. In 1743 he secured twelve French surgeons 
with assistants to look after his troops. In 1?48 a 
Collegium Medico-Chirurgicum was set up at Dresd.en. In 
Russia, Peter the Great opened the Admiralty Hospital 
in 1 ?16 and the Dry Land Hospital in l 7ltb; the latter was 
(84) 
rebuilt in 1?33. 
Little was done during the period to advance hygiene, 
the science of public health, or pathology, the science 
of the cause of disease. Early in the century G. William 
Leibni tz had shown that large hospita.l:;units communicated 
contagious diseases and he 'recommended small units or the 
(85) . 
pavillion system. Frederick William had urged upon 
hospital ~taffs that precautions for sanitation be taken. 
In France, municipal or royal administrators in many 
cities were facing the problem of furnishing the residents 
. . ( 86) 
with water that was fit to drink. In Paris some public 
fountains had been installed and their inspection provided 
for. But the question of uncontaminated water was to 
prove a question of heated discussion in the next period • 
... 
In 1749 and 1 ?50 Rauen and. Ami ens were endowed vd th 
fountains. 
Sanitation and hygiene in the hospitals was negligible. 
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·As enthusiasm in their building waned they became filthy 
and insufficient for the needs of the time. Garrison 
says that "in respect of cleanliness they. sank to the 
(87) 
lowest le~el known to history." 
Turning from the hospitalization phase of this study 
we find, on the whole, the early period of the eighteenth 
century saw comparatively little new work being done for 
the foundlings or for the defectives other than the deaf. 
The status of the foundling in France differed little from 
that of the seventeenth century. To meet the needs in 
the provinces the general hospitals and the hotels-Dieu 
(88) 
received foundlings and looked after their education. 
The king aided in this work and promised. compensation to 
institutions for their expenses and for the advances 
made by them for the purpose. He proposed to secure . 
this money from the royal treasury. Hecker later estimated 
that from twelve to fourteen millions were thus spent 
(88) 
annually for many years for the foundlings of the provinces. 
But abuses resulted from the privileges give~ to 
(89) 
foundlings. Throughout the realm their number increased 
in proportion to the facilities for caring for them. 
Since the asylums for their care were confined to the 
large cities children were transported to these instit-
utions from the provinces. ~heir transportation became 
(89) . .. 
a regular trad.e. In 1722 an effort was made to find the 
number that was brought to Paris. The estimate was that 
of a total of six and a half thousand received in the 
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first ten months of the year almost one third had been 
(89) 
brought from the provinces. Officials made some effort 
to control the situation, but the laws regulating the 
matter were so poorly enforced that transportation con-
tinued on a large scale. 
Conditions in England resembled those in France. 
The Foundling Hospital of London was incorporated. in 
1739 "for the maintenance and education of exposed and 
(90) 
deserted young children.tt Addison had suggested ·such a 
charity (Guardian :tro. 9), but Captain Thomas Corron was 
really responsible for.its establishment. He stated 
that the object was "to prevent the frequent murders of 
poor, miserable children at their birth and to suppress 
the inhuman custom of exposing.new-born infants to 
(91) 
perish in the streets." At first no questions were asked 
about the child or parent, but applications became so 
numerous that a system of balloting with red, white, and 
black balls was adopted. In 1?56 the House of Commons 
resolved that all children offered should be received 
and that local receiving places should be appointed all 
over the country and the funds should be publicly guar-
(91) 
anteed •· The age of admission was raised. from two to 
twelve months. A veritable flood of children poured 
in from the country workhouses and in less than four 
years fifteen thousand children were presented. As in 
France a trade of transporting children grevr up among 
the vagrants. Only about a fourth of the children (91) 
received at the Asylum lived to be apprenticed out. 
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So great was the expense that the House of Commons decided 
to discontinue indiscriminate admission and threw the 
hospital upon its ovm resources, whereupon the Hospital 
resorted to takin~ children only when money was presented 
(91) 
for their care. 
In Dublin a Foundling Hospital which had a large 
income from a duty on coal and other resources had been 
(91) 
opened in 1 ?04. Scotland seems never to have had. a found-
( 91) 
ling hospital at all. In 1759 John Watson left ploney to 
establish a ho::p ital for pregnant women and to care for 
their children as foundlings, but an act of Parliament, 
1822, declared that the propriety of the original purpose 
was in do~bt and gave the money to trustees to build a 
hospital for the maintenance and education of destitute 
(91) 
children. 
In the care of the insane no advance of particular 
merit was made., There is record of a large legacy left 
for the care of incurable lunatics by a wealthy philan-
thropist of London. Saint Luke's Hospital for.the insane 
(92) 
was also established in London in 1751. But the general 
condition of the insane that prevailed throughout Europe 
is des6ribed by Garrison when he says: "Bad aa was the 
condition of the hospitals in the eighteenth century the 
treatment of the insane was worse. They were chained. or 
caged when housed, or, if harmless, were allowed to run 
(92) 
at large •••••• 0 
Little pra:ctical work was done for the blin~, but 
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the effect of blindness upon the mental and moral nature· 
of man engaged the thought of the philosophers. In 1749 
Diderot's work on this subject, "Lettre sur les aveugles 
' ( 93) 
a l'usage du ceux qui voient 0 was published. In this work 
he described "The Blind Man of Puisaux0 who taught his 
son, though not blind, to read by means of raised letters- .. 
Dr. s. G. Howe, who later translated the letter said that 
it contained not only many errors of fact and inference, 
but had many provocative suggestions as ·well. Because 
of the heterodox speculations in which he indulged in his 
"Letter on the Blind0 Diderot vras imprisoned for three 
months in the Bastille. The necessity of his services 
in the prep·aration of the Encyclopedia. of which he and 
D'Alembert v;ere the editors caused his release. 'While 
Diderot was in prison Rousseau visited him and. suggested, 
(94) 
it is said, a system of embossed printing. 
I 
Other philosophers were interested in the philos-
ophical phase of blindness and its effect on the mind of 
(94) 
man. Among the group were Locke, Leibnitz and 11olineau. 
~rhus mo st of the attention given the :Problem of the blind 
was devoted to speculative philosophy and little practical 
work for them was attempted at this time. 
As in the period. prior to 1715, more af a practical 
nature was being done to aid the deaf than for either of 
the other groups of defectives. By 1?43 the practicabil-
ity of teaching deaf-mutes had been shown by the success 
of Father Van.in and others in Paris and by Rousset in 
(95) 
Nismes. In 1749 a demonstration of what he had accomplished 
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in teaching dea.f-mutes was given before the Academy of 
Sciences in Paris by Pereire. 
Jacob Rodrique Pereire (1715•1780), a Portuguese 
(96) 
Jew, was one of the pioneer dea:f'-mute educators in· France •. 
He had begun his experiments by teaching his siter who 
was a deaf mute. When he had proved successful with two 
additional pupils the due de Chaulnes }?laced his deaf 
godson, Sabroureaux de Fontenay, under his instruction. 
Within five years the boy was able to speak and to read 
lips. Periere's method is but par.tly known. Barnard 
stated. that those familiar with him said Periere had 
(97) 
profited by the labors of Wallis, Bonet and Amman. He 
used a manual alphabet which indicated the pronunciation 
of the letters and some combinations. He depended almost 
entirely upon reading and writing and used signs only 
when it was absolutely necessary. His teaching of language 
was based on action where :possible and abstrE!ct ideas 
(98) 
were not introduced until the latter stages. 
Arnold said of the work of Periere: 'His efforts 
were confined to a privileged few and from this circum-
stance, as well as his keeping his method secret, his work, 
unlike de l'Epee's had no lasting effect upon the deaf 
(99) 
as a class.' 
An early flerman teacher of the deaf, "George Raphel, 
had published in 1718 an account of the method he had used 
( 99) 
in teaching his three daught'e'rs; who were deaf and dumb. 
But the most significant work of the entire period 
was that.undertaken by the Abbe de l'Epee (Charles-Michael) 
(1712-1789) who established the first school for the deaf 
(100) 
in Paris in 1760. This notable philanthropist had studied 
theology, but on his refusal to sign a condemnation of 
Jansenism was refused ord-ination by the Archbishop of Paris 
He then turned to the study of law and was admitted to 
the bar, when the Bishop of Troyes consented to ordain 
him. On the death of this bishop he returned to Paris 
where, under the influence of Father Vanin, he bacame 
actively interested in the education of the deaf. One 
day in 1 ?54 while calling at a home,. he chanced upon two 
(101) 
young sisters who were deaf and dumb. Their mother told 
.him that _by means of pictures they had been given a 
_little instruction by one of the members of the society 
of Christian Brothers, an order of professional teachers 
for the poor. The plight of these girls roused the com-
passion of de l '.Epee and he res.olved to teach them. 
The basis of his procedure was a principle he had 
learned from his tutor while still a boy, that in teaching 
deaf-mutes one must teach them through the eye what others 
(102) 
gain through. the ear. De l'Epee was convinced that the 
natural language of the deaf was by means of signs already 
in use among the deaf and he set himself the task of 
correcting, enlarging, and methodizing the signs in order 
(102) 
to perfect the system as an organ of communication. His 
efforts met with great success. Public interest was aroused 
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so that he soon had about him a little group of dear: 
mutes with which; at his own expense, he established a 
school in 1760. De l·!Epee is credited with originality 
in devising and applying his method of instruction. 
Barnard believed that he was wholly unaware that methods 
substantially the same as his had already been suggested 
by Cardan the Italian, Wallis the Englishman, and. Dalgarno 
(103) 
the Scotchroan. De 1 'Epee attained far greater success 
in his undertal{ing than had any of his predecessors and 
he laid the foundation of all systematic instruction of 
the deaf and dumb. 
This concludes the survey of the advances made in 
humanitarianism in the early period of the eighteenth 
century between 1715 and 1760. The net total was small 
in comparison to the needs. There was an increase in the 
number of hospitals, especially in England. But for the 
most part in France there was merely the support of the 
existing institutions until later in the reign of Louis 
XV. Little was done elsewhere. The period saw the beginning 
of modern medicine and its related sciences and the advance 
of surgery, particularly in France. Practica1.ly nothing 
was done to better the lot of the insane and the blind, 
but definite advances were made in the instruction of the 
deaf. The intellectual stimulus, which was to react in 
follqwing periods upon these problems, was beginning to 
be widely diffus,ed. 
CH.APTER IV 
THE MIDDLE ERA OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY, 1760-1790: 
ttpHILOSOPHY EULIGH'rE:N"S AUD LIBERALIZES SOCIAL IDEAS" 
The middle era of the eighteenth century (1760-1790) 
saw rationalism, naturalism, and, near its close, sent-
imentalism, flourishing as the dominant forces of the 
(1) 
period. Every phase of life from the political and inter-
national to the cultural and social showed the effects of 
their influence. The middle era not only witnessed the 
culmination of a cultural evolution in the forms and 
spi~it of expression, but saw, indeed, an intellectual 
revolution in the ideas and aims expressed. 
"Cultural Enlightment" produced the enlightened and 
philosophical despots who took pride in putting into 
practical demonstration the ideas which they had gained 
from philosophical leaders. Maria Theresa of Austria 
represented the transition from the benevolent to the 
enlightened despot, but Joseph II, her successor, who 
came to the throne in 1?80, prided himself on being a 
philosophical despot. Without regard for the religious 
or the historical traditions of his country he endeavored 
to eliminate everything that was contrary·to his ideas. 
As a consequence, he aroused the opposition of the Church, 
of the nobility, and of the various nationalities of 
his kingdom and thus largely nullified any good that 
.·. 
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might have resulted from his measures. Frederick II, 
the Great, of Prussia, the Deist and "first servant of 
the State, 0 was more practical in his application of 
enlightened ideas. Catherine II of Russia was a pseudo-
enlightened despot; her ·reforms were more seeming than 
actual. These three were notable examples of rulers 
applying enlightened despotism, but the movement was 
general. Other benevolent despots, to a degree enlight-
ened, included Charles III of Spain (1759-1788), Joseph 
I of Portugal (1?50-177?), Gustavus III of Sweden (1?71-
1792) ·and Louis XVI of France (1??4-1?92). 
In spite of the general prevalence of enlightenment 
as the personal expression of political rulers the crit-
icism is made that everywhere governments remained "buried 
in routine" and armies "disciplined machines." The bal-
ance of power system was proving irrational and impractical 
since in practice it produced "dirty dealings and constant 
conflicts." 
Economic conditions in Europe varied with the country. 
Until the middle of the eighteenth century the southern 
states had continued in a state of decadence which had 
come upon them in the middle of the sixteenth century. 
The lack of political union in Germany and the heavy tolls 
and taxations of rival governments retarded commercial 
development. Then, too, the fact that the mouths of the 
important rivers of Germany yvere controlled by foreign 
powers added to economic depression. The Scandinavian 
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;I.'., 
countries were waning in importance; Russia was beginning 
to rise, but her civilization was still backward, her 
resources undeveloped, and serfdom was widespread. Al-
though losing po~er, the Dutch continued to hold rich 
colonies and extensive stores of capital and to carry .. on 
a valuable trade. Great Britain and France, the two 
great rivals of the century; had been gaining steadily 
in the coveted foreign trade and finally settled {1763) 
the question of national do~inance in the New World in 
favor of· the former. 
It was in France and Great Britain that economic 
science largely developed. Rationalism produced a set of 
ideas from which enlightenment evolved an economic science. 
The basis for this scientific economy had been laid in 
the writings of Vauban, Boisguilbert, Child and Cantillon. 
. / 
The belief arose that certain social laws had been estab-
lished by a Supreme Being with which government ought 
not to interfere. Government, it was held, should main-
tain liberty and property rights, but should not interfere 
with business. 
One of the notable groups of the economists was that 
of the Physiocrats. They were recruited chiefly from the 
ranks of the nobles and the bourgeois land owners and 
they stressed only direct and natural prciduction. They 
insisted that indirect production was unnatural and sterile. 
Among the leaders of the gr~up were ~uesnay, Dupont de 
Nemours, the elder Mirabeau, and La Riviere. Although 
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mush of th~ir work was theoretical some of it was practi-
cal and part of their theories were tried out by a number 
of the enlightened despots, particularly Catherine II, 
Joseph II and Gustavus III. 
As.the century advanced the individualistic point o:f 
view rose to importance. This held that enlightened self 
interest in free competiti6n was a spur to industry and 
would assure both individual and public welfare. The ad-
vocates of the theory were known as the "Laisser faire" 
school and included, among others, Gournay, Turgot and 
Condorcet. 
An.other leader of economic thought who owed much to 
his predecessors was Adam Smith an Englishman. During 
the American Revolutionary struggle when the theory of 
mercantilism was being attacked, he issued his "Wealth 
.of Na tions 0 (1776). Adam Smith emphasized commerce. He 
believed that labor, not land, was the source of wealth 
and he advocated that income rather than land should be 
the basis of taxation. 
There were many other individuals of influence in 
the period, but these mentioned will show the general 
economic trend of the time. 
The eighteenth century enriched man~ phases of the 
cultural life. This phase, in many ways the most notable 
of all, achieved developments that were fruitful and 
valuable in the fields of literature, art~ music, educ-
ation, etc. Every cultural field was highly popularized. 
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The development of science was particularly imJ::.1ortant. 
All classes--scholars, royalty, bourgeois, aristocrats, 
even theologians--tried to learn and apply its laws. 
Traditions were denied and reason became the criterion 
of correctness. Practical application of science was 
made in the systematic collection and arrangement of 
facts. Scientific societies were organized; governemnts 
took an active interest in them and in such organizations 
as medical clinics, scientific ·academies and museums. 
\ 
Philosophy, above all, played a significant part in 
the cultural enlightment. During the first half of the 
century its attack had been directed chiefly against the 
Church; during the latter half its criticism centered 
largely upon the State. In ]~ranee, comparisons unfavor-
able to the French were made between the English and 
French political institutions. Voltaire did much to 
popularize English ideas in France. He attacked super-
stition, intolerance, and oppression, yet had no faith 
in the capacity of the lower classes for self-government. 
He expected reforms to be carried out by the rulers them-
selves and was largely responsible for the concept of' the 
enlightened despot~ Montesquieu influenced institutions 
in general. He held that the teachings of nature are 
.. 
found in the facts of history and the observations of 
actual practices. He was the forerunner of the historical 
school rather than an attacker of the existing system. 
Rousseau (1712-1778) was a great popularizer and exerted 
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a noticeable influence upon the German philosophers, Kant, 
Fichte and Hegel. 
In the social field, too, philosophy enlightened 
and liberalized the ideas of society. The old conventions 
were no longer safe from attack. Theories of natural law, 
rights, and duty and of progress became widespread in their 
·acceptance. Because o:f a marked. unsettling o:f the oid 
bases, before the end of the period there was. a decided 
merging of the classes, as for example the merging of the 
bourgeois class and the landed aristocracy in England. 
lv!erchants, bonkers, rich industrialists and planters set-
tled down as English country genlemen; some secured seats 
in the House of Commons and others were elevated to the 
house of Lords. In Frahce the business and professional 
classes rose to such power that at the close of the period 
they were emerging as leaders of the Revolution. By t'hat 
time the survivals of serfdom were ended in France, Spain, 
the Hapsburg possessions, Sardinia and Denmark. 
The "ecomonic revamping" of the period favorably 
affected the condition of the unprivileged classes, part-
icularly the bourgeoisie and the proletariat of both city 
and country. In both sections prosperity and material 
well-being increased with the passing d~cades. In France 
small businesses remained predominant and the gild continued 
entrenched in French industry. The domestic system under 
which wealthy merchants hired master workmen to turn out 
goods was common, although the factory system was well 
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started. Machinery came to be used for the silk and paper 
industries and particularly for the cotton industry. 
Living conditions reacted to the influence· of the over-
seas trade and explorations an¢1. as a result became much 
better than formerly. The overseas influence was noted 
particularly in the Chinese effect upon architecture, 
landscapes and. furnishings. Both.e the Orient and the New 
World aff~cted styles of dress and fashions in food. Cotton 
crone to be much used for clothing. Rice, sago, dates, 
pumpkins, watermelons, bananas, and pineapples were added 
to European diet and coffee and tea came into more common 
use. Coal heiting and oil lamps we~e introduced. 
As the period saw far reaching changes in the social 
field so were there changes in the religious field that 
affected all groups. After the middle of the century, 
again under the inf1uenc.e of the philosophers, the spirit · 
of tolerance grew. I~lissionary activity throughout the 
century was due to the spiritual revival which had result-
ed from the Evangelical and Pietist movements earlier in 
the century. The Pietists alone sent out sixty men as 
foreign missionaries during the century, and the Moravians 
sent missionaries to India, Surin.am, Guia.ria, Egypt, South 
Africa, and Labrador. The ldethodist movement in England 
had been largely a home missionary movement, but before 
the close of the century there were four new foreign 
missionary societies formed in that country. 
This middle period saw many philanthropic and human-
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itarian movements either started or materially advanced. 
Numerous individuals devoted time, thought and often money 
in carrying these schemes forward. The Sunday School 
l 
movement had its beginning in this period when, in 1?80, 
( 2) 
Robert Raikes established the first one in England •. Another 
practical philanthropic work was that of John Howard who 
made an exhaustive study of jail conditions and helped 
{3) 
.to arouse public sentiment to demand their correction. 
Agitation against slavery was already seeking public atten-
(4) 
timn. In France Montesquieu wa~ bitterly as~ailing it, 
while in England, Wilberforce was bringing it to public 
attention. 
Still another humanitarian movement was started by 
Beccaria, an Italian, who in 1?64 published his treatise' 
on "Crimes and Punishments" in which he set forth the 
injustice and uselessness of barbarous punishments and 
urged that nunishment should be milder in form, but should 
~ ' (5) 
be administered more promptly. Although he was not the 
first to· protest against the cruelty and absurdity of 
torture he was the first to do so with marked general 
effect. He pointed out that England had abandoned tor-
ture without ·any evil results, therefore, it was un-
necessary. His book was destined to have a wide influence. 
It was translated into the French in 1?66 by Abbe Morelet 
and became very popular in France. lfany writers, among · 
them Servan, Brissot and Pastoret, helped to propagate his 
ideas. Beccaris's "Crimes and Punishments 11 is reputed 
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to have changed· the spirit of the old French tribunals, 
so that, ten years before the Revol1ition, they no longer 
resembled their former selves. Morellet in his "Memoires" 
said that all the younger magistrates gave their judgements 
more according to the principles of Beccaria than accord-
ing to tbe texts of the law. As the resu 1 t of the publica-
ti on of 1'."lorellet' s translation two royal ordinances ap-peared 
in 1780 and 1788 which directed a dimunition of torture. 
It is said that, as a consequence, the last time that any-
one was tortured in France was in 1?88. But, it is added, 
this was the only reform that preceded the Revolution for 
at ite beginning more than one hundred different offenses 
ceased to incur the death :penalty.. Torture was abolished 
in Portugal in 17?6, in· .Tuscany and Sweden in 1 ?86, and in 
Austria in 1'789. 
In keeping with the more or less concerted movements 
to better certain conditions numerous men of wealth and 
:position or of the Church began privately to exert them-
selves to meet the crying needs of the poor and to accord 
them more of the privileges of life. One of the most noted 
of this group of philanthropists was Jean Frederic Oberlin 
(6) 
(1?40-1826), a Protestant pastor and philanthropist. He 
was the son of a teacher and a native of Strassburg where 
he studied theology. In 1776 he became a pastor of Walders-
bach at Ban de la Roche. This remote place was a valley 
in the Vosges mountains on the border of Alsace-Lorraine. 
The condition of the people here was most wretched. Oberlin 
., . 
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saw that their needs were material as well as spiritual 
and set himself to better their physical needs at once. 
He inspired the peasnats by his advice and by his own 
example. Under his direction they built roads through 
the valley, constructed bridges, and improved and built 
better cottages. In addition, better methods of farming 
and improved crops were introduced. Agricultural societies 
were encouraged and new industrial arts were set up. Oberlin 
established an itinerant library and organized schools for 
the children at each of five villages in his parish. In 
this undertaking he received valuable help from Louise 
Scheppler who offered her assistance. 
A French nobleman who as philanthropist ~nd social 
reformer was moved to devote much of his time and woney 
to the relief of the poor and who later did praiseworthy 
work as a member of the committee of l:Iendicity of the 
Constituent Assembly was Francois Alexandre Frederic, 
(?) 
Duke of La Rouchfoucauld-Liancourt. He was born at La 
Roche Guyon in 1747 and grew up to take an enviable place. 
at court as friend and advisor of the king. °Friend of 
man, 0 "gentleman rather than courtier," "royalist and 
democrat," on the approach of the Revolution he wished 
(8) 
to serve the people without abandoning the king. 
La Rochefoucauld-Liancourt was a practical agricultur-
ist and economist whose farm served as a model farm school. 
He was one of the first founders of the Royal Society of 
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Agriculture and helped to introduce new crops such as 
the English turnip and improved livestock. He worked 
for the hygiene, the assistance, and the instruction of 
the people. He set up the first school for technical 
instruction in France where the arts and trades were 
taught. In addition he had a school for orphans and the 
children of poor, old or infirm soldiers. Arthur Young, 
178?, commented that orphans of soldiers were trained to 
(9) 
be soldiers themselves. At the time of Young's visit 
there were one hundred twenty boys being trained under 
a competent officer. La Rochef.Qucauld-Liancourt set up 
two factories as well. Yound described ~ visit to a 
vil:}.age near Liancourt where the Duke had established 
a manufactory of linens and stuffs mixed with thread and 
cotton which promised to be useful. Here twenty-five 
looms were then employed and preparations were being made 
for more. There was also spinning for the looms. Still 
another project of the Duke was an institution for the 
daughters of poor people. These were to be educated to 
a useful i~dustry. They were instructed in their religion, 
taught to read and write, and to spin cotton. They were 
kept at the institution until they reached a marriageable 
age when they were given a part of their earnings as 
a marriage portion. 
Arthur Young tells also of meeting a distinguished 
German philanthropist, the .count de Berchtold (173801809), (10) . . 
in 1789. This gentlemen spent fifteen years in travelling 
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over Europe, Asia and Africa for the purpose of distribut-
ing philanthropic tracts. He was one of the most active 
members of the Humane Society and himself fell a victim 
to his.devotion while attending ~he sick and wounded 
Austrian soldiers after the battle of Wagram. 
These examples will serye as an index as to what 
people as individuals were thinking and doing as practical 
humanitarians. It will also be worth noting what was 
being aone in regard to the hospital as an institution 
and for the special classes whose needs required particular 
attention. 
In the eighteenth century both the terms hospice 
and hospital were used to designate institutions designed 
for charitable and humanitarian purposes. From the adrnin-· 
istrative standpoint the hospice was an institution for 
incurables, indigents, for healthy old men, for all ·9erson.s 
paying pensions, for the foundlings and abandoned children 
and for the insane. From the same standpoint the hospitals 
were institutions reserved for the sick, the mangy, and 
the scorbottous and for pregnant women. Blach calls 
attention to the fact that in spite of the effort of the 
Encyclopedists to distinguish definetely between the two 
terms they continued to be used loosely and ambiguously • 
.. 
The Encyclopedists distinguished the hospice, hos9ital, 
. (11) 
and hotel-Dieu'by defining the former as a place where 
indigents were collected and held together transiently. 
(12) 
They designated the hospital as a place designed to care 
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for the sick in a certain place, often with a difference 
{13) 
of sex, while the hotel-Dieu received. all the sick ind.is-
criminately without distinction as to family, section of 
country, disease, sec, etc. But these distinctions did 
not always exist in practice; many of the hospices like 
the St. SUlpice, the St • .John, the St. Jacques du Haut Pets 
and tre St. Merry were in reality small parish hospitals; 
hospital really indicated a large establishment where all 
(14) 
the sick.and all diseases might be received and cared for. 
While in general the hospital assistance ·was well 
developed it was impossible to determine the exact number 
of institutions. In 1?84 Uecker estimated the number, of 
hospitals at the most as 700 for all France and calculated 
an addition.al hundred ·of I?ri vate establishments, besides 
(15) 
seventy rnili tary ho spi ta ls. In its September report the 
Committee of Mendicity of the Constituent Assembly indic-
. . (15) 
ated a total of 2,185 hospices and hospitals. 
On the whole all of these institutions were developed 
separately, under widely varying conditions, usually local, 
{16) 
with suitable organization and function. Control centered 
in religious or lay gr·aups, royal, municipal or private. 
Nor were the establishments -distributed uniformly over the 
country, but their location was determined by the wish of 
(16) 
the founders. 
In spite of the gradual encroachment cf the state upon 
the hospitals which had increased in the early period, the 
clergy continued to build hospitals. In the course of the 
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century some thirty bishops distinguished themselves by 
building and endowing hospitals. This was :particularly . (1?) -
in the reign of Louis XVI (1774~1'789). Among the most 
noted of these bishops were Phely:peaux: d.'Herbault who 
gave 40,000 livres for the general hospital of Bourges; 
Herce who gave 30,000 livres for that of Dol; .Barral 
who finished and decorated the Hotel-Dieu of Castres; 
Furnel who gave a magnificent hospital to Ladeue; and Le 
Quien de la Neuville who gave to Dax for hospital purposes 
"a large, airy, healthful, commodious" building. The 
cardinal d~ la Rouchefoucauld, arc~bishop of Rauen, the 
bishop of Amiens, de Manchault, the bishop of Agde," 
Saint-Simon de Saudricourt, as~ured the existence and ·even 
the maintenance of such charitable establishments by 
gifts, subsidies and the setting up of yearly incomes. 
The two archbishops of Paris, Christophe of Beaumont and 
Juigne we;re great almoners, the former giving 500,000 
livres for the construction of the Hospital-Necker and the 
latter giving 100,000 crovms for the reconstruction of 
the Hotel-Dieu. 
Sometimes, particularly in the sections of the count:cy' 
known as pays d'election, hospitals were built by levying 
( 18) 
a poll tax for the purpose. The reconstruction of the 
hospital of St. Jacques d'Agen was an example of this. 
Naturally in view of the continuance of the church 
connection. with the hospitals the religious factor of 
the work must be taken into account. It was to be expected 
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that a more or less monastic regime would prevail in 
the smaller private institutions which were often pro-
vided with this object in view. In actual practi~e such 
a system was found likewise in many of the public ins:tit-
utions, Hotels-Dieu and general hospitals. Some express-
ly proposed to instruct the poor in the principles of the 
(19) 
Catholic faith. Some, like the Q,uinze-Vingts, a royal 
. (55) 
hospital for the blind, were veritable convents. Silence 
was often the rule, confession obligatory and religious 
(20) 
services continuous throughout the day. 
In the provinces the hospitals were chiefly of two 
(21) 
types, the hotel-Dieu and the general hospital. With 
certain exclusions the hotels-Dieu received the sick of 
both sexes; the general hospit~l was a place of refuge 
and of.treatment for the old, the infirm and foundlings 
and in place of voluntary refuge or of correction for 
(22) 
debased women. 
There were very·few special establishments in the 
(23) 
provinces. Among these, however, were institutions for 
the insane at Reims and Orleans, one for the blind at 
Chartres, one for the scrofulous at Reims. 
Paris itself ha.d a large number of hospitals which 
it would seem would be enough to care for a multitude of 
the poor of all ages, even if afflicted with a great· 
many different diseases. Some of these like Bicetre and 
(24) 
Salpetriere served both«.as hospitals and as prisons. In 
the former, to the impairment of good administration and 
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to the detriment of humanity and morality, there were 
colledted and mingled together a depot of mendicity, an 
asylum for the insane and a house of correction for m~n. 
In the latter conditions were even worse. 
In spite of the~. se.emingly great variety of aid. offered 
there were not sufficient places to care for the diversity 
of diseases and special needs. For some requirements there 
was an abundance of facilities, but for othere. an insuff-
iciency. Paris lacked facilities in partia~lar, for the 
treatment of the insane, the care of the blind and the 
handling of contagious and infectious:dis~ases such as 
{25) 
small pos, rna.nge, etc. 
In addition to a lack of facilities a number of other 
reasons tended to limit hospitalization in France. In 
several cities like Paris, Reims, ·Orleans and Provins 
the hotels-Dieu were open to ell the ~ick regardless of 
the place of birth or religion of the patients. But 
most of the hospitals limited their services.to the care 
of the inhabitants of the ·1ocality or at_ most to those 
of the neighboring uarishes. Strict localization was 
- (26) 
almost the universal rule. Consequently, in many country 
districts the people were deprived of hospital privileges 
for their sick and infirm. Nevertheless, the hotels-Dieu 
often admitted poor travellers and would voluntarily 
receive the soldiers for whose care th,ey were paid by 
the royal treasury o~ from the regimental chest. Occasion-
ally complaint vras made that administrators discriminated 
.l~l~ 
against the sick-poor of the locality in order to receive 
the so 1 di er s. 
However, if the hotels-Dieu received the sick of both 
sexes they became overrun with incurable persons, those 
sick with contagious diseases, and pregnant women. Non-
Catholics were nearly always excluded because admission. 
was dependant upon the presentation of a certificate of 
Catholicity, a letter of confession, and a certificate 
of baptism. Later, the cornmi ttee of 11endici ty of the 
Constituent Assembly protested against this practice. 
Some of the sma1.ler hospitals also refused. to admit ser-
van.ts unless money for their care was advanced by the 
master. 
But such exclusion as that mentioned was not quite 
so serious as one might infer because of the practice by 
some of the hos~itals of distributing aid in the homes. 
This service was carried on like a bureau of charity;· 
money or food was distributed among the poor of the commu-
nity, and, where sickness was found, aid was given by one 
or several overseers appointed for the purpose. This 
custom prevailed particularly in the smaller cities~ 
In communities where there were ohly small establish-
ments of the sisters of Saint Vincent de Paul the sisters 
went into the homes to treat the sick. 
Not only was there a general lack of hospital 
facilities throughout France in this period, but there 
were criticisms and complaints directed against the existing 
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institutions. :Sitter, indeed, were the charges brought 
against the administrative control because of the abusive 
treatment or neglect accorded inmates of the hospitals. 
Bonet-Maury quotes Michelet, distinguished historian of 
ancient France: "Ancient hospitals were exactly like 
reformatories. The sick poor and prisoners confined in 
them were generally regarded as culprits struck by the 
hand of God, whose first duty was to atone for their ::dns, 
and they were subjected to cruel treatment. Charity of . 
such a dreadful kind aroused our horror. An attempt was 
made to dispel the terrors of the hospitals by adorning 
them with enticing names such as 'Hotel-Dieu,' 'La Chariter 
'La Pi tie,' 'Le Bon Pasteur,' but that did not succeed 
in imposing upon poor invalids who hid themselves to die 
at home so terrified were they at the thought of being 
. ( 2?) 
forcibly dragged into ~hese places." 
That these conditions still largely prevailed in the 
eighteenth century is indicated by the philoappher Voltaire 
who, in commenting upon the hospitals of the day, said 
that a proof of the abuses existing in the hospitals was 
attested by the fact that the unhappy persons taken there 
(28) 
dreaded to go. On another occasion he wrote Paulet (Apr. 
22, 1?68) in regard tb the Hotel-Dieu: "You have in 
Paris a hospttal where perpetual contagion reigns, ·where 
poor invalids huddled closely together infect their 
(29) ' 
neighbors with the plague and death." 
La Rouchefoucauld-Liancourt, ~nether contemporary, 
described a stay at the S~lpetriere as 'a sojourn of 
horror~' and Barrere denounced the hospitals of the 
{31) 
period. as'the tombs of the human species.' Baas who 
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wrote of the Germ n hospitals of the same period stated 
that 'even physicians declined hospital service as 
(32) 
equivalent to a sentence of death.' 
To find if such comments were justified by facts the 
internal condition of the French hospitals will be briefly 
(33) 
reviewed. 
The administrative regimes of the hospitals varied 
as widely as did the objects and types of the hospitals. 
In some cases representatives of the founders ar pat rans 
of certain hospitals still retained the right to select 
the administrators, in others the hospitals were still 
under the title of ecclesiastical benefices, and in still 
others the rules were di eta ted by royal power. In nearly 
all cases the administrators controlled the institutions 
as they wished. Some were administered exclusively by 
monks who served under the authority of the superior of 
(34) 
the society or of the bishop. In episcopal cities hosp-
itals were administered by the ecclesiastics and citizens, 
under the authority and superintendency af the bishop. In 
others the municipality either directly or by its delegates 
controlled the hospitals. In other places the lords 
alone were in power. Most freq.uently, however, a mixed 
group composed of the various o.rders of citizens and repre-
sentatives of the ecclesiastical, seignorial and royal 
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powers participated together in the administration and 
direction of hospitals. This type of regime had been set 
up for the hos:pi tals by the Proclamation of 1_698 and 
applied to those institutions which did not have a set 
of regulations already in force at the time the proclam-
(35) 
a ti on was issued. The law had established. an ordinary 
bureau of direction composed Of the chief officer of 
justice, the prosecuting attorney of the place or of the 
lord, the mayor, an alderman, the cure, or if. there 
were several parishes' each of the cures in turn, and 
in addition, members elected every three years by the 
. ' (35) ·. 
inhabitants of the city. There was also another organ-
ization that functioned coordinately ~hich was composed 
of the members of the bureau and the inhabitants who had 
the right to participate in the city's assemblies. The 
first mentioned or bureau: of direction net at least 
twice a· month and regulated current affairs through two 
of its members which it selected for the purpose. The 
administrators had. absolute powerein controlling receipts 
and expenditures, in admitting the sick and in making 
(36) 
internal regulations for running the hospitals. The 
general assembly met only once or twice a year when they 
transacted such important affairs as finances, acquisit-
ions, sales, exchanges, loans, constructions, repairs, 
lawt3uits, etc. It elected members of tbe bureau of 
direction. Its deliberations had to be signed by the 
(3?) 
principal residents and the notab~es. 
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In principle it was conceded that the clergy should 
be entrusted with the spiritual government of the hospitals, 
but in actual practice they largely controlled temporal 
(3?) . 
affair.s as well. In the sma1ller places the ecclesie\stical 
representative was the cure alone yet the proclamation of 
1698 confirmed an article of a previous edict of 1695 
which gave to bishops and archbishops §he first place 
and the presidency of the bureaus which u:p to tha·t time 
(38) 
they had not held. The clergy clung to this privilege 
through the years. Frequently the lay and. ecclesiastical 
(39) 
members on the boards· quarrelled. 
The hospitals of Paris resembled those of the provinces 
in having both lay and ecclesiastical members as adminis-
trators. But in Paris there were superior councils which 
directed the Hotel-Dieu and its annexes and the General 
(40) 
Hospital with its ten separate institutions. These councils 
were aided by an ordinary bureau whose members were pre-
suroably elective but who, in practice, remained in office 
for life. Weekly meetings were held to look after import-
an.t affairs. 
At the General Hospital the administration was almost 
exclusively laic. The archbishop of Paris alone represented 
the clergy and also had spiritual jurisdiction. At the 
Hotel-Dieu he had a share in the temporal administration 
and called the bureau together. Here the canons of Notre 
Dame had been dispossessed, but had not become reconciled 
(41) 
to their loss. 
I36 
Administrators gave their services gratuitously but 
were compensated by the personal privileges which they 
enjoyed. Complaints were registered against the ineffi-
ciency of the control of the councils. In spite of 
governmental surveillance the state seemed powerless 
against the hospital autonomy. The second report of the 
Committee of Mendicity of the Constituent Assembly stated 
that the permanence of the presidents of the bureau and 
the establishment of the religious orders that had taken 
over administrative details constituted a kind of monastic 
regime which nullified the effect of any new ideas. Of 
the administrators of the General Hospital in Paris in 
1767 the solicitor-general of Parlement said 'There is 
. 
not a body in the realm which has been given such extens-
(41) 
i ve powers.' 
The General Hospital was entrusted with the distribu-
( 42) 
tion of provisions, clothing, linens, etc. Little effort 
was made to be economical. Sometimes ihe superior served 
as both treasurer and almoner. 
(43) 
The hospital 'personnel was varied. It consisted 
of secular or regular clergy, male and female hospital 
attendants, doctors, surgeons, apothecaries, midwives, 
domestics and servants. Provision was made by the bishops 
for the spiritual welfare of inmates in each hospital -by 
providing almoners or chaplains. Occasionally, but only 
rarely, the laity was employed in the hospitals, but 
ordinarily ecclesiastics of the two sexes cared for the 
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sick. More women than men were thus employed since the 
orders of women far outnumbered those ~ the men. In the 
eighteenth century the Brothers of Saint John of God was 
the most important Hospi taller Order. It maintained 
four establishments in Paris and some in the provinces 
as well. Other impprtant orders included thos~ of Saint 
Esprit, of Notre Dame~ of Moht Carmel, of Saint Lazarus, 
( 43) 
and the augustinians. 
Usually the nursing was done by nuns largely cloistered 
(44) 
orders. Chief of these were the Augustinians of the hotels-
Dieu of Paris, Orleans, Noyon etc., the Gray Sisters of 
the Order of Saint Francis in the hospitals of Saint Q,uentin, . 
Amiens, Mondidier, etc, and the Dominicans of Saint Valery. 
Other establishments were seryed by the Sisters of St. Louis, 
of the Annunciation, of Saint Thomas of Villeneuve, of 
Saint Charles of Nancy, of Saint Maurice of Chartres. 
The Sisters of Saint Vincent de Paul, usual;ty cal led 
the Gray Sisters, had flourished since the middle of the 
, ( 45) . 
seventeenth century. Their principal house was on the 
outskirts of Saint Denis opposite that of Saint Lazarus. 
The regulations of this convent were very liberal; girls 
without dowry were admitted and took oath only after five 
years of apprenticeship and then only for a year. 
The number of sisters varied with the importance of 
(46) 
the hospital. The hotels-Dieu of Orleans had 15, that 
of Saint Valery 17, that of :Montreuil 25, that of Reims 
30, that of Amiens 41, and that of Paris 72. Small 
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hospitals where specialization of care was unnecessary 
needed only one or two sisters, each of whom took over 
several parta of the service. Usually, .if there were 
two nuns, one nursed the sick and the other held a charity 
school where she taught the children of the poor; or while 
one cared for the sick in the hospital the 6ther went to 
the homes. When there was a number of nuns the more com-
plex duties were divided among them. Some were entrristed 
with pharmacy, others with the care of men, and still 
others with the care of women. Others were placed in 
charge of the linen room, of the laundry, of the cooking, 
etc. In some places the sisters themselves chose the 
(46) 
administrators and administered the ~Ospital patrimony. 
At the Hotel-Dieu in Paris all internal control and the 
selection of the inferior :f:.e rsonnel deyolved upon the nuns. 
Even as early as the sixteenth and. seventeenth cent-
uries there had been complaints against the service in the 
hospitals and in the eighteenth century the complaints 
increased. In general they were of two kinds: the monks 
and nuns neglected their duties, or, und.ieciplined, they 
resisted the administrators and even plotted against them. 
An example of the first type of complaint was that brought 
against the prior of tpe Hotel-Dieu of Provins who had 
transformed the establishment into a house of pleasure, 
(46) 
amusement, and good cheer. Similar complaints were made 
at Pont-sur-Seine where, in addit·ion to their worldliness, 
the nuns were said to neglect the care of the poor in 
(47) 
favor of that of the rich. 
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At the same time that neglect and worldliness were 
condemned insubordination was also denounced. Turany in-
stances- are given such as that of 1758 at .A.miens, where 
the sisters cf the Hotel-Dieu refused to receive the sick 
of the city, but filled their rooms with the sick from 
the garrison for each of whom the king paid thirteen sous 
( 44) ' 
per day. They refused to make any financial accounting 
of receipts and expenditures and Objected to subordination 
to the mayor and aldermen. After a century of quarrelling, 
in 1779, the muns we~e forbidden to receive or to dismiss 
any patient unless so authorized by the bureau of adminis-
tration after the doctor or surgeon had seen the patient. 
Neither were they permitted to incur any large expense 
or to sell medicaments or to receive strangers. 
A similar instance was reported from the Ho tel-Dieu 
Of Orleans where the arrest of a sister on a charge of 
(48) 
stealing opened.an inquiry into conditions. As a result 
of the investigation Parlement passed a regulation in 
1766 which diminished the power of the prioress and increased 
that cf the administrative bureau, but so bitter and pro-
longed was the protest of the nuns and of their chapter 
against the. regulation that it was removed in 1??4. In 
spite of the resignation of the laymen from the bureau 
and the denunciation of the town council that a civil 
establishment had been transformed into a convent, in 1779 
Parlement sustained the ecclesiastics. 
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At the Hotel-Dieu in Paris a conflict between the nuns 
on the one hand and the doctors and administrators on the 
(48) 
other went on for years. In.1?87 it was renewed when the 
Bureau decided upon some new regulations governing medical 
service in some new wards which were being opened. The 
doctors instead of t.he sisters were empowered to dismiss 
patients and surgeons were given supervision of the distrib-
ution of the food. The nuns objected to these innovations 
and demanded that the former powers should be restored 
to the prioress. The matter was carried to Parlement where 
the nuns opposed the regulations until the outbreak of the 
Revolution. In another instance, in 1?88 when Desault, 
'chief surgeion, proposed some healthful and hygienic 
measures for the ward of Saint Paul the sisters carried 
the matter to Parlement and accused Desault of negligence 
and abuse of powers. An investigation followed which 
favored the surgeon. He in turn accused the sisters of 
receivd.ng and sheltering lazy drunkards, who, he said 
left the hospital at 'the time of the surgeons visits, but 
returned at meal time. Other charges of negligence and 
insubordination were inade. So far did the affair go that 
Necker was constrained to intervene in Desault.•s favor 
in 1789 by a letter to the attorney genel:-al whom he urged 
to check the nuns' resistance. 
In 1786 Abbe Recalde instituted some reforms with 
which he hoped 'to remedy the slackness of the hospitallers 
(men and women) and to bring them back to the duties of 
(49) -
their estate.' He expressly stated that it was necessary 
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to divert them from dissipation and worldly vanities ~nd 
to bring them as servitors of the poor to treat patients 
with solicitude, kindness, humility and eager charity. 
This summary has been sufficient to ·sho·w that there 
was an actual basis for the existing dissatisfaction with 
the organization and administration of the hospitals. 
A contributory cause which tended to make conditions 
more acute was the overcrowding of institutions. In spite 
of many restrictions upon the admission to the hospitals 
of the poor or the sick (conditions of age, religion, type 
of disease, residence, etc.) the number of patients in 
certain hospitals became very great. Since access to the 
hotels-Dieu was not so hindered by formalities and re.gor~ 
ous rules as some of the others they were badly overcrowded. 
' 
This condition was IR rticularly true of the Hotel-
Dieu of Paris. Contemporary ~riters are not agreed as to 
(50} 
the numbers in the Hotel-Dieu; Mercier gave 5000 to 6000, 
the commissioners of the Academy of Sciences, 2500, and 
the Cammi ttee of lliendici ty of the Constituent Assembly, 
(51) 
2200 to 2300. 
This difference in estimates may be accounted for 
on the basis that not all of thern took account of the sick 
in the hospital Saint Louis which was annexed to the Hotel-
Dieu. Tenon said that among the 2500 there were 833 
convalescents. There is more uniformity in the estimates 
for the General Hospital (not including the Enfants-Trouves). 
For this Mercier gave 10,000 to 12,000. An official 
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document for the years 1779 to 1783 showed that the annual 
average was 12,445. The Salpetriere had the largest 
average of about six and one half thousand with the Bicetre 
second with about three and a half thousand. However, 
doubt has been thrown upon the accuracy of the published 
lists because the administrators were said to inflate them 
(51) 
for the purpose of increasing public charity. 
In some hospitals it was not enough to meet the general 
conditions of admission, but the patient must be recommend-
ed as well. Persons of position often interveried with the 
administrators of the Petites ];rai sons in order to enter 
( 52) 
some of the aged there. In 177? the queen recommended a 
sick person for the Incurables. This privilege of recommend-
ing patients was held not only by donors and founders, but 
even by their heirs and descendants. The custom was part-
icularly prevalent at the Incurables·and at the Orphelines 
of Sal·nt Nam de Jesus. The custom came to be abused and 
a veritable traffic in places developed. Those who had 
the right of nomination sold their privilege. Necker 
found that often the old were admitted who had no outward 
signs of illness. The abuses led Parlement, in 1??6, to 
prescribe the absolute g~atuity of the places at the 
Incurables. 
Not only the admission but even the treatment of 
. (53) 
hospital inmates was influenced by favoritism. At the 
Salpetriere some children were admitted without title and 
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brought up by the sisters to later become officers in the 
institution. There were better fed and better treated than 
the poor~ Separate beds in hospitals were accorded only 
on account of great influence. 
The relevance of diet to health was unknown in the 
eighteenth century. At teh Hotel-Dieu each sick person, 
~egardless of his condition, was served his food accord-
ing to a uniform routine which passed through definite 
(54) 
stages. The patient was first placed on an absolute 
diet of bouillon, then on soup served one to several times 
a day, and finally on solid food which was progressively 
increased in quantity from one fourth up to full ration. 
Often the doctor's orders in regard to diet were not follow-
ed because of the op9ositio11 of the nuns. There was no 
sensible arrangement of the system of rations. The number 
of portions prepared equalled the number of patients even 
though some were not on a full diet. 11he fact that patients 
were sometimes given too much resulted in accidents, 
epidemics and relapses. Three such epidemics within 
twenty or twenty five year~ were reported in one of the 
maternity wards. 
Not only were the amounts of food poorly arranged 
(54) 
but the quality was often poor. Tenon, who made a study 
of the hospitals of France near the close of the central 
era, found the bouillon very bad, often made right in 
the ward by the sisters who used the bones remaining 
from the previous day. Under lax supervision fruit 
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venders and dairymen sometimes entered the wards and sold 
noxious foods to the sick. 
The food of the patients at the Hospital-General 
(54) 
was no better than that att the Hotel-Dieu. It was said 
that at the Salpetriere that most of the children refused 
to eat the so up ,that was offered them • As a result of poor 
diet scur'Viy and diseases of the mouth were frequently very 
severe at this institution. The children were also subject 
to diseases of the skin and of the chest. Scurvy was also 
very prevalent at the Trinite. At the Eicetre conditions 
( 55) 
were so bad that they provoked numerous mutinies. 
Turgot, who made an extensive survey of conditions, 
was struck by the calloused indifference.of those who 
served the sick and the poor. Abbe Recalde, in commenting 
on the hos~ital conditions, said that the hospital attend-
ants, both men and women, were chosen from the dregs of 
(56) 
society, from the vicious and the drunkards. ·From the 
employment of such persons other evils than lack of care 
resulted. Trafficking and fraud were the general rule. 
At the Salpetriere it was necessary to tip attendants in 
order to gain a degree of cleanliness and solitude. At 
the Bicetre the employees either bought oi ... took by force 
from the sick th~ir portions of meat. In. fat which they 
had also deliverately taken from the bouillon before serving 
it, they cooked the meat and· then sold it to those who 
could afford to buy it. Under the imperfect supervision 
of the bureau of administration such corruption was said 
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to extend even to the treasurers and superiors. Individ-
uaL;beds were sold for forty to fifty half crowns and on 
the death of the buyer reverted to the hospital to be 
resold. One contemporary said that the most frightful 
robberies were committed without much secrecy; another 
declared that the subordinate employees, caterers, bursars, 
;' 
and sisters joined together in activities to increase th~ir 
(56) 
profits. 
The mercenary tendency of this hospital maladministration 
was not limited to irregular abuses. At practically all 
hospitals inmates were regularly expected to work, even 
(5?) 
the sick to do light·work. At the Salpetriere women and 
well children knitted flax and woo1l, embroidered, made 
tapestries and laces; at the Bicetre they wove linen cloth, 
carded and spun wool; at Orleans they made braids as well 
as laces and wool cloth; at Saint Menehould ·they knitted 
stockings and spun hemp and wool. Similar work was done 
at Saisoons, J:Toyon, Beauvais, Eernay, Troyes, Amiens, 
Abbeyville and many other places. 
Often th~· artisans who directed the work enjoyed 
special privileges. A portion of the product of the work 
was reserved to the poor, usually about one ·third. But 
many tirr:es this activity in the hospitals··was.only apparent. 
Many hospital inmates lived in idleness because only a 
small part of them could be employed. Walking in the courts . . 
was their chief pastime. On the other hand, complaint was 
made against administrators and nuns who wished to sell 
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merchandise. When there was no market for such product 
they ceased making them, but did not replace this work 
\Vi th any other. Such action at Bicetre when the making 
o·f braids was disco,ntinued left :rnany idle. .Another cri t-
ici sm against hospital ·work vvas that it exploited poverty 
and permitted the contractors to make their fortunes 
( 58) 
rapidly. Industrialists looked with disfavor upon them 
because of the competition of low-priced. handicraft. Even· 
so such manufactures often constituted a loss for the 
hospitals themselves. 
The worst aspect of the hospital regime which reached 
a climax in this period; as the preceding discussion has 
implied was the hygienic Sanitation in the eighteenth 
century hospitals, especially those in France--was woefully 
disregarded. Blach says thit to speak precisely there 
( 59) . 
was none. The general colllI>laint everywhere in the provinces· 
as well as in Paris, wa.:S~·:~against unhealthful surroundings 
and the lack of fresh air. Buildings were usually inadequate 
in size. The Hotel-Dieu of Paris wa.s housed in tvro separate 
buildings separated by the Seine and conm1unication.-,.vra.s had 
by the Saint .Charles bridge where male inmates also took 
their exercise. Rooms were exposed to the noise and dust 
of the passing travel. The Salpetriere w~s surrounded 
by stagnant water and a stream throughwh?ich flowed the 
( 59) 
sewage of the Gobelius and the slums of Saint JI.I.a.reel. In· 
some institutions laundrie.s, drying rooms, slaughter houses 
(58) 
and tallow-melting houses were maintained in the basements. 
Conditions in the wards were even worse tban the 
( 60) 
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general sanitation. Almost uniformly they lacked light 
and air. Windows were not even opened in many of them. 
No contagious diseases except the variolas were segregated. 
The convalescents had no special wards provided for them 
but vrere mingled among tne sick; the insane were often 
placed near the sick where they wer~ housed under the 
vilest conditions. Wards were badly overcrowded so that 
several patients were forced .to occupy the same bed. 'renon, 
sent by the Academy of Sciences to inspect the Hotel-Dieu 
described seeing two or three patients placed at the head 
of the bed and the same number at the foot. He found that 
conditions in accouchements were the worst of all. As 
many as four women occupied the same bed and mutually 
( 61). 
infected each other. 
Conditions in the General Hospital were equally 
revolting. Mercier has described conditions at the Bicetre 
(62) 
as seen by Mme. Necker. In the ward of Saint Francis, he 
said, the stench was so terrible as to cause the most 
intrepid visitor to swoon and to be suffocated. Mine. 
Meeker saw as many as six persons lying in one bed, stagnant 
in their excrements, which soon communicated their causes 
of death. Such bitter despair was aroused in one ward 
where five or six hundred men were confined that food 
could be conveyed to them· only at the point of the bayonet. 
In wards which contained two or three times as many patients 
took turns at lying down. One group went to bed from seven 
in the evening until one, and another group frorn one to 
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seven. Those who were waiting to enter the beds whence 
their companians should emerge were called "expectants.u 
Reports of Colombier verify similar conditions in 
(63) 
the hospitals of the provinces. The atmosphere in many 
of them was unwholesome because of inadequate space, lack 
of fresh air, and general filth. Overcrowding was prevalent 
Vile conditions were reported at the Hotels-Dieu of Aniiens;, 
Chartres, Etampes, Montreuel, Rethel, Sens, Saint Riquier, 
and Vancouleurs as well as numerous other places. 
As a consequence of such conditions as those above 
described the death rate in most of the hospitals was very 
(64) 
high. It was particularly high at the hotel-Dieu in Paris 
where from one fifth to one half of the cases proved fatal. 
Elsewhere only about one sixth did so. At the Hotel-Dieu 
the death rate for women in childbirth was one out of 
thirteen, elsewhere one out of fifty-five. Many instit-
uti~ns however, had a high death rate for children. The 
fact that there was no isolation of diseases kept certain 
diseases such as fevers and itch present in some hospitals 
all the time. 
Another cause for complaint was the irregularity of 
the doctors' visits to the wards to see their patients. 
The law of 1787 fixed these at two a d~, one about seven 
or eight in the morning and the other at four in the 
(65) 
afternoon •. The law had been deemed necessary because 
the bureau of· administration had found that patients 
sometimes remained for twenty four hours without being 
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seen by a doctor. In the country districts al·so medical 
visits were very irregular; about 1785 the hours for the 
doctors visits had .been prescribed by law. Another crit-
icism of the Hotel~Dieu in Paris was the fact that one 
doctor might visit the patients in the morning and ~nether 
in the evening. The records for patients were so poorly 
kept that they gave the doctor little information and often 
. 
led to mistakes being made. The doctors were also accused 
of undue haste in their visits as were the surgeons in 
their haste to operate. 
During the closing years of the Old Regime hospital 
conditions continued to be a subject of debate. Fo·reigners 
were shocked at the conditions they found in French hospitals. 
Dr. Rigby's indictment in his travel letters is well known. 
John Howard made a comparative study of the prisons and 
hospitals of England and the Continent (dated 1783) where-
(66) 
in he stated that those of France were the worst of all. 
He characterized the.Hotel-Dieu and the Hospital of Saint 
Louis as .a "disgrace to the city of Paris." The Emperor 
Joseph II who visited the Hotel-Dieu made some unflattering 
reflections upon the conditions there. 
A dark and gloomy picture of hospital life and conditions 
between 1760 and 1790 has been briefly sketched in the: 
preceding paragraphs. Nevertheless in this period there 
were definite advances and improvements made in hospital-
ization and its related problems. The influence of the 
criticisms of philosophers began to take effect though 
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not yet to an extended degree. 
Turgot (finance minister 1774-1776) 9 the merit of 
whose work lay chiefly in the theory that he advanced, 
issued a .circular letter (November 1774) to all intendants 
in which he directed them to make a thorough investigation 
of all charitable institutions and urged them to report 
. (67) 
their personal reflections on all phases of mendicity. 
A commission which he had appointed .to study the general 
situation investigated hospital conditions and recommended 
that for emergencies and special types of cases such as 
the insane, small hospitals should be provided, but t~hat 
preferably aid should be administered ordinarily in the 
homes. The practical phase of Turgot's work that affected 
the hospitals was found in his encourage·ment of schools 
of surgery, of medical studies, and of the Academy of 
Sciences and in the foundation which he laid f'or the 
Royal Society of Medicine. He also greatly increased the 
number of boxes of medicine which were sent t:o the provincial 
districts. 
Necker, who sho.rtly followed Turgot in office (1776-
\ 
1?81), centered attention upon hospital reform. By an 
order in Council in 177?, a commission was appointed to 
study and to make recommendations for the i-mprovement of 
the hospitals of Paris and to extend the inquiry to the 
(68) 
other hospitals of the realm. Necker was particularly 
interested in the reform of the Hotel-Dieu. Public 
opinion favored its replacement with small establishments, 
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for the most part reserved to single parishes. 
Mme Necker who was deeply interested in philanthropic 
work established a model institution of the restricted 
type, the Saint Sulpice at Sevres, which contained only 
' ' ( 69) 
120 beds, each reserved for a single individual •. All 
recommendations for entrance or special favors after 
admission were here banished. Each patient who wished 
to enter presented himself in person supplied with a 
certificate of indigence furnished by the cure of the 
parish. Aids at home were distributed to fathers and 
mothers of families, thus relieving disease and unem-
ployment. A doctor, .a surgeon and a student surgeon 
rendered the medical service, while the nursing was done 
byca. dozen sisters of Saint-Vincent de Paul. The ex-
periment proved most su~cessful and received public 
favor. 
Although the Necker suggestion of substituting such 
small institutions for the Hotel~Dieu was not carried out, 
the reform of that institution began with a provision 
of 1781 regulating the begding of patients. This reg-
ulation provided that so far as possible single beds 
should be used and, where such were not used, the larger 
beds should be divided by partitions so as to accomodate 
two persons ohly. Wool or ~air mattresses should replace 
those of feathers. It must be admitted that these meas-
urea were only partially enforced, but they were in the 
right direction. Another forward step was the ~revision 
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for special infirmaries at a number of the institutions 
of the General Hospital (1?80), although the measure was 
. ( ?O) , 
tried out only at the Salpetriere •. 
Attempts to improve the Hotel-Dieu continued for the 
next decade and occupied the attention of all the admini-s-
trators during that period. Tenon and Coulomb even went 
to London to. study conditions. They were officially 
received by the Royal Society of Medicine. On visiting. 
the British hospitals they found that none of them held 
more than 450 patients whereas French hospitals were 
receiving bhousands. 
In addition to the reform of the Paris hospitals, 
especially the Hotel-Dieu, and to the building of a number 
of small institutions like the Saint-Sµlpice by ind.ivid-
uals or small groups, a number of charitable associations 
(?l) 
were formed. Three notabl~ lay associations were the 
Philanthropic Society, the Society of Maternal Charity, 
and the Association of Judicial Benevolence. The first 
mentioned was particularly interested in the blind and 
will be discussed in that connection. 
The closing years of the middle period, 1?60-1790, 
were thus years of transition from the Old Regime to the 
new era instituted by the Revolution. This transition 
was an insensible one, so gradual in fact that the char-
acteristics of ·the coming revolutionary period had been 
largely determined before the fall of the old monarchy. 
Hospital policies had been much discussed. Publicists 
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like Abbe Reymond, Bernardin de Saint-Pierre, Du Pont de 
Nemours, Abbe Recalde and Coudorcet had advacated theories 
of public aid and hospital control which were later to 
(72) . . 
determine the policies of the new regime •.. The appeal to 
public opinion by the Commissions created by Turgot in· 
1774, and under Necker in 1777 to reform the hospitals, 
the inquiry in 1785 as to hospital conditions made by the· 
Academy of Sciences, the union of the provincial Assemblies 
and the Assembly of Notables in 1787, and the convocation 
.of the' Estates General in 1788-89, these together laid 
the foundations for the work of the Committee of Mendicity 
(73) 
of the Constituent Assembly which was created in 1790. 
The work of this committee largely determined the methods 
and policies of hospitalization and of the care of defect-
ives in the closing period of the eighteenth century, 
1790-1815. But political agitation was by no means the 
only force in this revolutionizing process. A vital factor 
was the continuing marked advance of therapeutic science. 
The discussion of the early era of the century (1715-
1760) has summarized the advances made in medicine, surgery, 
and hygiene in so far as they related to the hospital 
service of ·the country. Similar mention must be made of 
the continued advance achieved along these lines in the 
middle era ( 1760-1790) c.overed by this chapter. 
In medicine and surgery real progress was made. 
The greatest of the practitioners did not entirely escape 
the systematic spirit which produced so many and varied 
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medical theories, but free observation and experimen:tation 
were entering into medical science -as well. The spirit 
of inquiry was aided in France by the introduction of the 
methods of Sydenham the Englishman and Ramazzani the 
- (74) 
Italian. 
Progress was marked in varied scientific lines. Among 
these were animal mechanics, anthropology' therapeutic,, 
. . (75J 
classification of diseases and diagnosis. Experiments in 
medicine were made whereby new remedies were discovered. 
Arnica, valerian, digitalis and other drugs were introduced 
into wide.use. As early as 1778 the Society of Medicine 
had commissioned La Varenne to study the therapeutic appli-
cation of eleo·trici ty. Even the language of science became 
clearer and more definite. More and more, science waa 
called upon to solve practical ~roblems such as the im-
provement of hygiene and the reform of the Hotel-Dieu. 
The hospitals aided in this progress, serving as 
practical schools of medicine and especially of surgery 
where the ~upils attended consultations and assisted at 
. (76J . . . 
operations. As early as 1778 the Hotel-Dieu was declared 
to be the most brilliant school in ~he world. In that 
year Desault created the surgical clinic 'from whence 
emerged as leaders in the next ~eriod such notables as 
(77} . . 
Bichat, Larrey, and Dupuytren. It practiced before six 
hundred observers and adopted the plan of an amphitheater. 
Until this was done operations were performed in the same 
ward in which the sick lay, with students mounting chairs, 
benches, even the testers of the beds in order to see. 
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In the period from 1760 to 1790 surgery· and its progress 
. ('78) 
attracted the favorable attention of the king •. He issued 
regulations for the College of Surgery of Paris in 1768 and 
in 1769 by letters patent which confirmed the acquisition 
of the College of Bourgogne and of four adjacent houses 
made in favor of the schools and of the Academy of Surgery. 
In keepi.ng vvi th the king's policy, in 1774 Turgot founded 
a special hospice for the schools of surgery. lie had both 
a charitable and a scientific object in doing so. On the 
one hand those suffering from grave illnesses that required 
long and expensive surgical treatment that could not be 
given in the ordinary hospitals of the time needed such 
an institution and on the other it was hoped that surgery 
might be advanced. 
With governmental favor and friendly accord between 
medicine and. surgery, the latter made great progress in 
the eighteenth century. That there was a veritable in-
fatuation for the science is shown by contemporary writers 
who deplored the abuses and the mania for dissection. which 
resulted from it even while they were impressed by the 
( '79) 
progress that was made. Some of the most illustrious 
surgeons of the period were: Antoine Louis, secretary of 
the Academy, notable in legal medicine, Bordenave who 
applied physiology to surgery, Tenon who was. particularly 
interested in hygiene, .and Deaault, already mentioned, 
as the founder (in 1'788) at the Hotel-Dieu of the first 
surgical clinic. 
Many clinics were founded and some remarkable collections 
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of observations made. Free clinics appeared not only in 
' (80) 
Paris but in the provinces as well~- One at the Hotel-Dieu 
in Orleans had for its purpos·e the cutting out of stones, 
but the expense proved too great for it to be long main-
tained. 
Accouchment in France continued, as in the former 
period, to present a grave problem. Midwives were not 
permitted to practice without a period of apprenticeship' 
' (80) 
under a surgeon, a mi stress midwife,·· or in a hoteHiDieu. 
To meet the need hospitals served as schools, and special 
courses under surgeons and mistress were opened in various 
(81) 
cities. These special courses usually lasted about two 
months to which young women m~ght be sent while their 
living expenses were paid by the cities, parishes or lords. 
Special reV(ards were offered to encourage application to 
training. Mme. Du Condray, who grew very popular by holding 
courses for midwives in various cities did much to arouse 
interest in.these short courses. 
The science of hygiene began to make rapid develop-
ments in this middle period of the eighteenth century. 
Its advance was aided by the application of the new experi-
mental methods introduced in the preceding period by 
Boerhaave and Vande.rmonde. Tissot, professor at Lausanne 
(1754-1770), did much to popularize ideas on guarding 
health and on the ~reatment of the prevalent diseases. · 
(82) 
Although Jenner had discovered vaccine as early as 1776 
there was a strong resistance in France to its use which 
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had to be overcome. The many polemics provoked by the· 
question indicate, howefer, the growing interest in 
hygiene, 
The faculty of Medicine of Paris, a hot-bed of 
opposition to in9culation in general was opposed to.all 
I , 
t 
scientific innovations. It was much more interested 
in maintaining its own honorific privileges. Progress 
in medicine in the eighteenth century was made possible, 
therefore, only by the creation of new institutions of a 
scholarly and practical character. Such was the Royal 
' (83) 
Society of Medicine established under Louis XVI in 1778. 
It is probable that the id~a was suggested to Turgot by 
Lassone and Vicq d' Azyr. 
The plan of organization was to unite into one 
society all the doctors who were interested in truly 
scientific studies. It had its beginnings in 1776 when 
Turgot organized a commission of doctors at Paris who 
should correspond with those of the provinces particularly 
in regard to epidemics and epizootic maladies. It was 
expected that by this arrangement that :preventative or 
curative measures would be improved and that experimental 
medicine would be advanced. If necessity demanded the 
doctors on the connnission might be sent into the provinces 
to further their studies or to render aid. A course in 
human and comparative.anatomy was instituted in Paris under 
the control of Vioq di~; Azyr. The course was followed by 
the six doctors on the commission, and by all others·who 
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wished, whether doctors, surgeons or students. A cou9le 
of years later letters patent were issued establishing the 
Royal Society of Medicine under the spedial protection 
of the king. It was directed to unite not only observations 
made in the provinces but those made abroad as well. To 
the Society was entrusted the examination of remedies which 
previously had been entrusted to--a special commission 
founded in 17?2. It also supervised mineral and medicinal 
waters. Leaders in the Royal Society of Medicine included 
Paulet who studied the poison of snakes, smallpox epidemics, 
and epizootics,. Carrere who published a "Bibliothe·que 
de la medecine ancienne et moderne," Theuret who later 
rendered valuable service in medical teaching during the 
Revolution,,and Vicq d'Azyr who was known above all by 
. (84) 
the uhistorical eulogies"- of his dead c6lleagues. 
Tge organization of the Society brought a bitter 
protest from the Faculty of Medicine but did not check the 
success of the new group. Necker reinforced its authority 
by procla.iming it a part of the public administration and 
by regulating its meetings and its bureaus. That it was 
very active is shown by the ten volumes of correspondence 
exchanged with the provinces, including instruction on 
the treatment of disease. 
Governmental interest in public health in the provinces 
continued to be manifested by the sending of even a greater 
(85} 
number of boxes of medicine to be used there. In 17?6 
the nutjlber was increased to 2,258 and as late as 1786 
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the intendant of Rouen wrote that they were received with 
satisfaction. The government also took measures to distribute 
instructions in first aid and· as to the best methcxis of 
' (86) 
treating certain diseases. In 1?73 a new method of 
resuscitation for the drowning was.introduced. Instead 
of being suspended by the feet, which nearly always 
resulted in death, the patient was rubbed with flannel 
saturated with camphor and given internal remedies. 
Asphyxiation was common. New directions for aiding the 
asphyxiated ware also sent out. First aid kits and stretchem 
were introduced. A hospice for rabies was set up in Paris 
and four or five others established in the provinces. A 
reward was offered for the best method of treating rabies 
while the best methods then known were widely disseminated. 
In.17?6 such instructions were sent to twenty five different 
places. In 17?5 Turgot ~ent instruction for the treatment 
(85} 
of tapeworm to the intendant of Amiens. _Work of this type 
was largely aarried on by Turgot, Necker and Calonne. 
The governments g~eatest concern was over epidemics 
for the study and control of which the Royal Society of 
(87) . .. 
Medicine was largely created. Regular studies were made, 
statistics compiled, instructions both as to curative 
methods and medicines were sent out, and·when needed. 
doctors were sent to cooperate with the local doctors. 
Some of the most common diseases combatted included scarlet 
fever, sweating.sicknese, malignant putrid fevers, puerperal 
fevers, inflammation of the chest, dysentery and syphilis. 
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The government and its agents likewise combatted epidemics 
among live stock, since epidemics and epizootics were not 
distinguished. Veterinary medicine was encouraged by the 
establishment of schools at IQon and d'Alford to which 
students from cities and provinces were sent for training. 
In spite of all efforts, however, charlatanism contin-
ued to flourish. Elixirs, balms, opiates and. ungents con-
tinued to be made from all kinds of drugs. Such remedies 
found a ready sale especially for venereal diseases. 
Mercier remarked: "Everywhere are seducive announcements. 
It is only thought proper to speak of decorous specifies 
with beautiful epithets; one does not speak of the applica-
tion of mercury; one swallows it down under the pretty 
name of sugarplums, syrup, elixir, tablet chocolate. Ere 
long we shall have the cake or cream cake an.ti-venereal. 
(88) 
Such dupes and such vistimsl" , 
The problems of public health and hygiene assumed 
(89) 
more and more importance •. ,The provision of pur~ drinking 
water at Paris was long a problem of contention. The 
opening of new streets and the first boulevards, the 
repair of wharves and bridges all indirectly aided public 
heal th, in so far as they gave the city better air. 
The building of suburbs around the cities provided better 
living quarters. These d.evelopments were found j.n the 
provinces as well as in the capitol. Fraud and adulter-
ation of foods received-governmental attention. Epidemics 
had been brought on by the use of contaminated water by 
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the bakers, rotten fish had been sold in the markets, wine111 
milk, salt, etc. had been adulterated by the use of copper 
and lead. Writers of the day such as Mercier helped 'to 
arouse public opinion to demand governmental action. But 
in spite of the passage of laws regulating many conditions 
not much change was accomplished because the laws were not 
enforced. The~placing of cemeteries in the heart of the 
cities had long been a menace to public health, but it 
was only at the close of this period that they were being 
closed and new ones opened outside the city limits. 
Turning from the developments in medicine, surgery 
and hygiene and sanitation made between 1?60 and 1790 
which more or less directly affected(;_the general trend of 
hospitalization, it will be of interest also to see the 
··\ 
comparative developments effected in the.care ·of those 
special classes of unfortunates, the foundlings.and the 
defectives. 
In this period preceding the Revolution the care of 
I 
the foundlings continued to constitute a grave problem. 
This was particularly true in the Ja. rger cities, above all 
in Paris, because the foundlings were taken there in great 
numbers from the provinces. Of ·the 32, 222 children entered 
in the Enfants-Trouves of Paris, between ~anuary 1772 
. ( 90) 
and December 17?6, some 10,086 had come from the provinces. 
Mercier said that they arrived in increasing numbers every 
year ranging from seven to eight thousand, many of which 
(91) 
were from the provinc~s. Often the children were trans-
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ported by those -r~ho acted as agents for the purpose. 
(91) 
Mercier described the custom. A man would carry as many 
as three new born children stuffed upright in their 
swaddling clothes in a box on his back. He paused on 
his trip only long enough to eat and to let the children 
suck a little.milk. Often when he opened his box he 
would find one dead, but he would hurry on with the others, 
impatient to be rid of them~ . 
At the Enfants•Trouves the children were brought 
together in large numbers in the same room, through which 
diseases often swept. The hospital had great difficulty 
in. securing enough nurses. Sometimes for weeks the child-
ren were without wet nurses and, as a consequence, at times 
as many as nine tenths of them died within the first three 
months of their lives. When nurses were secured they were 
sent to the country until the age of six years. It was 
preferable to let them remain there in the homes of 
laborers who received an indemnity varying with the age of 
the child. But the nuns of the Hospital desired to bring 
them back to Paris because they believed that the child-
ren would be better instructed in the principles of relig-
.ion. The girls were assembled at the Sal:petriere and the 
(92) 
boys at Pit i e • 
The mortality among foundlings was very great everywhere. 
The Duke de la Rochefoucauld-Liencourt estimated that of 
the 101,000 received in Paris in the course of sixteen 
years that 15, 060 survived. In l '790 the Society of Agri-
culture in Paris estimated that of 100 foundlings two thirds 
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would die with~n their first year; that at the. end of 
seven years only fourteen would remain; and that only five· 
(92) 
would grow to manhood. 
In 1779 Necker issued an order in Council concerning 
(93) 
~oundlings. He stated that the cause of so many deaths 
was due to the fact that so many were transported from 
the provinces and to the ravages of syphilis. He attempted 
to remedy both factors. He forbade the transportation 
of abandoned children to Paris and ordered that they should 
(94) 
be taken to the hospital nearest the place of discovery. 
The extra expense that this would incur for the hospitals 
should be c.ha_rged to the king for the first year and later · 
a constant and certain means for providing for them should 
be determined. In spite of these inducements the orders 
were not carried out. The hospitals did all they could 
(94) ' 
to escape the resultant burden. Often heal th officers and 
midwives personally counselled mothers to take their 
children to Paris to the Enfants-Trouvea. It was said 
that in every city and market town there were secret 
depots to which midwives directed mothers and, for a 
consideration, took their children to Paris. When this 
was forbidden. by the order of 1779 they con.tinued to 
receive children at cross-roads. 
To combat child mortality from syphilis Necker , 
encouraged the establishment of a special hospice where 
new therapeutic measures should be tried. In an instit-
ution under the supervision of the Enfan.ts-Trouves nurses 
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were put to bed alone and the children. in separate cradles, 
all of which were kept scrupulously clean. The nurses 
who were contaminated with the disease were treated for 
it and the treatment was given to the children indirectly 
(95) 
through the milk of their nurses •. 
By 1782, however, the general government was finding 
the financial drain for the care of foundlings such a burden 
that a new means was devised to relieve it of this respon-
sibility. A plan was devised to have the lords, the seignor-
ial justices, and the communities reimburse the royal treas-
ury; but the opposition of these groups was so great that 
the government was constrained to give up the plan. A 
plan for free treatment for venereal infection had also 
(96) 
to be abandon~d for lack of funds. 
The Provincial Assemblies also shCYNed the keen 
(97) 
solicitude of other contemporaries for abandoned children. 
The assembly of Orleans propoo ed to oblige the lords to 
accord to girl mothers a "trifling contribution." This 
Assembly regarded hospitals for children as sources af 
corruption and opposed them. Sy:phili s was also prevalen.t 
in the co·untry. The Assemblies very generally recommended 
the substitution of animal for human milk to check its 
(98} 
spread. 
The cahiers too, of 1?89, took cognizance of the 
(99) 
foundlings. They recommended that the hospitals and 
bureaus of the :poor should compulsorily admit them; that 
they should be placed in the homes of farmers or should 
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be taught an industrial trade. It was held that they 
were children of the state and as such they should be 
maintained by the state; in turn, the state should be 
able to use them in the army or navy or in any other 
object of public utility. 
During this period the insane of France were received 
at both the Hotel-Dieu and at the GeneraT Hospital in 
Paris. Tenon said that the Hotel-Dieu was the onl~ estab-
. . (lOOJ 
lishment where an effort was made to cure lunacy •. This 
was by systematic hydropathy (baths and douches). In 
spite of the fact that the Hotel-Dieu received the insane 
from all the provinces and those sent by the well to do 
families who had no me.ans of treating them at home it had 
only twenty six beds for the insane of both sexes. Since 
by the end of the Old Regime insanity seemed to. be in-
creasing ~t became necessary to put two, three or even 
four persons in the same bed. The ward for the insane, 
the Saint Louis, was placed near the sick. It was chief• 
ly at the General Hospital especially at Bicetre and 
. ( 101) 
Salpetriere branches that the insane were received. 
They were regarded as incurable and no effort was made to 
give them any medical care. At Bicetre in seven depart-
ments they were mingled with the criminal ·prisoners. They 
were placed two together in fetid cells to which light 
was admitted only .by the door. In the daytime, however, 
they were permitted to go freely in the court. If they 
became violent they were placed in irons. Epileptics 
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and other infirm were punished by being placed among the 
insane. The violent and disquiet ones had only the worn 
clothing bf the poor and the prisoners. At least one 
fifth of them were nearly nude. The insane were exhibited 
(101) . 
for a small fee. It was estimated that on Sundays in summer 
more than two thousand persons would come to view the men 
at the Bicetre and the women at Salpetriere. In 1788 
Mirabeau described what he saw at Bicetre: "The new-comers 
" are hurled indiscriminately among this foul tumult of 
insane. From time to time they are shown like some ~-· 
curious beasts to the first churl who wishes to pay six 
!iards to see them. With such treatment is it surprising 
that faint attacks of in.sanity degenerate into paroxyms 
c (102) 
of violence; that madmen become violent?••. 
Some half hundred.madmen and mad-women were kept, 
but not treated at the Pitie. In the Hospital of Charenton., 
kept by the Brothers of Saint John of God, each individual 
(103) 
had his own room and was as well cared for as possible. 
An infirmary for the sick insane was maintained there. 
The diet for the insane at the Hotel-Dieu, like that 
of hospital patients, passed through a set routine ranging 
from bouillon to full rations. 
. (104) 
Conditions in the provinces vesembled those in Paris. 
The insane were often forced to lie on straw matresaes 
on the floor of their cells in the midst of filth that 
never received fresh air; sometimes they were crowded 
together, sick and well, in low rooms. 
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In spite of the fact that little was done bef'c.1xe. 
the.1'790's to improve the state of the insane their con-
dition was attracting wide attention. Numerous cahiers 
for the Estates General expressed the desire for hospitals 
( 105) ' 
for the insane in the provinces. A plea also was made in 
the cahiers that the art of healing maniacs should be 
( 106) 
more seriously pursued. The practice of exhibiting them 
like beasts for a small fee was likewise condemned. 
Mention has been made in Chapter III of the fact 
that Diderot was among the first· to call special attention. 
to the condition and needs of the blind in. his famous 
(10'7) 
letter, but neither he nor any others of the philoaophes 
went beyond mere psychological speculation in their pursuit 
of the subject. They had no practical suggestions for 
the training of the blind. 
Prior to the eighteenth century blind beggars existed 
in such numbers that they often struggled for points of 
vantage from which to solicit alms. Because of their 
affliction they were often used as spectacles to amuse the 
populace. The story is told that in 17?1, at the annual 
fair of Saint Avid, in Paris, an innkeeper had attired 
a group of .blind men in a ridiculous.fashion and decorated 
them with peacock tails, asses' ears, and cardboard spec-
tacles. Thus attired they gave a burle1rque concert day 
after day which proved very popular and ~rom which the 
innkeeper made his profits. It is said that as Valentin 
Hauy watched this mocking parody he resolved to himself 
that he would make the blind to read and to execute 
. ( 108) 
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harmonious music. 
Valentin Hauy, "Father and Apostle of the Blind, tt 
had been born in 1745 at Saint-Just, in the depa:crtment 
I 
of Picardy~ With his elder brother, Rene, he received his 
early education at an abbey. school near Saint-Just, but he 
never became a priest. He went to Paris where he studied 
calligraphy and modern languages. These he taught for 
awhile until he bftc§me attached to the ministry of Foreign 
Affairs as an interpreter of state papers and foreign 
(109) 
dispatches. 
Inspired in 17?1 to do for the blind what l'Epee was 
d.oing for the deaf and dumb, it was some thirteen years 
before he could put his plans into execution. He colJe cted 
all t.he information he could about the blind preparatory 
to his experimental efforts to carry out his purpose. In 
June, 1?84, in one of the churches of Paris, he met Fran-
cois Leseur, a young beggar sixteen years of age, who, on 
condition· that Hauy would support his parents, w~s persuaded 
to give up his begging. 
Soon Hauy had collected about him a group of a dozen 
children, then two dozen, and finally fifty. At first he 
cond.ucted. a day school to which children of both sexes 
. 
were admitted. Before the close of the second year he 
had solved one of the most difficult problems of all 
times in educating the blind, the art of printing books 
for them. The first book ever published for the blind 
was Hauy's own "Esaai sur l'education des aveugles" 
embossed from mobable letter press type by his :pupils, in 
(110) 
December, 1786. At the clo ae c£ that month he gave an 
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exhibition of the attainments :of twenty four of his pupils, 
at Versailles, before King Louis XVI and his court.· The 
spectators were enraptured by the novelty of blind child-
ren reading, writing, ciphering, doi g handicraft work and 
playing orchestral music. 
The enthusiasm aroused by this and other exhibitions 
led to such generous patronage by the king and the puplic 
that Hauy was soon enabled to board his pupils. The Academy 
of Sciences and Arts gave its approval to the institution 
and the Philan.thropic Society made the aid of thee e born 
(111) 
blind one of its special objects. The-Philanthropic Society· 
moreover had cooperated with Hauy in the founding of his 
first echool at Coquilliere_ in 1 ?84 which was transferred 
in 1?86 to Notre-Dame des Victoires. In 178? the school 
contain~d sixty pupils, several of whom paid. They were 
taught geography, music, mathematics (including algebra), 
! 
reading, writing, J;>rirlP,ing and the different handicrafts. 
The pupi.ls wore gray uniform·s on the buttons of which were 
inscribed "Institution of the Young Blind" and the initials 
S.P. for Philanthropic Society. The Society maintained 
this institution until 1791 when for lack of funds they 
(112) 
asked the state to take over the expense. 
From the first Ha.uy's institution had the triple 
character of a school, a worksho:P and an academy of music. 
Hauy's greatest contributidn to the education of the blind 
was his system of tactual printing and a permanent literature, 
Derogatory claims are made by some writers and he himself 
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admitted having seen a letter printed by Theresa von Paradis 
·from type made for her by von Kempel en, but in spite of 
this Hauy was the first who ever tried seriously to make 
printing available for the blind and who conceived of 
{ 113) 
printing books and establishing libraries printed in relief. 
Above all, the public ~ppreciated the progress made by 
Hauy' s pupils .. in music. They composed, sang choruses in 
the churches and processions, and di splayed an exceptional 
. (114) 
aptitu~e for ensemble work. 
Although the institution for the instruction of the 
blind was not founded until the.decade prededing·the Rev-
olution that for.the deaf and dumb under the direction of 
Abbe de l'Epee had been functio_ning since 1'760. At the 
time of his death it had sixty pupils. It is said that 
because the school was conducted entirely at his o.wn ex-
pense he was forced to observe the strictest economy. 
Also it is stated that L'Epee was unwilling to accept 
pecuniary aid or to admit the children of wealthy parents, 
possibly because he feared being charged with mercenary 
(115) 
motives. 
An account which stresses the economic straits under 
which L'Epee proudly labored related that in 1'780 the 
. . 
ambassador of Catherine II of Russia paid a visit to c.~ 
congratulate L'Epee upon his success and to offer him 
(116) 
valuable presents in the name of the empress. ,L'Epee 
refused the gifts saying that he never accepted money, but 
requested instead that the empress should send him some 
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ignorant deaf and dumb child whom he might instruct. 
Another story from the same author is that Joseph II, 
Emperor of Austria while on a visit to Paris sought out 
Abbe de l'Epee and expressed to him his surprise that 
such useful work should be retarded by lack of funds. He 
offered to bestow upon L'Epee the revenues from one of his 
estates in Austria. The Abbe's reply was: "I am now an 
old man. If your majesty desires to confer any gift upon 
the deaf and dumb, it is not my head, already bent toward 
the grave, that should receive it, but the good work itself. 
It is worthy of a great prince to preserve what ever is 
(116) 
useful to mankind.,. , On his return to Austria the Emperor 
sent Abbe Starch to Paris to study under L'Epee. After a 
course of lectures he returned to Vienna where he established 
the first national institution for the deaf and dumb. 
Neither Lavisse nor Bloch and Tuet~y mention the above 
stories, but each tells of governmental favor that was 
(11?) . 
accorded L'Epee's work. Necker who was deeply interested 
in the problem of the hospital and of the defectives by an 
order in Council (1778) set aside a part of the property 
of the old convent of the Celestins so that the institution 
for the deaf might be better accommodated~ Another decree 
(1785) passed with a view to founding a ":permanent hospice 
for education and learning" placed the sum of 3,400 livres 
at the disposal of the director of the school with which 
to maintain the pupils and to teach an ecclesiastical 
colleague. 
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That the interest in the deaf in France was not confined 
to Paris and Bordeaux is shown in the. cahiers presented to 
the Estates General in 1789. One from the parish of Saint~ 
Etienne de Vernouillet petitioned that an institution for 
all kinds of deaf-mutes should be founded at the ex:Qense 
{118) 
of the state either at Paris or, some other large city. 
Within the same month of April another cahier. asked that 
. I {119) 
the method of L'Epee should be made available everywhere. 
Outside of France other schools for the deaf were 
being established. In 1772 Samuel Heinicke founded the 
first one in Germany at Eppendorf (moved to Leipsic); 
Thomas Braidwood had established one at Edinburgh in 1760; 
Silvestre, a disciple of De l'Epee founded one in Rome, 
1784; and Guyat, another pupil of L'Epee set up a school 
in Grouigen in 1790. 
When the Abbe de l'Epee died in 1789 warm tributes 
were ·paid to his memory. Speaking in the National Con-
stituent Assembly on February 18, 1790, M. Goudard said 
in part: 
"The entire universe has admired this dis-
covery (method of teaching the deaf) which ought 
to be placed in the ranks of the most beautiful 
and the most fearless efforts of the human mind. 
"But that which also deserves great admir-
ation was the active charity, the endless bene-
ficence of M. l'abbe de l'Epee, who consecrated 
not only all his attention, but the years of his 
old age itself to the education of his pupils. 
He placed them separately, or in groups, in a 
special boarding school where he paid for their 
board and. clothing and gave them their books at 
his own expense. He finally separated the two 
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sexes into two groups or kinds of families of 
which he was at the same time the leader, the 
teacher, the father, and the' friend. During 
thirty consecutive years he has offered to France, 
to foreigners, and to sovereigns, who came to 
abase themselves before so much virtue and talent, 
the double model of the great genius and the 
virtuous citizen. 
"M. l 1~abbe de l'Epee did not enjoy any of the 
benefits of the government; he never asked for it. 
Few ecclesiastical favors were shown him; he did 
nqt solicit any. All that he did in favor of the 
unhappy was by the use of his patrimony and of 
that of his brother; it was in sacrificing him-
self entirely to the need which he had of reliev-
ing misery and of consoling affliction-----" (120) 
M. Goulard pleaded that the government should assume 
the place of a father which the deaf in a sense had lost 
by L'Epee's death and that it should supply the money 
which formerly L'Epee had provided for th~m. He went on 
to point out that the States of the Empire, Italy, Holland, 
and Switzerland had created establishments .in imitation 
of that of L'Epee, directed by teachers whom he had trained 
and asked that the benevolence of an individual should not 
(121) 
rise superior to the beneficence of the French nation. 
In 1?91 the lTational Assembly decreed that L'Epee' s 
.. { 122) 
name: should be enrolled among the benefactors of mankind. 
In 1838 a bronze monument was erected above his grave in 
the church of Saint-Roche in Paris. 
The work of Abbe de l'Epee fortunately was not 
interrupted by his death for he had trained several 
instructors who were capable of carrying on his work. 
Upon Sicard fell the responsibility of carrying on the 
course that L'Epee had started. Two books written by 
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L'Epee on the instruction of the blind were published 
(1??6 and 1?94) and a "General Dictionary of Signs" 
which he started was completed by Sicard. 
L'abbe Sicard (Roch-Ambroise Cucurran) {1742-1822) 
had studied at Toulouse and then entered the priesthood. 
When the archbishop of Bordeaux wished to found a school 
for deaf mutes he selected Sicard to go to Paris to study 
the methods of Abbe de l'Epee. In 1?86 Sicard was placed 
at the head of the Institute for Deaf-Mutes in Bordeaux. 
~ . 
He made such remarkable progress with his pupils, par.ticular-
ly with Jean.Massieu, that he achieved an enviable "reput-
ation. He had a vivid and fertile imagination, remarkable 
ability in clothing abstract ideas in sensible forms, and 
had an unusual talent for pantomime. He was chosen to 
succeed L'Epee at Paris, but soon fell under suspicion 
and faced troublous times for a few years. 
This outline of the developments in the general 
and special fields of philanthropy with their related 
problems constitutes this study of the humanitarian 
movement·of the middle era of the eighteenth century 
(1760-1790). The general intellectual and philosophical 
attitudes of the period were reflected in the practical 
work of individual philanthropists and governmental 
leaders. The degradation of the hospital reached a low· 
depth, but the stimulus of philosophical criticism and, 
to an extent, an aroused public opinion forced efforts for 
the improvement of conditions. The effects of the advances 
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in the medical and surgical sciences were beginning to be 
felt in the hospitals and to be seen in the efforts to 
give the provinces the ben~fits of the new scientific 
and hygienic developments. 
This middle era was one of real progress in the care 
of dependents and defectives. Public sentiment was directed 
to the needs of the farmer while individuals gave their 
devoted efforts to the needs of the latter. The fame of 
the French method of teaching the deaf spread over all 
Europe, while the first practical school for the blind was 
in actual operation in France. Even the problem of the 
insane came to the fore in some of the cahiers although 
the man who was to demonstrate their sick condition before 
'the world had not yet gained public attention with his 
theories. In the P,eriod 9f unrest culminating in the 
political revolution, it will not be surprising if men 
concluded that the care by the state of the sick and 
the physically and mentally afflicted should be consid-
ered as a natural right. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE LATE ERA OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY,1790-1815 : 
"tPHILANTHROPY LIBERAT~ POPULARISM AS Hu:MilITARIAN CIVIS:M'' 
. ' ' 
In.the closi~~ period of the eighteenth century 
(1790-1815) the divergent.forces of the centuryculmi-.. . (l) ... . . . .... 
nated in an ~ra of revolution. The chief political ex-
,~·~ ·~ - ... ,, J ' .;, 
pression of this perio~ was the French Revolution, the fi-
,, - • : ... -· ·. 1 - .. 
nal outcome °-f the questionings, the .~~iticisms,_ and the 
attacks which in the earlier periods had been directed 
.,_,_ .. , . ·- _,,. ..• ..._ 
ag~inst the C?ld Regime._ The French Revolution was a. true 
revolution in.the precise ~ense.becaus~ its develo~ment 
followed a definite, cycle ~nd p~_sse~-- thr?~f?l.:.~ 5-~~i~~-·_of 
active .. _ stages follo~~d l?Y a ser.~e~ -~f r~tro-~ctiir.e stages. 
The initial sta~e ... ~~.- ~~- Fre~~ .. ~eyol~tion is some-
times callec:I ~~ "Ari~toc::-~tic" Enlightened Despotis~_. _ 
·_,,..,,, ....... 
(1763-1789). ~is period of reforms by enlightened minis-
ters came to a close under Louis XVI when a call was sent ... , 
out and elections held for an Estates General (1788-89). . " - . _.. .. .. ,, 
The second stage of the active period of th~ Revolution, ... , .. 
the "Mesocratic" (:Bourgeois) Limited ironarchy, covered the 
• • ~ • fl ... •• 
Period 1789-1792. In.June of 1789 the third estate of the 
Estates General declared itself the National Assembly of . .. 
Franc,e. Shortly after (July) insurrectionary mov~ments. .. 
occurred not only in Paris but widespread throughout the 
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cities, towns; villages and even rural sections of -· -- } 
France• In an effort to meet the situation -thus created, 
in August a series of decrees known as the Au~st Decrees 
were issued which abolished the feudal system• The Dec-
~aration of the Rigr;tts '-?.~ ~n _w~s al~~ drawn up and _accep~~ 
ted by the Assembly• The Na·tional Constituent_._Assembly 
cr~~ted-a limited monarchy to replace the ol~ absolute· 
regime and started many far-reaching reforms. These aimed - .. . -~ 
to establish civil liberty and civil equality and to reform 
.•. .. - . ; ' ; ' ... ; 
administrative, financial, economic, and religious condi-. . .. ) ,, 
tions. In September (1791), Louis XVI ag~i?st _ his: goo_d-
judgment accepted the new Constitution which the Assembly 
' .,.. ·"~ >' •• • ".,.... ,. 
had completed and presented to him. The Legislative 
' } 1 
Assembly, a body of inexperienced men, -elected under the 
~onstitution succ~eded ~he National Const~tu~nt ~sa~mbly_ 
an~ met for the.-firs~ time in October (1791_}. It was con-
fronted at the very outset by two soui:ces o~ serious dan-
ger: .internal sedition and external threats. In the course 
of the following months ~le necessity for internal control 
and for national defense against external.invasion resul-
ted in the Paris rising of 10 August _1792 ~- As a conse-
~~ence, the Assembly suspe~ded the King, established a pro-
visional executive council, and issued a call for a Nat-
ional Convention. The National Convention, which met 21 
September 1792, controlled the third and last. stage of the 
. . . . ., 
"Active" phase of the revolutiona~y cycle, the_"J?emocra-
tictt Unlimited Republic (1792-95). When the Convention 
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~onvened the Legislative Assembly came to an end. Until 
a new Constitution for France could be formed the Conven-
tion took charge of the government. Two major parties, 
the Mountain and the Girondists, strugg~ed to contr?l the 
Convention and to direct the Revolution• To preserve the 
nation from revolt in the majority of its departments as 
... . ,_ ... 
well as from victorious foreign invaders, the Convention 
resorted to the rule of force. Under the direction of a 
Committee of Pu.blic Safety its course was marked by the 
.. : 
rise of the "Terrortt, its "Reign,n and the resultant re-
action. During the course of these three years the French . .,._ 
Republic attained such military success that the French 
boundaries were extended to the natural frontiers of the 
'" .. ; ' 
Rhine, the ·Alps,_ and the Pyrenees. The Convention also 
sought to promote greater social equality: t..~ey abolished 
, ... , '· .. " - . -· _., . . ••. -~ :- . . . ;: •' " ~ . ... ., 
all seignorial _d\le,s which had been .. retaine~_, ·-d~v~d~d ~on­
f is ca ted-· land into small :parcels so that even peasants 
- -· 1 y ••• .... .,.. ... ' • .,. - -··· ·' ..... - • ... 
might purchase it, and limited the prices of foodstuffs; 
. . . ., 
they inaugurated the systems of state educa~ion and sys-
tematized law codes which Napoleon later developed; they 
outlawed slavery and imprisonment for debt, ado~ted in-
heri ta.nce iaws and introduced the metric system. 
\ 
The fourthistage of the French Revolution, the first 
phase of the Reactionary cycle, may be described as an 
Oligarchic Limited Republic: the Directory (1795-99). The 
Republican Constitution of the Year III (1795) provided. 
for a bicameral legislature and an executive body of five 
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Directors chosen by the legislature. The Directors con-
scripted armies and carried the war into the enemy's ter-.. ; .. _, ,_,,, 
ritory, but they proved quite incompetent ~n handling.in-
ternal affairs and initiated no constructive measures. 
By a Coup d'Etat (9 November 1799) the government of the . . -
Directory was overthrown through the strategy and military 
force ~f Napoleon. T~mpora~ily, the government was placed 
in the hands of a provisional consulate of three members . . . 
and two legislative commissions. This group proceeded to 
. ., \. .. 
alter the Constitution of 1795. Under the new Constitution 
the executive power was entrusted to three Consuls who 
should be appoin~ed for a term of ten years. In actual 
practice advisory powers were given to the Second and Third 
Consuls and full e~ecutive power was given to the first Con-
sul only, Napoleon. Napoleon promptl~ inaugurated a vig-
# # ' ,, ~ .,. ' J 
orous, orderly, honest administration, since recognized 
"" ~ ., .. 
as notable because of ~he wisdo~ an<1- saga'?i ty. of .. its. me.a~s­
ures. In recognition of his skill in subduing the enemies 
of France and in restoring the peace of the world the 
people of France elected Napoleon Consul for life (1802-04). 
The sixth and final stage of the French Revolution (1804-
1814) was initiated when the senate conferred upon Napoleon 
the title of Emperor (:M".a.y, 1804)• Between 1804 and 1807/8 
~~e French Empire rose, reached its height in the dominance 
, ; 
of Western Europe about 1810, and declined from 1811 to 
1814 •. These declining years were marked by the internal · 
overstrain of taxation, economic inflation, conscription, 
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and disloyalty. At the same time throughout Europe there 
were rising movements of Regeneration and Liberation which 
.. -c w 
in the course of developments played a part in subduing 
French power. These two factors widely influenced events 
in the readjustments of the nineteenth century. 
Internationally, the last period of the eighteenth 
' •• ' ·"' • ., A·< ~ 
century ·(1790-1815) was the fruition of the century's 
.... " 
·"dirty diplomacy" and constant conflicts. While disturb-
ances occurred in practically every quarter of the globe . . .,.. ..... 
at, some time during_the period the c~a~i~io:n wa~s_against 
Revoluti?nary-Imperial ~ranee were of gene~a~ pa,ramount 
interest. European nations were drawn into v~~ious align-
ments in their efforts to protect their self-interests and 
from time to time they engaged in·the so-called coalition 
wars. The first two of these (1 ?92/~-95 and .. ~ ?~8:~8~1) 
were directed against the French Revolution itself; the 
four that occurred between 1803. and 1812-were waged against 
Napoleon; and the final coal~tion war (1813-1814(5-) ~as 
a general "War of Liberation." Coincidentally came the 
development of a new school of irenic thinkers whose con-
spicuous leaders were Bentham, Kant, Fichte, and Krause. 
; ... . ... . . 
The close of the period, therefore, saw the breaking down 
of the Power :Ba.lance system and the consequent substitu-
tion of the Concert of Powers as a medium for the conduct 
of international relations. 
In the economic field of the late period revisions 
were made in the economic precepts. New theses of economic 
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law were advanced by Malthus and Ricardo. The idea of 
"economic duty" began generally to prevail and the early 
advocates of socialism made their appeals. The outcome 
of the mechanistic ove~turnings of the century became es-
pecially serious in this period in the cities where fact-
ories were concentrated. Here wretched living conditions 
in the slums and bad working conditions were prevalent •. 
Bad physical conditions and religious skepticism tended - . 
to favor a moral slump. The French Revolution naturally 
affected industry throughout Europe. New impetus was . ' . 
given to individual initiative when gilds were suppressed 
and-labor freed from restrictions. Trade was encouraged 
by the abolition of customs dues which ~ad former~y ~amp­
ered its circulation. Financial conditions, .howev~r, grew 
steadily worse. Unsettled conditions caused manufacturers 
. . -
to reduce or stop production which "th.:rew many workme.n ?Ut 
~f work_~-- To -_~eet __ the_ une~ploymen~ .~ituation -~n __ Paris_: .. El,~d 
ma~y- other, large ci ties.-men w,_e~e given ~~o~k in _the_:_Pu~lic 
workshops and food was supplied by the government at re-
duced ·prices. 'These efforts were made to prevent upris-
ings, but in spite of them many of the French proletariat 
joined the Revolutionary mobs. Speculation, due to the 
confisca~ion and nationaliz~tion of clerical and.royal 
holding~,_inflated currency, and high priceshprevailed 
in France. Internal conditions in his Empire taxed 
even the genius of Napoleon in caring for the physical 
needs of the masses• 
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N'ew developments appeared .in the cultural world: lit-
~ra~ure was ~ar~cter.~z~~ by ro~n.~ici_~m; philosophy was 
dominated by idealism; and education was tending toward 
• • .. •• ' • •••• _.., - • • ••• '· • •' -·~· - ·' v - • .., ,.. ~ "" ... .... • ..... ~ -·- -- -- .. " • 
practicalism. In England and her colonies the monitorial 
. .·• ] . . ' 
system in education, devised by Lancaster and by Bell, f 
. -~ .• . ... . . . .... .. . ) . ' 
found wide acceptance; in France, forward steps were taken 
~ •• -· \I .. ~ • ' • 
under the Revolution~ry acts and under Napoleon to advance 
elementary education. . Science continued to make rapid ad-
. .... - .. ' ..... ' ...... "·~ ' 
vances and to be popularized and appleid particularly in 
,.. ' . + '• • 
connection with the economic and artistic movements• 
,._ ' - 1, 
The religious developments in this period are some-
, ., ~ - .. .. ... . - ,., -- .. -
times referred to as "1he Activitytt and sometimes as the 
ttSecond Great Awakening." A retro~active trend took·· 
place ~n Fr~nce between 17~5 ~nd ~-~15• <?:tho~_oxy cla~h~4 
with the revolutionary rationalism• During the Terror the 
··-·• ' ,.. .. .._.,.. ....... ..,. ..... 
of 11Reason" introduced followed.by.a deistic.experiment~ 
Finally came the legal separation of church and-- state, al-
though under the Directoral reaction a sort of deistic 
:patriotic cult called Theophilanthropy was favored. Un-
der the Consulate of Napoleon, however, the Church ~as re-
established and a concordat with the pope concluded. 
Missionary activity, notably in China and India, became . . . 
:pronounced. T.he humanitarian movement, la.rgely non-sec-.. .. . . 
tarian in character, but markedly active am~ng the Evan-
gelical Anglicans showed itself in the promotion of Sun-
day Schools and in social betterment efforts such as 
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prison reform and anti-slavery movements. Throughout 
·- .~. ~ .. .... .... . ..... 
Europe more religious emanc~pation was granted.to individ-
uals; a number of new religious sects appeared. 
.. •'. ~ - ~ \, _, , .,. 
In all the various field mentioned above notable chang-- ,, . 
es occurred. Likewise, similar changes were taking pl~ce 
in the social field related most closely to this study~ 
The changes manifested affected two broad phases of the 
social problem: first, the concepts of the nature or mean-
; 
ings of society and,second,the social practices~ The first 
-- < M 'o M 
~f these _related to the __ .. theore:tical "cults~ of the p~riod 
and to the control of the social functions. There were 
two domina,~~. 1!1eoriea a~ to ~ conc~pts: ~he ~hi_lanth_:i:opi~m 
~f the U~ilitists~an~ the theo~philanth7opism of the Per-
fectibilists sought voluntary progressive social reganer-
- .. . ' . . ~ ' ... , .. ·- ~ ; ...,. - . 
ation; civism, on the other hand, demanded civic justice 
,.,,~·+~ .. .., ···- - ..... ······~ .... ~··· ·~ ·-
and a chance for h~p~~n,ess ~or _a.~1 tl'l_:r:-ough __ .ar1?~~ra~ _ ~­
~~di~~e soc~c=:~ _reparations achi~ved through c~vic ~cti.on. 
The overturning of the social functions affected the moral-
. , .. -- ... , :. . 
ity norms, the pathological :problems, and the utility pro-
,, • - < .. ' -
visions of society. The second general phase of the social 
upset of the period related to the_constitution.of soci~ty, 
to the_ living conditions, and to the soci~l convention~. 
The first of these, the constitution of society, was sub-
jected to the steady crumbling of class strata and the re-
shaping of the social system throughout the period. 
Milch of this was effected in France by Revolutionary leg-
islation relating largely to fiscal relief for the peasants 
184 .. , ) 
and to political control for the tax paying __ c~tizenry, · 
both of which purposed to equalize conditions• The Napo-- . .... ' '" - ,. . 
leonic regime contributed legislation also which furthered 
* ..... . ,.... , ...... .. 
the same ends• Numerous phases of the French Revolution-
' ) 
the Continental J3loc,ade, the political changes,. the army 
l . ; 
movements, the legislation, the enforced use of substi-
; 1 ; ..... .. 
tutes,for ~oods, drugs, dye,stuff~, textiles, etc.- reacted 
on living conditions and the conventions of life not only 
) . , 
in Fr~~ce, but wherever Fren?h military power or the Na-
poleonic domination extended. 
This study of French- practical.humanitarianism is re-
lated directly to the problem of the controls of the func-
tions of society as expressed in the pathological phase~ 
~e control of ~ese ~un.ct~ons i~ ~e~era~ we~~ larg~ly 
overturned by the dynamic age spirit. The effect of this 
"'" ~ • •4 - •• - •'"' 
controversion upon the h~spitals and up?n ~e establi~hments 
f~r the,,~~oundl~ngs and the -~efec~ives was very marked~ " .. 
These changes~in_relati?n to ea<?.11 ~ill b~_briefly noted• 
In the discussion of the middle.period which at its 
close witnessed the transition from the Old Regime to that 
" 1.., ' t ' 
I 
of the Revolution mention was made of the fact that the 
hospitals were considered in the reports o~ the Provincial 
Assemblies and in the cahiers of the Estates General of 
. (2) 
1789• Th.e cahiers of the 'Third Estate and of the Nobil-
. -
ity, in particular, devoted considerable thought to the 
hospitals. In no instance was the Judiciary recognized 
as the legitimate means for directing the hospitals nor 
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were the intendants regarded as desirable as directors. ' ~ ~ . " ,, .:. .:... .. ' ., " . ·~ 
B.ather, a.11 the cahiers o~ t~e subj e,~t seemed to favor the 
substitution of representatives of the nation as directors. 
In a number of instances plans in detail were submitted 
as feasible modes of control. The g~n~7al p~an was to place 
all poor ~elief._in charge of the parish• Some cahiers ~ug­
gested taking over all ~nused_monasti~ bu~ldings and reve-
nues for charitable.purposes as well as the :Property and 
revenues of non-resident ecclesiastics for the use of the 
hospitals and other forms of charity. The cahiers of Paris 
......... ·-·'·-· , .... _ .. .,.,, . . .. 
J?eti tione~ for the re:r,orm __ ()f the ~otel .. D.i:~ by -~~J?~acing 
it with four smaller ~ns.~i tution~.· From t11,.~ provi~ces_. came 
: the complaint that the hotels-Dieu exclusively favored 
-- . -
the residents of the cities and excluded the sick of the 
• . k. 
country districts. T.hey ~~ged either a change. of the rules 
of admission or. the creation of new establishments in each 
1 ;p '· '# , •..• 
parish, market-town, or other territorial division. A 
,.... ......... .. 
plea was often made for improvement in the internal re-
gime of existing institutions. This included the requests 
that administrators should be selected by the communes at 
three-year intervals. The Third Estate petitioned for the 
reduction of ecclesiastical influence in hospital control• 
A number of cahiers asked for the annual publication of 
financial reports of inst~tutions in the interest of econ-
omy and better management. Several of the cahiers were 
limited to the expression of desires affecting particular 
details of hospital management, such as special wards for 
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women in accouchement and better methods of care for the 
insane and foundlings. 
As early as June, 1789 1 the president of the "Nation-
al Assembly19 had written to representatives of. the nobility 
that the Assembly wished to see the three orders unite"par-
ticularly to;· deliberate on the means for caring for the pub-.. . . ( 3 ) ·~ . ... . . . ' ' - .. . . . . ... . . . 
lie misery." A couple of days later a committee of rsome 
,.; :- - .... ·- .. ~ ~ .. ~.. .·~ ' 
thirty-two members called the Committee of Subsistence was .. ,.. ' ~ ' -··. ~ 
created to search out the c~uses a~~ ~e~~d~ea of ~~verty. 
:But the co~~~tee accompl~.~hed nothing of !alue and by the 
middle of October was dismissed as useless. 
-- ,., . ~ ~ ,,. ' 
The problem of mendicity in all its phases early held 
., .. ~- ' .... _ ... -· ... -- -· ....... -· . ··- . ·- '., .. --~ ·- . ' -~ . 
. the attention of the National Constituent Assembly.;. In 
' 1 
early November, 1789, lt pledged itself to enact measures .,... ' ..... , .... 
necessary for a.~ ~~w_,_orga~~zation .. of P~"h.~~c assistance• 
After the wish for--a Committee of M:endicity had been ex-
11. • ' •• ,...,. • """., ..... 
pressed aever~l times by !ari~~~ member~. of~he Nati9~~~ Con-
stituent Assembly such a.committee was created 21.January . • ' ( 4 ) .. .. . . . . c.~' ' ·.·· .... •. . .. , • ·' , ... -
1790. This committee was really the result of thepre-
. ~ " -
Revolutionary philmithro:pic movement and served as the 
pointof departure for the work ofthe Revolution in all mat-
ters of beneficence• The duty of the co:rnrp.ittee embraced 
r 
the study of the causes and remedies of wretchedness in 
genera~. 
The personnel of the original committee consisted of 
the Duke de La Ro dlefoucauld-Limicourt, Abbe de Abbecourt 
' ' , . 
(Simonnet de Coulniers), Maasieu, cure, and Prieur, deputy 
of the Third Estate of Chalons-eur- l!arne. The size of 
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the committee was augmented later by the addition of other ·- ' ' . ' ' ... ' .. "- .. ·-' ' ..• ·-· ., - ' ..... , ... ' .. ' 
members, leaders of which included Theuret, inspector-gen-
.. • ' ! ,,. ·' .• J .. . . ·- .. ,~ . .. ; ,... :... ... ' .""•'" ".. .. -· 
eral of hospitals, Abbe de :Montlinot, fri.endof Necker and 
0 •• -· " V•, ,• , • .,. ,., _ -Ii <. ,~..,... 
aut!J.or~~Y on __ ~endicity a,nd ~~u:r;idl~ngs. .a.~d it;s;P.~_cto~_ of~~the 
depot o-f mendici ty at So is sons, La Milliere ,_ head of. the. 
' " ... ' " ·" ·*" "'. - ... ' ' ' ; ' ...... :. 
dep~rtment of hospitals of General Control, Bechet, direct-... • •• • . - ... J '" : •.• .. .. _ ..... '" . . ' ., .• ' 
or of the Quinze- Vingts, Tillet, administrator ofthe Gen-
, .• ·-··"' J ..... .. ... --·a , ..... 
eral Hospital, -and Lambert and :Soncerf, both noted authors -· - .. . . . •' .. ·. . . ' ' .. ( 5 ) 
of brochures (1?89) on remedies for unemployment. . 
,.,_ ...- ""' • _.' > ~,_ ' I .:; '"" ·- > 
This gro~~ of .~~n worke.:4 out _t,~~ program_ !~~c~_'YE!-s 
outlined in the re~or~s, __ o,r_ th~ Co~tt~~ _of.:~e~a,.ic~~Y~. 
Tb:e_y Y:'~re a1.l . deepl!. im~ed with the .. PJ:1.iI,a:n.:~~opy_ of .o th~, 
time and repeated many of the current arguments of the day. 
~ J , •• , • ". "' • ~ .. - , •• .,, " " • 
Their work was largely directed by the most active and the : .. " , .... ~ _.,.. ' ;;._ ... __ .... 
most notable of t~eir number, La ~ochefoucauld-:-L~~ncourt. 
He served as president and often as reporter to the Assem--·.. ,... .... ... - ... 
bly and had already had wide experience gained in his pri-
~ 
~ ,,, .... , ... .,.... . ' )", ,., .. . , 
vate philanthropy and throug~ his influence upon the char-
itable policies of Louis XVI. 
The work of t..h.e committee might be said to fall under 
two heads: reconnnendations of expedients to meet the actual 
necessities of the time and a~--plan for the organization of 
{ 6) 
public assistance in general. In all some fourteen re-
ports were made by the Commi~tee ?f Mendi?ity, but all of 
them were not equally useful. Several gave the results . ~ . .,. 
of the investigations made in the various charitable es-
tablishments in Paris or gave reports on the state of 
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mendicity there. In the first seven reports was develop-
ed th~ plan adopted by the Co~ittee of Mendicity and later 
approved by the National Constituent Assembly. 
The committee classified all who needed aid under four 
separate heads, two groups of which were the sick and the ( 7) . 
foundlings. For the first time domicile was made the ba-
sis for administering public aid. When the new administra-
... , -+ .. .,., • ...._ ~· ' 
tive divisions of France were established such assistance 
was administered through the parish. 
The members of the Committee of- Mendicity expressed 
the general aversion of their contemporaries for the hos-
pital care which had gained so Iml.Ch notoriety in the clos-
ing years of the -Old Reg~e and expresse~ .a Vt'.'ish instead 
that the sick should be cared for in their homes to the 
greatest extent possible so that the number and size of in-
( 8) 
stitutions for hospital purposes might be red~~ed~-·-- , They 
believed that such a plan could be applied quite genarally 
••,"! .,.,, .,,. .,. ' • .......... ' 
i~.· both _the city and th_~-·· country .dist_:ic~s. They proposed 
that competent doctors and surgeons s~ould be pla_.ced.,, in. 
4- ,,. ·• .,, --~~ ~ I • ' ' . I - < • 
every canton (each 6,000 to 7,000 residents) or in the var-
ious quarters of the cities. These doctors and surgeons . ; 
should be controlled by the local agencies, but should be 
paid a salary of 500 livres a year by the state~ It should 
be their duty to treat free of charge those families that 
were enrolled on the lists of indigents. The doctors and 
surgeons should be unencumbered with the problem of the . 
j ' " .. .. 
distribution of food, but they should be expected to con-
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tribute tt?_-the general p~ogre~s of medical science .through 
the abservations which they should make. Under similar . .... ,, ···-· 
circumstances it was recommended that w_:11 tr~ined mid-• • .. • .._ y " • ,,,, 
wives ·should practice the art of accouchement. 1 .· • ) 
The cities, however, conta.~ned many· .. in~~ vi~u~ls. wi ~-... :.. ~ .•. -- """'-· ...... .... . - ' . " . 
out families and many persons who .we.re poo~ly lo~~ed~ ... To ···-- -·" ~ ............ - .. ··-- - ·- . 
meet their needs the Mendicity Committee d~eme~--~o~~i~~~s > . -· _... .,.,_ . .. '"' -~ . . ., 
necessary. 
'. 1 
Large hospitals were lo_ok~d ~po_n vvith _d~~-fa~or, • ' • • ..... -·· -- \ '. --·· 'd"' _.,_ ' ' ,, .. . 
];J._oweve~ "· _ pec~~se ~9.ft.!1-e _·_dif~icul ty __ i~ a~imis~~rine? th~:r_n .. 
and because the indigents in them. often re-ceived insuffi-• ,. ' • ~.. ..,. -~ ... - .,. 
"·-·-·c1 
cient care. In~~e~d.· ~~ Co~it~~~ ~ecomnmnded the estab-
lishment of ~ma~.:_l hos:J_Ji ~als in _th~ districts or J?a.-z.-i~~s 
~~ the _?~ties w~er~ ~atie~~s co~ld be cared for not too 
far ;r:emoved f:r-om ~ei~ ~~i~ies._ In ~~_.larg~. ?~ties ... ~om­
m~n h~sp~ces for -~he _isol~~~9,n 
1 
of. ce~~ain"~contagious .. ~-~s­
eas es, for surgical operations, and for the care of for-. '.. '' . ,. - .. .. . . .. . 
eigners, .. _we:r;e s ~ill ... con,~i~~rec! n~c~s,~ar:r~. 
For.such a plan of public aid-as they outlined as de-- ,_ ·.· ' .. ' .. ,...:.:.J ,.,, ........ - • -~ ··-~' • ' '.,;,, .... ,,.. • ••.•. ...... • .... i.r - .,._ ' ••..•• " .... ·-- - •• •'·" ........ ~ • ..... • 
sira.ble for France the -Committee of Mendicity believed the -~· ... -~, \ ; .. .. .. ' . .. ... 
financial basis should be in the state andshould not be 
( 9} made a local or municipal affair. They cited the faults 
of municipal aid in England to substantiate their conten-·~ -. . .... 
tion andpointed out that under such a scheme aid was often . . . , 
inslJ.fficient or wa~_given. when not needed, tended to in-
crease the number of indigents and made taxes for the poor ~.. • >- ~ ;, ' ~ 
heavier. The Connnittee,on the other hand, believed that 
~ . . . .. 
public assistance should come uot ofthe national revenues 
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in which all hospital property should be minglEd in a com-
mon treasury for national beneficence. They recommended 
~~ . . 
the al __ ~~nation of.b.o,spi tal :12roperty for thispurpose • . They 
also made an est~mate of the pro~able expenditures and re-
ceipts under thei~ ":r;>roposed :pl~!!· . _,"' ... 
Whilethe Co~i-~te~ _o~ Mendici t~ wa~ de_libera~~n~ ?Ver 
the probl:ms ofthe ~ospital~ .. an.~._ot~er_ f~rms __ ofA ... ~ar~ ty 
mention should be made ·of what had been or of what was trans-·- ' . "' ;.. ... ,.., .. ... ... -- . ·~, . 
pir,ing ~~n ~~~~l3.-~_-:pr~.~ti9e in relation .to t~~e _J{r .. ~blem._~_ 
About the time that the feudal regime was abolished in 1 ?89 
(10) -· --
a temporary decree abrogated all monastic v~~s. Among 
othei:,. group_~ :. af r~~ted w~re about. f ?.urte_::n -thousand Sisters · 
of Charity distributed among.some four hundred twenty con-. ' { 11 ) . . ... - -. : ' - . ' . . . ,,, ' 
vents. These nuns looked after the hospitals,. attended 
,._ .,_,,,,. • ,.,.. ~ ) ~ I ' • • ' i ' .,,,. ,_, 
.Al though some 
,._. .. . ...... . 
of. the s_~sters coi::~~i;iu~d ~h:ro~ghout ... ~?e .. t~¥1pestous ~e~~s 
to care for the sick, on the whole the decree helped to 
, ·~~ ' ".a.._,,... ,·. ~·~ .\,:• .,, .,_.,. .. . ~ ..... • ~· .... '• ·- ....... 
de~ora~ize hospital conditions. Before the close of the 
year 1789 a.nother decree d~cla~ed ~ha,t ~11 ~c~les~a~tica~ 
property sh~uld be placed a.t ~he disposal_ofthe nation to 
be used by it in whatever manner it saw fit to meet relig-, ~ ~. .. ... ~ 
ious expenses, to maintain ministers, to care fort.he poor . . . (12) " ·- . . . ' ... 
or to advance education. Shortly after th~ op_~ning __ of .... , " ~ ,,. 
the year 1790 theoctrois allocated to the hospitals was 
temporarily retained al though other feudal due~ were sup- . 
(13) .. . ' .. ' 
pressed. Later the hospital octrois _were)suppre~sed also. 
Returningto the Committee of Mendicity, one finds that 
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in the course oftime it was forced to modify its plans for 
the-maintenance of the hospitals.- Hospital revenues de-.. -~ . .,, " , .. ' ~· ••. ,.. ..... ·~ .- .. 
creased ap~re~iably because of th.e suppres~~on ~f.certain 
of their fiscal rights such as tithes and octrois. To 
~- ., • . ..... , • ... ....... ,h v'•. .... ,_ 
makeup this deficit the Connnittee recommended the imposi-
tion of a general tax. 
On the oth~~ _h~d, the National Constituent Assembly 
did not agree with all the proposals of the Committee of . ' ..... 
Mendicity. 1b.ey refused to form a common fund of all the 
• ,,.. . .,. . • ' ¥ - ·-· , ..... 
charitable revenues and to divide them .among the different 
. - ·'• •• -· '" • •• - - '~' ' - - •• -- - -- - • • • • - <. ( 14 ) . ·-·· ·- . -. -. .. . .. 
dep~rtn,i~~t.s .~:nt? _w~idl.l ~~~ce was diyi~e,~~ . , .. .. Th~y f~~red 
to de~~~~1. _the cities !1,'h~c~ l??sse~sed h?.~;Pi tals for- fear 
of :provoking distrust and trouble. In the face of this op-
• - -- .••. f '"· ...... ..._.. .... \ ,• 
:position the Committee of Mendicity presented a new plan 
. --- ... . " .... ~ .... - -- -·-. 
whereby they conformed to their former plan, but with cer-
ta~n modific~tions. They prop~sed that eac~establishment 
sh?uld retain its own revenues. In· '?.ases ._,\Vh,ere .J:t~spita~. 
revenues were less than the institution would.~ave .received 
if a general division had been made the hospitals were to 
be given additional aid and the state should take over their 
d~bts; b~t in case hospita~s h~d ~ revenue greater than they 
would have had by a general di vision these. institutions were . ' . -- -· ·- ' (15) . . 
expected to apply ~he exce~s °.~_their de~ts. 
Be~ause the field of activity involyed in_pl!bli~ aid 
was such an extended one the Connnittee of lfendicity did not 
entirely exclude private beneficence from its consideration. 
It recognized favorably the services rendered to various 
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groups by such charitable organizations as the Htilanthro-
.. (15) 
pie soc,_iety an~~e ~ter~a~ s~~~ety. 
Impeded by th~ nni.~~iplici~y of its duties ~e N~~ional 
~ons~i tue~~ A_~semblY. _did not car:r.y --in~? effect. ~he plan~ 
outlined.by the Committee of--Mendicity. This task was left ;. ' - .. '. . . . - ( 16 ) 
to the National Convention. 
Fro~ ti.me to time thron.ghou~ .. :~he, _per~od from l 791 to 
the init~~tion -o~~~e __ R~P.ublic ~ro~iEdon was made by the gov-
ernment for temporary emergency relief to meet the needs ......... -·· (17) - . . '· ''" . ""' ..... 
of the hospitals. . In August ofl 792 secular congregations 
; ~ "' ... ,...,_ ~"' ' <- .. ·~ 
i 
were suppressed, even.those devoted to the hospitals and . . - . .. ( 18 ) .. . .. .... . .. -· .. . . ... . . ...... '· '" . 
the care of the sick. - -~t in ~he ho~pitals and houses 
<.?f chari t-y some w~r~ p~rmi tted to continue -~s, before ,,~n -~~r­
i_ng for the po?r a~d th~ ~~ck-_~nde~. the supervision of the 
mtinicipal and administrative bodies. 
In :May of 1793. a decree of· rthe National Convention sus-
pended the sale of property forming endowments of hospitals 
an~ ~~~ses of charity~ 19 ) ~ter the-.fall of Robe~pi~rr~: 
' .. ' .. .~ ' ...... ,.... . . "'" -· ....... , .. : ~ . 
in July of 1794; the Convention proceeded to the national-
(20) 
ization of all hospital property. T.b.e Re~ublic ass~ed 
both the liabilities and the assets of the hosp_~ tals, hos~ 
pices, houses for public aid and other establishments of 
beneficence and p~oce~ded to incorp_~rate them as a part of 
the :public domain. Shortly after the pas~age of the law 
a circular from the Committee of Public Aid was sent to 
the municipa1 communes relative to the execution of the law 
nationalizing hospital property and request~ng a complete 
193 .. ',, ',' ·~· ... (21) . 
r~port-~m all individuals kept in the institutions. How-
ever, the actual sale of all property.~ belongi~g to the hos-
pi ta~s and o~he:i:- . bene.volent es~abli_~hments was never fully 
- ~- ·-~' . J 
carr~e~ out be.cause its execution was postponed in August-, . ' . -· ' . . . ' . . . - ' . . - . . . --' . - ( 22 ) 
1795, and from time to time this suspension wa.s sustained. 
.... ' "--' '"'···· .. "· , 
Early .. in February of 1796, unde~ ~e D~rec.~or!, the.. 
~inister of the-, Interior sent instructi~ns tC? . tI?-e; adit,lini~­
trators of the def~Hments_c:>nthe ~ene.:r;a~ organization of 
public a~sistanc~. He d_~vide_~. ~e indig~nts._ .!or .. w~oa~ 
aid it was believed the state should form permanent estab-
•. J •.. ..~. } • 
lishments into ~ree classes! the sick~; .. :.or~~~s, and ~e 
old. The state, it was held, ow.~d to. the ind~~e.n~ sic~ the 
aids of ar.~andthe_~a!'e~·-·~~.human.~t~•.:.~?;he Minist~r ~~r­
ized the hospital situation. He said that the establishment 
of ~~l!le hospi ~al~ was ~11 that .~e __ old gover:r_une~t -~~d. d.01-le 
to favor the indigents, but that, independent of the vices 
..... _ • .., ;i. .. , --..:·~ """' ,,., ·-. "<A ' ·- •' ' • ,,_ , ... ~ ;. 
that had ~~~n}~~P inse11arable. from their adminis~:r.a~ion, 
such institutions. had"had a bad effect u~on ,,:!i1e habi,t.s of. 
the people. Convalescences had been long and free care had 
often produced a liking for idleness and indolence and h~~ 
favored mendicity. For this reason he recommended that hos-
pitals should not be maintained in the s~ll com,munes, but 
that for the sake of economy and good service those th~t 
" "' ~·· ,... .. .... . .. . .. ,.., ... 
existed should be united. 'The hospitals should be le~t in 
the great communes. In the smaller communes a.nd in the 
country the dis~ribution o~ aid should conf~rm to the ne~es­
si ties of good administration, but should not encourage in-
dolence. Provision should be made that the old should not 
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be lodged in ~he hospitals for the sick but in hospices in 
l ~-
each department where the insane, epileptics, and foundlings 
should be cared for also. 
In April of 1796 the temporary suspension of the sale 
. - (24) 
of hespital property was still maintained. In October 
civil h~sp~ces were permitte~ t(2 ~)ntinue to enjoy.their 
:prope~~~es,_rentS.~d roy~l.ties. ~om-~ime to time ~e 
executive Directory prescribed the mode for collecting and 
- •• -J• • ,.. ""' "'"" ,_ ... 
·- .• • - •• , ... ,.,_ .( ••• • ' .... ~ -. • ~ ~ .. 
using the -revenues, of the civil hospitals- and for supervis-. - { 26 ) . , .. . .. ., . .. . . . . ' . -
ing them. In 1797, prov is io~ was . mad_~ , for ~J:e :r.t=.P~a-~-~-
ment of the landed rents due the civil hospices which'had . .. .. .. . . .. ... (27) : .. 1 
beei:i ~aliena~ed to the_.pub~ic .. treasury. ~--ju~~,_ 1 ?99, 
provision was made that the administration of civil hos-- ... -. ,_ 
pices should continue in the hands of municipaJ. administra-- - . '" . . . . . . . ' . ( 28 ) 
tors who should name the administrative commissions. 
'.,. ~ - ..... . .,. ,.. .... ... - ,. 
Under the Consulate the direction of the hospitals con-... .... ...... -
tinued to occupy the. attention of the Minister of the· Inter-
• . ;;: I . , -·· -· 
ior. tn February, 1800,Luci.en Bonaparte 'C?CCUI?~~l!~ that P?_s:: 
ition, issued a circularto the ce~tr~l_ ~dminis~r~~~o~ of each 
department instructing them on the means ~f discharging the 
debts of the hospices and providing for the current needs 
' . (29) 
of the service. Lucien Bonaparte continued to send cir-
culars touching on various hospital problems, ... such as _meet-
ing expenses, the illegality of the seizure of goods be~ong­
ing to the hospices, and the reinstatement of hospices in 
(30) 
the use of alienated. property. An order in Council of 
... ' 
January, 180:3, directed the completion of a statement by 
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the hospitals of national property which had been attributed 
' ,.,.. ' 
to them in replacement for'· their alienated property in car--... . .,. " -- . '~-( 31 ) .. ,,. . . . . - ,. .. 
rying out the law of 1796. The actual restoration to the 
,.,,. ~ .. ..... ' - ~ ;; 
hospi·tals of property of equal vBlue was not carried out, . - - ~ - - . ( 32 ) 
however, until 1807. 
:Meanwhile hospital conditions showed the -effects of 
- . - ( 32) ·-
neglect and bec~e very ~d i~deed. In -.Paris this con-
dition was attributed by a writer on the :period to a lack 
·• , 
.. •• -·~• •W ,.,
 
of_ experience(;~jal and _prob~~Y __ on th7 P!>rt o!_ the direct-
ing personnel. Here in 1800 and 1801 the whole plan of - -.. . - - (33) --· 
hospital adminis~rati?~ad-been. reorg~~ize~. A General 
.. 
Council of Administration ___ consistin~ o~ a d~~en _1llemb~r~ v~~s 
created and to them was entrusted the general direction of 
... ,. ..,., " ... - . .... , .. ,.. .... . ' . ., .. - . - ~- -· ..... ,.._, ·.. . 
ins ti tu tions. Their decisions were carried into e.ffect ·by 
~ " "' ... , ... . ,. . . 
an administrative commission of five members Who were named 
..,.,._ - ..... . .... ,, " ,, . .,... - -· 
by the Minister of the Interior~ At the head of each insti-- " ~ , - '" +. ~ ' 
tution was an agent of inspection who was directly respon-..,...... ~ "' ... ~ ,_ - ....... ..., ....... ,. . , ~ ,, ... ~~. ,.,,,., ... ~. 
~i ble fqr the condu·ct of the affairs of the hospital or the 
hospice. 
Under the Empire a decree of 1809 submitted the foun-
dation of all r;iew .esta.91ishments to th~ previous authoriza-
tion of the government. On ~he whole hospital conditions 
probably showed little improvement under iapoleon because 
they felt the pinch of his financial .. economy. At least 
in commenting upon the fina~ci:aJ. achievements of Napoleon 
as Firs~ Consul and ~peror, Fisher says: 
"If we could revisit any great provincial town of 
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France as it stood in arty year from·1aos to.1815, we 
should find the school 1 masters and clergy starving up.;, 
on miserable pittances 1 the schools empty of scllolars, 
the public hospitals short·-o:r nurses· and appliances, 
industry at a' standstill; and tlie government ·or--·the 
town listless, incurious, and sapped of all initia-
tive. n ( 34 ) 
On the whole t~e Revolutionary afforts--at the improve-
ments of the hospital conditions in France failed general-
ly to effect--the reforms which the Committee .,o~ ¥.endicity 
of the. National~ Constituent Assembly }?.ad anti~.ipate9:· In-
tolerable co.nd~tion~ continued .~o p~eva~l. u.ntil near the 
middle of the following century. The labor.s of the Men•-
dici ty Committee of the Constituent Assembly, however, and 
" ; •.• ; ,. • ' c ·~ .,.. .. ' ~ " ' .. _. , 
especially of its head, La Romefoucauld-Liancourt, repre-
; . . ·- . --
senting, as they did, the culmination of the eighteenth cen-
... .. , .. -· ,. .. - ~ 
tury controversion, started the movement which eventually - ,. . ... ~ . '. ~ .... .,, 
should result in the decided improvement of the French hos-
pi ta.1 system. 
In spite of the political disturbance of the .French .. 
Revolution medicine made some advances in this closing per-
iod of the eighteenth C'entury (1790-1815). In reality it 
constituted a period of transition from the period of 
"systems" to that which was dominated by the great clini-
cians. At this time knowledge was being stabilized on the 
basis of rigid adherence to facts. French physicians of 
the older schools were prominent at~the time and some of 
these continued to be leaders until well into the nineteen-... 
th century• 
Jean Paul Marat (1743-1793), well known as a political 
. 196a_, 
lead~~ ~~n. the Frencl?.: .. ~Re~ol~ tion, was also an 01:1 tsta~d~ng 
physic~• ". !t i~ said of ~im that '.'he ref~~cts ~~ira?lY 
the catholicity of interests so prevalent among his con-. - .. :. . • ( 3 5 ) . . -· .. .. -. ; . . .. . . ; - . 
temporaries." Trained for medicine, he was a versatile 
.. ~ ' ~- '1-J .; ,,... ; ,,, .... .._ .. 
writer as well. He wrote on criminology, produced scien-
: - ·~ ; • .. · · '' I •" ··-. . .. " 1 
tific works on fire, electricity, light,.andmetaphysics, 
• .... • " • ; 'It '· ' ••. ~, "· ... 
published a panegyric of Montesquieu, developed an histor-. ' ·- ' - .... _ ·- : 
ical inquiry into the nature and growth of s.c~pti?ism,_ wrote 
.. 1 .• 
two novels, and also produced some medical tracts. His 
tract on the diseases of the eye was written in his earlier· 
... . 1 . - . ' . 
years while ~e. was in,.England, but it w~s re~ubl~shed ,~n 
France in 1791. In Paris be~ore the Revolution where he 
... ,.... ~ ,.. .. " 
gained some note as a lung specialist and eye doctor, Marat ...... ·- ... '". ... ··~· ... -· (36) 
had many pati~nts fro~ w~althy ~nd noble families. 
One of the outstanding medical leaders of a~1_1.Etiro~e 
in this period was Rene Laennec (1781-1826) who invented - . .. . - - . ' ·. ( 37 ) . ' 
the stethoscope in 1819. The percussion method ~~pon which 
the stethoscope is based had been discovered by Auenbrugger 
; .. , 
about the middle of the eig..~teenth century, but little 
~ 
attention was paid to it until in 1808 Jean Corvisart, fav-
, (38) 
orite physician of Napoleon, revived and established it • 
.... . , .... . ... ' ' 
Other Frenchmen who contributed to the advancement of med-_ . . 
icine were Gas.pa~d Ba~le (1774-1816) who d,id import~~t ~ork 
on tuberculosis and Pierre Bretonneau (1771-1862) who was 
", •• ; , ••. , , • A• ' ' '< ( 3 8 ) 
.. to. discove.r:...new .knoviledge.:. of~) typho-id~··fev·er S.nd~·diph'th:eri~. 
It was in the closing period of the eighteenth century 
that the beginning of one of the schools ~f medicine which 
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was to have a wide vogue in America was made.- H.omeopa~! _ 
was founded by Saniuel Ch~istian FI'~~-~ri.ch _Hahne~ann (~ ?55~ 
1843) a German who took his degree in medicine at Erl,angen . ' ( 39 ) . . ' .. . - ,. .... . 
in 1779. As the result of experiments-some made upon his 
' .- . . ·' .. . 
own person-Ha..~nemann formulated a new system of medicine • . - ... . ·- . ~ . . .• ... ... .. ' ·~ ... .. 
'This included three theories: first, that diseases or symp-
" ... , •• ,.. ... ,.... •<A ,. ...... 
toms of diseases are curable by such drugs as produce a 
simila~ pathological e~fe.c~ upon .. ~he body (l.~k~ .. ~ti:res like); 
second, that the dynamic effect of drugs is heightened by 
... '"' - - ~- .. -. - ) _.. --~ 
giving them in in.:finitesimally small doses arrived at by 
. .. - ,, ... .. .. • . J ..... ' '" ..... 
carrying· titration to an extreme limit; and, third, that 
most chronic diseases are only a manifestation of a suppres-
···,,... .... ..... . .. ·' ~ ~. 
sed itch or 1'Psora. n Hahnemann is also said to have be-
lieved that a knowledge of anatomy and physiology was un-
, .... ·-· 
n~cessary a?d.~hat pathology .V'1.a~ a hindrance. 1-!~meop~thy 
found witfie acceptance in Ame~ica after the publication o.f · 
Hahnemann's doctrine in 1810. 
The period alsorsaw the rise. of two fads which gained 
wide acce~tance One of these , cranioscopy or phrenology 
. C¥- oJ 
was the theory of Franz Joseph Gall (1757-1825). He stud-
ied medicine at Vienna and Strassburg and became interested 
in cerebral localization. The guiding thought of the theory 
. ' 
was that just as certain organs control certain functions 
so the brain is made u f ·· ' 
.. , P 0 parts that presi.de over. the, 
spiritual, moral, amd mental habits of individuals. Some 
thirty-seven specific cerebral regions were selected which 
were supposed to be related to the shape and size of the 
skull and to be determined by skull measurements and the 
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notation of bosses and PEotub~rances. Lavater (1741-1799) 
a Swiss doctor founded physiognomy which held that one 
. . . . ., . .. . •. l 
could read on the face of a person his· instincts, his ap-. , - . . . .. ( 41) 
titudes, and eu:en his past and future. 
.... ,., ·. ~ ~· ~·· ·) 
Mesmerism which· derived its name from Frederich 
' r ~' • 'j;,, J ~-. • J • ; ,.. 11 • v - ·-· · •• - , • • , .. _ _.. - -: .,., .. • , , , • ,..,__. _,. 
Anton l!esini:r H~14-~81:5) w,~s a.lso ,a_pasi:ling fad. ~ase;d. up-
on false dogma. Mesmer of. Vienna had a tendency toward 
•• ,,.. '· • - .. - • ~ : • ••• • • .... •••• .; ,. •• , •• ., .. _ 
~--· ,.,. • .... 1' 
the occult. He conceived the idea of human magnetism as .. . .... ,..... ·- .. 
a he~J..~~g. force and ~ombined this ~i ~h a? ,_admixture of 
hyp~oti~m. Mesmer waw driven fr?m Vienna,'- but '!ent to 
Pari~ whe::e he held many sea~ces. He wrote a book set-
ting forth his theories which caused them to be accepted - .. . .. ..... .. '• . .. ' .. ...... . ....... ' ·- "' 
by some of the so-called scientific men of Germany. 
~ - -
. The foundation of modern public hyg~ene was la~d in 
in the work of Johann Peter Frank (1741-1821) who has des-
( 43 ) - . ' . ' - . . 
cribed as a "true modern". His medical contributions 
' . . 
proper would have gained him recognition since he was the 
• - ,; .... _, ... <" ~ •• 
first to point out the importance of diseases of the spinal 
. i .. . ·. .. • . ; . . 
cord (1792), defined diabetes insipidis ~1794), ~nd wrote 
an impo~tant treatise on t~~rapeutics(l?92-1821). Yet his 
greatest contribution was his work on hygiene actually 
. .. J 
Written in our preceding period, 1777-1788, in which he 
J I ) .. ,, 
covered sewerage, water s~pp~y, school hygiene, sex h~­
giene, :and many other topics. r-
The water supply of Paris was long a problem. On 
the whole the city was not particularly concerned over 
the quality of the water which it received, for the real-
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ization of the modes and results of contamination of the 
sources of a cit~'~ wate~ s~pply did not come until after 
t.he .. the?ry of' mi~r?~es ':fas in~roduced somewhat later. It 
is true, however, that the place of ta.Jcing up !ater by one 
of .~he pumps_ was moved in 1803 ~r.om the .~d~e of the stream 
near whe:re ... ~ewage wa.s·dumped into the river' to nearer the .. . .. - '( 44) ., .. < ... , '• ,, ·~ ... ' ' ' 
center of the stream. ~t -~h.e c~ty_'_s ch~~.~ _concer.n was. 
ov~r the inad~quac.~ of the ~mount of w~ter avai~ableo 'This 
pro"t?.lel!l received attention from bot.Yi the Consulate and th;e 
Empire. In.1806 inquiries were.made as to. the sources of ( . ... ' , " .. ; ., 
water fol:'.· Pc:ri~, as .to. t~e .~umps,. etc.,. ~.nd~-s~me n~vv pumps 
were installed. Napoleon interested himself in supplying 
,. . .,_ "' . 
P?ris._with suffic~e~t __ yi.ater for the fountains. In :May of 
1806 hedecreed that all the fountains of the city should 
.._ - - ,. "' ' " " -~ • -··• .-~ ·- •• ..,., 
...... -· .,.., ~ 
r; ·• 
be supplied with water suffic_ient not only for the_ usual 
" . - ~ ~- ·, .. . ,.... . ...- . ... 
" 
~eeds for refre,~Iµnent .but· ebough ;to~~ cool the air, and to " . . ( 45 ) ' ... ' ' ' ' .. , 
wash the .streets. as well. In 1812, he decreed that 
• .. • ~- .,..._ ' -·· • ,.__.'" 
... • ... • 
J. • •• 
water·-should be furnished free to all the fountains of 
' ( 46) 
Paris. 
Napoleon, however, further contributed to the better 
' - ; ' 
sanitation and hygiene of Paris, indirectly, through his 
.. ·-·· >. -
generous building program. In certain respects this con-
tinued and consummated plans which had been outlined by 
.~ . . . ,. ' 
several generations of Capetians. Moreover, by the im-....... c; 
mensity of the plans and by the rapidity of execution, it 
~\, "" - ,, 
prepared the way for the works of Napoleon III in making 
Paris the "City Beautiful". Old buildings vrnre torn out 
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old thoroughfarces were widened, and .new streets -and new 
w .. ,. - -·· - - "(47) 
bridges w,ere op~ned al_on~ w~ th n.ew .builddmg P3:0~.e~~s. 
As one turns from the hospital problem with its re-
.- - ... • •• .... "' •.. ·~ '° ""' " •• ~· M • ._ 
lated phases of medical and .. surgical .advancement and :faun-
, •• ·- •• ~· .· ....... , ~ ...... . 4 .... .} - ... - ' .• -. • ... - ·- ~ ..... .. • ~ 
dations of public hygiene to those special groups invol• . . - - . - ' - .. . -· - " ... . " - ..... ·- . . ' - ' ... 
ved in pra~tical humanitarianism, the foundlings a'nd de-. 
' - • .. 1 -- ' .. -· - . ... • , _, ..... . - ' ··- . ' ' •· ·- • ~ ... •. ' 
fec~iv:es, on~_fi~~~ ~h~~ ~~ey, t9-~~ ~~e::e_ I'~cei!ingr~, ~ood 
deal '>.f ~onsiderat_~_?:1 _in __ the pe:r:~~d ___ ~:?.-1!1 1790 ~o 1815. At 
the close of the middle period attention was directed to 
..... . .. .. ..,,._" ... ..,. - ~·-·· .. ··-· 
theinterest. displayed in the foundlings by ·the Provincial 
'- ' - - .• -- 4- •. ,, ,,... ,. ., " ..._ --
Assemblies and in tha ca.hiers of' the :Estates-General of . . ' ( 48 } - .. . .. . - ~ ~ . -· - ' ... " 
1789. The Provincie .. l Assemblies showed a-particular 
·- .,. . - ·-·. ~ ,.,__ .... -·· ... . ... 
interest in the problem of .. combatti_ng syphilis and recom-
- - ' . c.. '• • ··- . ..• ' ' .. •' _. - ( 49 ) . - -- -
mended the use of:cow's milk for food. The cahiers re-
commended the establishment of special houses in the prov-... , ...... ~ . - ... .· .,,. . - ... ... ... .. . ... ~-- . . - .... ...... ...... .,.,_,, '""'' ---- '"' 
inces for the_ foundlings_ ~~d_,}!1.e_, admiss~_~n of foundlings 
~o th~,.~~ospi ~als and_ ~-o ~he bu:s~a~1-~ of th~ poor ---~rom wh~nce 
they. should go,into,the homes of farmers to be trained for ... ·"· ... -- ., . . .. ' ' .... ( 50 ) 
an agricultural or industrial life. 
When the problem of the foundling was taken up by the 
Committee of Mendicity of the National Constituent ~~sem-
. 
bly it found that up to that_ time that the legislative .or 
administrative measures affecting foundlings had given 
( 51) . . . 
very po_or results. The wretched care of the foundling 
had resulted in a high rate of mortality, in inadequate 
... 1 1 - -
education, a.nd. in atende~cy toward shiftl~ssness, ~dle-
ness, a.nd vice. It was found that e~en the unusual f 
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foundlings who turned out well were unable to hold a decent 
place in society because of the prejudice.against bastardy. 
,·· .. - .. """ .w ' -- ' ,. '" " .,. ·--.· ·- - -~· ,. . . -- ~ " - . ~ ' -~ .~.. :_ ... ,., 
The Committee recognized that the abandonment of child-. ·'··· .. . ... . , . 
ren co~~~ .. not entir~ly be eliminated, but they believed that 
the ·~~~?tice c ~uld ~e c!_~eck~~ .~f gene~a~ ~ ~~!!?-~ tions were 
improved by increasing the npmber of pro:pri·etors and by les-... . . -· ... . . . .. ' . . ... . .. .. .. .. . ( 51) 
sening in some way the number of bachelors. · ' - . .. ... .. - .. 
_ ~s .. ~ temp?rary __ m_~asure, th~ Co~ttee recommende:~ that 
the custom o~ caring for .. and ~ear_i~~-~c9.:_~~~re~ . in the ~~~pi­
~a~-~. ~1here the! ~~:re treated as me~~licants shou~d. be abol-
ished• The .. q~-~.~ ttee recomme:ided instead. ~hat a.1:a:t,1cb:med 
children should be entrusted .to the care of the municipal . 
officers, .that the solicitor of the commune should be their 
. ~· I i " " "' " 
trustee, and tha·t the connnune should near the expense of ....... ·~.. " ... . .. .. . " ... · ( 51 ) -· .... ". ... .. ... " ... . . .. . ' _..._ . . .. -..... . ... . . ..... 
the~r ed~~~t~_~n. _ .. __ ·: .. ~Yo~ng ~~il:~~e~.::.8-h~~ld.- b~ -~n~:pec.~e~. 
by the :surgeons and after weaning should pe placed in the 
-·· .... .J. -.- ... -.. ., ' ... •,l ' .-(>,-~ .~ ... ,:. 0 • .;, --·'· -· ..... .i... ~ ·'"'..:. +:.. . ~... .. • 
h~~~~ ~f families ~ho shou~~ · b~pa~~ ~~~.~~~·--?are .. __ the~ .. :gave. 
~~uridli?gs .~13?~1-d receive""~~b~ic ~nstxuction. When the 
girls· we;i:e fo~rteen an~ when the boys we~e f_~ftee~ yea_:1:s 
. 
of age they should b~gin ap~renticeshi_~s~ When they should 
reach the age of eighteen they should have the right to .. . . .. . .. . . ... ~ , " .. .. "" .. . . .. .. . 
work for themselves, but should remain under the guardian-, 
·-~ ... .. . 
ship of the public officers up to the time of their major-
-' • • - •'Ao -
ity or of their marriage. Se~i-annual rep~rts of their c 
condition should be made bY. the public officers to the di-... . " ... ,,. . - . - ~ 
rectors of the districts who in turn should make annual 




should have all ~en~~al supervision and i:r:tSJ.?eCt~?.n~.;; .. 
The. ~uniciP.al administrators should :p~cice_;_ in the nat-
ional treasury all gains or heritages of the childrem• 
-·- • -.. -· •• ~ - ... ~-·.. -... - .. ,.... • ·" v ••• _,. - "' - •• ,. • ••• -- ............. '" 
The tran~f ~:r _ o~ f oundl_~ngs fnom o.ne ~e~a:~m~~t. t_~. ano~her 
?:: . ~o a ._f.oreign~:r:'. .,~n _ ~e re~;i.m _shou~d~-~b-~~orb~~den. Adop-
tion which had disappeared from French law since the six-............. ~ ---.. •- ... -- .. -· .. ., .:.(52) 
teenth century should berestored• 
~ "' . ~ ' ' . --·· ) . ...... .. ~· ... 
Recommendation:s -~ regar<;~ng .~?~!!'!-~~ngs similar to those 
outlined by the Committee.-of Mendicity ofthe National Con-
-~,,,, ' ~ •• ,,. •' .0. • ... N ..... ,.. .. ,. • ... --
stituent .. ~~~~~?~:y-'"were indluded-in.the instructions on the 
general organization of public assistance which the Minis-. , .. ~ ..... .. ' . ·-·· . . ' ..... ·--' 
ter oft-he Interior (:Benezech )_sent in February,. 1 ?96 ,---to 
~ '·· . --· .. . ·-. : . - . ' ' ,. - -.,. - .. . .. ( 53 ) - .. .. - ' ... 
the administrators of the departments.; He state.a that -
.~ .... -, ................. ~..,,,,,, ~ 
lings• He recommended that they be placed in the country 
·······-· ...... ·.-· - , .•.. 1 '"~··· ···-- .•.•.. .;. .... 1 ·~· .• ..• •· •'") ·····- .. ..... i .. ,, ,.. ' • , ..... ..
in the ha.ndsof clean, heal thy,nurses and, .. if -possible,. they 
- .-~.... .• ~ .. ' .~- . " . .,._ . ... _, ··- ...... " ' "'· .... -· · .. - . '· - .... ~ • .... ....... ~· • . ..... '" ·--·-. ·--·. - ..... .1. .. 
should be kept in country homes rather than be returned to 
' ·- . •' ... ........ .... ' ·-.. - ' '•·· -· - . ' 
the hospices where, in spite of all that could be done, the 
conditions were not,favorable to their best physical and 
.... . .., . ,.. ... . 
,'·' 
moral growth. In 1811, the Revolutionary legislation which 
' . 
had regarded foundlings as wards of the state was repealed. 
The control of public aid was transferr~d from the_ central 
authorities to those of the departments. At the same time 
each foundling asylum was provided with a revolving crib 
with the consequent result th~t the ~umb~r of deserted 




Not o~y w~re the unfortunate children accorded con-
.. ; ···-· -
sideration,in the Revolutionary legislation, but each group 
'•.,. '"': ,.,. ·' ·~- ,,... " ·~· .... " • . . ,. • .• '" • ·" ,.; '- ,... • .;.. h ._.. • ·' ~·· ·~·..,., .• ••• · - ~.-~--- • 
of the defectives r~ceived a~tent_ion a~. well• In the cah-..... ..., \ 
iers presented to the Estatea General in 1?89 were found 
petitions for special institutions for the demented and " .•. , ... ~ " . .. ~ ,..._ ... ~- ,,..,, .... '' 
p~eas that trained physicians and surgeons should devise 
• • - ••• ~ : - ' - ) •' - > '· •'• '·• ' ,,, M - '' '' •' • ( 5 5 ) 
better· IJ?-e~n~ .. -~f .. tre~ t_~ng insa3?i ty • 
':·:·.:Alo~~~~~ it~ ~~~~r studies -the Committee of M~?c:l~~i, ty 
of the Nationa~ Constituent.Assembly considered in detail 
the condition of the insane~ In the name of the Cammi ttee . .,_, 
La Rocllefoucauld-Liancourt wrote to Dr• Hunter in York, : .. ... " _,.. t -~ " - ..... •' ' . .. ' .. - .,. "·, -·· • . .·. . -
'England, one of the founders of the hospital for in the in-
-~ ' - '('. • ,;.. .... ---·- ........ --- k ' ........ , -... " ·--
sane at that place to aslt him various questions about the · 
,,,._ --- "~ .• .;: ... ,_, ··- • ..,. •'. --·· ~ """ ' '" "' - • • ..... ....: .......... ""l'-2 
His queriws related to ·-. ·• •· .. · .... ... ' - ...... ;,, 
the classes of insane received in.the institutions,--the ' . ' - .... 
i:i:thods of handli~g i~te.s,_ the n-i} given 11,atients! aild 
the medical treatment· administered. For some reason the . .., ~ . ·- . ,.;. ,,.. ~ 
writer received no reply from Dr• Hunter so he wrote to . ' ) . ' .. .. ' . . ; 
Dr. Richard Price, Unitarian m~nister and author,. to ob-
tain from him 'information on the manner ot treating the 
... ~ .. . 
insane in England(57) The Committee also made a special 
. ... - -· 
study of the institutlons in Paris which sheltered the in-
sane and found that the five hospitals (the Hotel-Dieu, ' ,, .... ' : ~ ·-
the Sal:petr~ere, the :Sicetre, Charenton,and the Petites-
,,~ -· ~ . -· ... - -
Maisons) and the eighteen pensions which received them con-
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t:ained a total 'Of 1331 imbeciles, epileptics, and violrent-
( 58) 
ly insane. 
In its fourth report the Committee of Mendicity urged 
1 
France to f~llow the ~~ple of her n~ighb_~rs, Ital:y-, Spain, 
and EngI,~nd, . in improvir;ig the care given the insane. It 
urged that the insane:sh?uld be c~red_for in each ganton, 
or quarter of tI:ie <?i t:i·es, unde~ ~he directi?n o_f ~octors 
and surgeons who should be de, signa,ted to give m ___ edical ser-
, .. ' ( 59) ' 
vice to indigents, For the department of Paris the Com-
mittee proposed that two hospitals should be set up for ' ' ( 60) ' ' ... 
t1:1e special care of the insane-,_ ![edical ~rea~ent w_~s 
then b~i~~ attempted only_ at the Hotel-Dieu. One of the 
establishments should. serve as an asylum for cases which 
' 
were recognized as incurable, for treatee as they then . ' ' 
were in France many became incurables. However, with pro-
: ~ ~ ·~ 
~er treatm~nt! said the Conunittee, many victims or insan-
ity might be cured. At the proposed. in.sti tu ti oms_ it 
should be ~ossibl~ moreover for patien~s to be placed who 
could pa.y for their ca.re and treatment. 
It was duringthe upheaval of the French Revolution 
that Philip Pinel (1745-1826 ), who had become a physician 
,. ' 
in 1?73, gained public attention by his remarkable work 
' ' . .- ( 61 ' 
relative to the causes and the care of insanity. 'In 
1?93 (during the Reign ?f Terro:r.) he was nam~d phy~ici.~ 
in chief of the Bicetre. Here he brought about a veritable 
revolution in the treatment of the insane. For the ab-
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surd and barbarous methods which had been used up to that ' .•. ; ; 
time, at the risk of his reputation, his liberty, and even 
J 
his life, he substituted kindness, justice and firmness 
tempered by patience. He caused lunatics to be unchained 
and treated them like sick persons. Bloo~-letting and 
drugging which had been much resorted to in treating the 
. . ~ ; 
insane were abandoned. In 1795, he was transferred to 
the Salpetriere where he instituted the scientif'ic study 
of insanity through a class of clinical medicine. Later 
Pinel was appointed to the chair of medical physics and hy-
giene and sub,sequently to that of pathology at the School 
of !!edicine in Paris. He did not abandon his class of 
' ' ' 
clinical medicine, bu~ c?ntinued his study and won a priz·e 
for his book on insanity• In 1803 he was elected to the 
Insti'tute. 
In spite of the interest taken- .. in the insane by the 
Committee of Mendicity.of the National Constituent Assem-
bly and that aroused la~er 1?Y the work of Pinel the g~m­
eral condition of that group was not greatly affected.-
Just about the close of the late period of the ei©1teenth 
century Esquirol, a pupil of Pinel, wrote of the condi-
tion of the -insane: 
''These unfortunate people are treated worse than criminais, 
reduced to a condition worse 'than that of animals. I have 
seen them naked, covered with rags, and having only straw 
to protect them a.gainst the· cold moisture and t~1e hard 
stones·t.11ey lie upon; deprived of air, of water to quench 
thirst, and all the necessaries of life; given up to mere 
gaolers and left to their surveillance. I have seen them 
in their narrow and fil)hy cells, without light _and air, 
fastened with chains in these dens in which one could not 
keep wild beasts. This I have seen in France, and the 
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insane are everywhere in Europe treated in the same way.' 
It was not until 1835 th~t .. ~he insane in France were a11--· 
transferred to as~lums speciall:y bu~lt to care ~or U:em~ 62 ) 
Along with the pleas for the foundlings and the in-
sane in the cahiers preaented to the Estates General in 
~ 789 ._were pleas for the deaf and the blind. For the blind 
hospices ~ere _ur!Sef 6'~) special :places to be :provided in the 
existing hospitals. 
At this time the only institution of Paris de~~~n.~~ 
exclu~ively for the bli_nd.was th~ Q,uinz.~-:Vi~??ts which had 
b~en in_~xistence for many years. In this institution 
there lived some three hundred brothers and sisters who 
,, . 
were organized into orders~ Blind men were forbidden to 
,. ~ ~,,. . ~ .. . . ' 
marry persons who were blind, but might marry persons who ' ··-· ,,... .•. . 
could see, :presumably .. so -~at they could have some one 
who could assist them. When the Committee of Mendicity 
, ... ~ ... .... . ·-
of' theConstituent Assembly investigated conditions at the 
,..- ·~· . • " l• .•• • - • . ..,. " • ~ • • -:..~.-... • ~ ... 
~ui~ze~'Yingts ~hey f ou!!d th_e,re a~ ~xcessi ye_ -~umber(~!) 
women wi:.o could see, wives ~nd widows of blind men. 
The prevailing conditions which the presen?e of s,o many 
persons who could .see caused a deputation. from. ,the ~uinze­
Vingts to appear before the National Legislati~e Assembly 
' ' 
in 1792 to complain against the administral;ion of the in-
stitution. The deputation declared that the blind who 
were needy were croY1ded out by those who were neither 
(65) 
blind nor needy. 
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At the ~~inze~Vin~~)pension~ were allowed for the 
maintenance of inmates. In addition to the three hun-
..... "· " ... . .. 
dred persons maintained in. the ins ti tu tion s ome--483 ex- , 
' ( 67) . 
ternal ~ersons were aide.d by means o~ pensions. ,~n, 1795, 
the allowa.nce for both inmates and those aided outside the 
* • ( 68) 
institution were increased. 
"'~ ' -
In d~scuss.~ng the .. P1:?,b~em of the blind as it presen-
ted_ i~self_in_the stµdy,ofthe middle period of the eigh-
teenth century (1760-1790) mention was made of the work . ... ... .· "' ·, ,_., -· ... . : 
of Hauy for this group. In-September, after the organ-
ization of- the National Const~tuent Assembly,_ M. Hauy 
asked-~~rm~ssion to present the work of his pupils before 
that body in r~co~~it~?n of the plea that had already, 
been made by M. Charnois for their protection and aid,-. . , .. .... .... ' ' ~- -· 
The permission asked by Hauy was granted and the Assembly 
was deeply touched by the performance of the blind pupils. . .. - . . - "' ( 69 ) 
who sang and played before them. 
I ... - "" ,,..,... 1 "ot I ) .,.,. .;, 
In March, 1790, the blind children again appeared 
before a deputation from the Constituent Assembly and re-
~· - . 
' ' 
presentatives of ·the districts, the commune, the University, 
4- - ; 
t..~e Academy of Sciences, t..~e Royal Academy, and the Phil-
.' ., " 
anthropic Society. Hauy wiah.ed to present the work of 
his pupils in order to gain the favor of these organiza•· 
tions in providing for the financial needs of his insti-
tution. In turn, in addition to the exposition, he was 




Whenever the blind pupils appeared fruitful collections 
usually ~°-llo~ed which=~ma~~ the maintenance of _the Instit-
tute po~sib~.~· .Ha.:uy wh~ h:::-~ been ma~eriall!, ai~~d' by the 
Pn.ila~t~~opic Soc~ety ~as _forced ~o appe8:~ ~or. "help ___ .when 
that gr?u+:'. !o~_l!d i tsel~ d~~:perse~~---· I~ 1791 ~-.th~ Consti ~1~­
ent Assembly adopted the young blind and united the Insti-. ·- ... . .. ... -- ·- . -- .. -•·'.. . -.. ' .. - - --( 71 ) .. - - ~- ... " . . -.• 
tute for them with that of the deaf. At the time this 
............. ., .. 
merger took place it was ~la?.J.Y _r_ece_~ved __ by bo~~ Insti-· 
tutes and was duly celebrated by a mass at which the Consti-.. -· ~ - . - ...... ,.. .. - ( 72) . . ' ' ' 
tuent Assembly was invited to assist. In September, 1792, 
.. ,.. . .... . ·--~ _, - -' ,. 
p:ovision_!as made for the pensioning of twe~ty-four J?UPils 
at the· deaf establishment and of thirty at tha.t of the 
- { 73) 
blind. 
Th.a' Revolutionary years were trying -ones for Hauy. 
# "' # •• 
In February, 1?92, he-appealed to the Legislative Assem-
bly for funds which had ~ee~ accor~~d him fo: hi~ work. by 
the Cons ti tuentAssembly in the previous, J"uly.. The Q,uinze-
- , 1 . • " •• ' , .. • 
Vingts, however, refused to pay the 24,000 livres which ,. . .. . " (74) 
had been~levied against it for the purpose. In Septem-
ber of the same year a number of blind citizens appeared . ,, .... 
before the National Legislative Assembly to ask aid. They 
' . ' 
also registered a complaint against M. Hauy, head of the 
" -·• '•• ' "W 
Institute for the Blind, 
... (75) 
Committee on Relief. 
The matters were referred to a 
In June, 1793, the National Convention Decreed that 
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there should be established at the exp:ense of the Repub-
lie a house in each department at which could be receiv-
.... ' 
ed the poor of both sexes, the crippled, and the blind. 
It charged the Committee of Instruction and that of Pub-
lie Aid to propose the most convenient method of putting - " .; . . - . .. . . ( 76 ) 
this decree into execution immediately. 
-- - . •· - .. , .. ,. ·"" .. 
From time to time further action in regard to the 
. ' "' ' ·····-
blind was taken~ In 1794, the Committee on Public Aid 
- . ". .. .......... ' .•. -
asked through a circular that ~~e administrators of dis-
;., ' f. 
tricts should report in detail the condition of all the · 
' ' ' (77) 
b~in~. (_names, ages, . ~iz~ of families, incomes·~ re~idence.). 
Financi:a.1. ~~~~~~ms con~~~ued to be p~~s~nt_~d to. the Nat-
ional Convention by Hauy. He asked that the salaries for 
the instructors of the blind should be equal to those 
·> - ···-····· ....... "(78) .. · ....... -.. 
given the instructors of the deaf.. So~~~hat later he 
asked that the salaries of instructors shouldi be paid in 
(?9) 
advance. 
In May of 1795, the three committees of Finance, Pub-
lic Aid, and Public Instruction of the Convention submit-
." ' 
ted a report and a plan of a decree on the definitive or-
ganization of an establishemnt founded at Paris for blind 
workers. In this report was summarized all that had been 
done for ~~e blind. Since the National Convention had 
already made a fixed and definite provision for an estab-
lishment for the deaf-mutes it was recommended that they 
'·' ; 
do the same for the blind. ~e Po.ilanthropic Society, 
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composed for the most part of rich and distinguished men, 
had honored the ideas and the work of Hauy and at its own 
expense ahd founded a hospice for twenty-four blind per-
• . \ J 
sons of whom Hauy was the instructor• In 1791, the Con-
" 1 .. , • 
atituent.,Assen:tbl~ had assign~d __ l3,~qo livres of revenues 
on the funds of the Quinze-Vingts for the expense of tea -
"') ,.; ',/'' 
chers and masters and had allowed a~ addi ti~nf:L~ 10·'· 50~ 
livres for, the annual pension of ~hirt~ pupil~· The blind 
and deaf institutions~had been united in the house of the 
,.., ~" '.~ 
Celestins, but the necessity of giving this room for 
other purposes caused the blind to be moved to the.hospice 
?f the Catherin~ett~s. The Constituent As~ei:tbly.,_had pro-
vided for only thirty individuals for a year. w.b.e Com-
mittee asked t!lat this number be increased to eighty-six, 
equivalent to one from each department. These pupils 
, ' 
should he fed, maintaine~, and tau~t for five years at 
the expense of the state. 
In the decree effecting into law these recommenda-
tions made for the National Institute of Blind Workers 
(created July, 1791) provision was made for eighty-six 
indigents between the ages of seven and sixteen who 
s~ould beinstructed for. a period of five years. During 
this time each pupil should be taug11~ a'~ype of work which 
he could later exercise in the world. Food and mainte-
nance was to be paid by the state, the amount decreasing 
(80) 
with the age and skill of the ·pupil. 
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. 1 
In 1801,- after a report to Napoleon from Chaptal, Min-, . ~ .... 
ister of the Interior, the National Institute for the -. . ... . (81) . 
:Blind wa,s merged with the Quinze-Vingts. ___ Hauy had 1Jecome 
a political suspect and the government withdrew the use o f 
" .. -·· ., ~ .. . 
the convent of ·the Sisters of Sa~nt_ Cath~rine. Almost im-
mediately Napoleon caused Hauy to be retired and granted 
(81) ' ' I 
him a P,en~ion of two hundrf?q f~~ncs.. In February, 1802, 
' "' 1 
~a.uy start~d a private school for the b~~n?-, l?Ut·--he_·~~ck_~d 
the funds to make. it a success. Th~ ~uin~e:-:yingts -and the 
I~~t~tute _wh~ch ~~d -b~en j.~i~ed to it also __ ha,d _f~nancial 
difficulties. The government no longer subsidized it• 
-· - ... . ·- .. - .... ' 
The ~.finister of the Interior, ln order. to, set up a foun-.. . - ,,__ ... . .. . , . . . .. ·- ; 
dation __ for the e~ta1?1ishm_e ___ nt, applied a part of the hos-.. .. (81) 
:pi tal _i:rope~ty which had been ·alienated. 
-The Institute --for ~~.e-Blind in Paris regained its 
~u ton_~~y in 1814 by a :royal dec~ee which was fo_~lowed 
shortly (1815) by aniorganic regulation under which it .. . . - .. ... ' ( 82 ) ··-· . . . . . .. . . . ... - . 
was governed until 1840. ..:~e regulation of 1815 insti-:-
tuted ninety "foundations, thirty of'which were for girls. 
Intelligent poor children from ten to fourteen years of . -
age,were ac?epted to be given a course of study covering 
eight years. 
The impetus given to the practical trainine;df.the 
•• • ·- .I 
blind which resulted from:Hauy's efforts in Paris was not 
, .. ., .. ; 
confined to France. In 1806, on the invitation of Alex-
ander I of Russie>., H..auy was called to Saint Petersburg 
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' ' ... 
where, in 1808, he founded a school for t...~e blind similar 
. - (83) 
to the National Institute in Parms. On his way to Rus-
sia, Hauy had an interview .. at Charlottenburg with Freder-
. .,.. - -
ick William III of Prussia and prevailed upon him to found 
- . -· '., .... 
an institute for the blind at Berlin and to appoint Dr. 
Zeune as its director. 
During the period from 1790 to 1815 institutions for 
the blind were established·at the.following places: Liver-
·~· .. ·- 1 ~ ~~~ ' -, , : -·""'• "-' 
pool / { 1 791 ) , Edin'burgi.11. ( 1 793 ) , :Bristol ( 1 ?9~), South~;ark 
- ·, ·.. ' - . . . . - ' ~ ... ' - . ..·.... , ' ............ ,/ 
(1799 ), Vienna (1804.), No+wich (1805 )., :Berlin (1806 )., Am-
, ' •• • • •• " , .. - • " : "-~ .,,. '" j 
sterdam (1808 ), Prague (1808 ), .Dresden (1808), Inblin-- ·· . . ' . . .. ... ;. . -· ' -. .. - - . .. ... ( 83 ) 
( 181 O and 1815), Copenhagen ( 1811 ) , e~nd Aberdeen ( 1812 ) • 
. , .. ·. . . -.~ ·"" ..... . •.. •' - . ···- ". - . ··- .. ..... .... - -·' .. - .. , - . ~, ' , .. ' . ·~· . .. . ...... 
Many of_ ~hese ea.:ri:y .. insti.t~~i~:ris wer~ a~ylums. Workshops 
were usually connected. with the scr:ools. 
-- ' - · .. - , J .. ···-· 
The story, too, of the advances made in the training 
of the deaf in the closing. period of ;the eighteenth cen-
' ... ' i -... 
~u:Y., (_l ?90~~815) centere d largely around the-·- efforts. ?f 
individuals. Upon the death- of Abbe de 1 'Epee in 1789, 
-~·'"'"' '-·· ~ ~-·~' ....... ~ 
Abbe Sicard who had earlier studied in Paris under L'Epee 
was called to Paris from the school for the deaf at Bor-
. ,., ' . ~· -~ 
deaux which he was then directing to assume charge of the ... . ... - - . ( 84 ) .. ,_ 
work which L'E:pee had started. In the course of the French 
~ H, '~ • " 
Revolution Sicard was imprisoned on suspicion for a whlr~) . ' ... ,. 
Upon his release, however, he continued until 1822 his work 
with the Institute for the Deaf. He is said to have given 
stability andpermanence to the system of L'Epee. He ex-
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pressed his Philosophical ideas and his methods in his 
..,,. '. - ,,. ,, ~ .. . .... 
ttCourse of Instruction of a Deaf-1\fu.te 11 iniwhich he re--
···--· ... - ; 
~ated ha.w- he educated his f~?us p~pil, ]Jassi~u. Sicard 
had a nimber of pupils both at :Bordeaux and Paris who .. 
~ -- ,~ ' ' - . .... ,.,.., . -~ .. , 
showed great natural capacity and who profited from Abbe 
_.,. '... ' . .,., ~" .:. ... . . ~ (· ~- ·... ,. .._ ..... ~· 
Sicard's stimulating.enthusiasm·and!genuine skill as a .. . , ; -·~ ... -- ,. ' ..... .. - .. ... .. . ' . - ·' 
teacher. ~ _numl?er ?J tJ=ie~e. pupils afterwards assisted 
Sicard in his work at Paris. ' .. -~ . .. . ' 
The most notable, perhaps, of all Sicard's pupils 
~./ ... ,._ .. _ . 
was J"ean Ji.[assieu ( 17 72-1846-·} Who was one of a family-of 
" -·- -... · ..... (86) ... '•. 
six deaf and dumb children. He entered Sicard'.'s school 
•-' . ' .... 
at ·:sordeaux when was about fourteen. vmen, a. few years 
.... ' .... ... •• • . 1 
later, Sicard was called to Paris, · Y..assieu accompanied 
.' \ • • ~ • • ·•· ,~. v• <•' • ~ ' ' • ... ,.. ~ ' ••• •-' • ·• 
him in 1791 andthree years later was made one of the tutors .. . ' ... "' ... "·" . "' . -,. . .. ... -". ' ' 
of the Paris institution. His originality, accuracy, . and 
readiness in responding to the most difficult questions 
.~ . ,,, .... . . ·' ~- - ~ .. ...... ... . ..... ,..,, . . .,,_, 
!h~c]'.l __ we:se __ p~t. __ t~ hill! .. wh:n publ~c--~~!?itions wer~ ~el~ 
helped to add-celebrity to the teaching of Abbe Sicard. 
. .. J " ... '· - .. • ' " ' - - •. ' ' ' 
In 1815, llfassieu and Clers, another famous pupil, a.ccom-.. . 
panied Abbe Sicard to London where their demonstration 
attracted ~nglish attention to the French methods of 
teach i1:1.~ ~he deaf and dumb and resulted ~~ a gradual 
modification of the Jmglish method. In 1822-, 1lass~eu 
returned to :Bordeaux and soon beca.me an assistant in a 
school for the deaf and dumb at Rhodez in south France. 
Later, a.fter his marriage to a young woman who was not 
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deaf he moved to Lille where he was principal of an in-
.stitute for -the deaf and dumb • . ". - : •.. -
In P~ris,__ the .death of Abbe de l 'Epee (-1789) had 
left the i~stitution for the deaf largely-without funds. 
" ~ _, ... 
Representatives of the Commune of Paris appealed in Feb-
. •· . - , ... ' . "..... ... . . .. .. - •.. .. . ... -.. . . ' .. " "' 
ruary, 1790, to the National Constituent Assembly asking - - . . ... (87) ' '. - ... . . . .. . .... " .. 
aid for the i~st~ tutioJi?-• A~ain in Augus_t _ ~n a~peal was 
.. " ' 
made, this time by a depute~tion of .deaf-mutes who were - ( 88) .. . . 
introduced by Abbe Sicard. Sicard himself .made an appeal 
. •• J ' ; '•'' 'v·• •• ·•• 
in January, 1791, that the Ass,embly should haste~ to --found 
. ' . ·. - ( 89 ) . . 
an establishment. .In July of that same year M. · Prieur 
... .•. --- .. .. •-'-" -· ,. ·--
in the name of the Committee for the Extinction of Men-
dici ty and those of the. -Ali~!lation ~of Fina~ces __ and. of the 
Constitution,_.made a report of the instdtution for deaf-
..... . . .~ - . -~, •"'· .. ''°'"' .. •. -· ·"" •. >. . ·~ 
mutes and recounted in glowing terms-the·work undertaken . ... . . .. ... . .. .. . -- . (90) " 
b y L8Epee and-continued~ by Abbe Sicard. He called 
,,., - -.- .. ' .. "' ~ .... ~ .. -· ~. ~ 
attention to the fa.ct that ·not only were the deaf given 
-- -· ... 
scholastic traininfI; but that they were given some train-, ... 
ing in the trades, especially printing. He continued by 
giving the names of varmous persons m.o would assist in 
the work of the Institute in directing the mechanical 
J J ; ; .. J 
arts, stone work, gardening, sculpture, ·painting, hand-
. ' > • . ' • 
icrafts, engraving, etc. 
. . . - ' -- } 
_ . In September of 1791, after hearing the reports of 
J ~ 
committees upon the subject, the National Constituent . . 
Assembly moved to unite the institutions for the blind 
and the deaf and to locate them in the convent of the 
{91) 
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Celestins. The provisions included the right to take 
.. - .. 
funds from the revenues of the ~uinze-Vingts if funds of 
,. . ..... .. " ' " 
the na ~-io~al treas~i:!. proyed insu~~icien_~ ~ _,_~ .. nd ~rranged 
foE s_~me free pensioners at 3~0 livres each. The treasurer 
for the deaf-mutes was .made the treasurer of the blind, so 
that the two institutions should constitute a single es-
-·' -- ., ...... - •••• ,.. ·-.< ,. ,., - .,.. • ................ . 
tablishment under the supervision of the department of 
Paris. 
In 1792, the deaf and blind were feeling the pinch of 
poverty. and in _July of_ -~ha t~.-~ear the i1:1structors made a 
" request that the same'aid should be given their pupils 
~. ..· . ( 92) ... . ' . .. .. . -· "" , 
as was given in 1791. In August, Abbe Sicard asked a 
" ' ··~" "· ~- ··- . . ..... . . 
continuation of the appropriation ofthe state for the - .. --l. 
twenty-four pupils which had"·been given the previous year, . . . . . . ( 9 3 ) ·- --- - ' . -
but which had since expired. When the matter. came up. 
for consideration one of the.Assembly members calle,d atten-
tion to the fact that discord between the instructors of 
the blind and those of the deaf existed. He therefore 
asked that no appropriation such as ·requested should be 
made until after a report of the Committee of Public In-
struction asking similar aid for the, blind had been pre-
sented. His proposition was accepted. Finally, however, 
in September, the National Legislative Assembly decreed 
that the same free pf:nsions s1·1ould be gi_ven the ~~enty­
four deaf pupils and the thirty blind pupils ·as .had been 
(94) 
approved the previous year. 
In 1793, the personnel of the Institute of Deaf-
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MUtes of Paris urged a separation of the Institutes for 
blind and deaf, declaring that the past year had shown how . . , . . (95) . . ·- .. 
necessary such a separation was. Among other reasons giv-
en were: the lack of erm.ilation which resulted from the 
union of pu~i~~ who work_~d ~nd those who did not; the eco-
nomical administration of.~~e one and the extraordinary 
.. ' ... ... d - - -· ··~ • ' ~· " ·" 
expenditures of the other; the impossibility of maintain-
~~g ~r~er; the d~fferent hours of w~rk and res~ o~ t~~ ~w~ .···-· . .. ; -
institutions; and, finally, the fact that the creditors 
ofthe one bothered the other. The offer was made to di-
vide equally the local re~enues and personal property 
already acquired. If absolute separation could not be 
gra.nted then p~ovis_~onal sep~ra~i?n. w,a~ urged. 
At about the same time an appeal from the institu-
..... _,_ -\L \.i-.• • ,. •' 
tion for th--e deaf at Bordeaux asking for}~· fixed--status 
(96) 
was heard. A .member of the Committee of Public Instruc-
.: .. . 
tion submitted an estimate of the probable cost. In 
:May, the National Convention was asked to do for Bordeaux 
what the Constituent Assembly had done for the Institute 
( 97) 
at Paris, The Committee gave the follDwing report. 
Up to the time of the Revolution the school at Bordeaux 
had been kept up by citizens. Administrators of the de-
partment of Gironde had since temporarily assured the 
maintenance and education of the pupils. The instructor 
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had given his fortune as well as his work to tbe project 
and the plea-was made ~~t it was onlY. just to indemnify 
him since deaf child~en from neigl~boring departments had 
been admitted. It w~s proposed that not. _only :13-ordeaux 
and the .department of Gironde should be authorized to 
. .. ... ' 
send. pupils there, but that the neig.~boring departments 
'~• ,. . ~- .. ' - - ' ' 
should be authorized to d°-. s9 ._a~~o, ~hus m.aki~~ i ~ more 
t1:lan ever a .national ins~itution. After hearing the Com-
.. ··-· ·'·' ·-
mittee's report the National Convention decreed thatmthe 
• .... • ··~ ..... •• + • 
school at :Bordeaux should."Viave the same status as that at 
Paris and that it should be maintained at the government's ( 97) . ' .... - ' 
expense. Provision was made also for the free care of 
twenty-four pupils. 
The problem of providing for the indigent deaf-mutes 
in all France was studied meanwhile b~ the Cammi ttee · of 
Public Aid of the National,Convention. This Committee 
' ' ' -
in its report (January, ~ 79~). recommende~ the .: .. ~st~~lis~: 
'' ment of four additional institutions besides the ones- at 
. ( 98) . i 
Paris and :Bordeaux. In addition, it recomn1ended the es+ 
tablishment in Paris of a school large enough to accommo-. . 
date twenty pupils who should devote th~mselves to the 
educatfon of deaf-mutes and who should s.ubmit to a course 
of three years' training. The proposal for a school rous~ 
- (99) 
ed the mpposition of the Committee of Public Instruction. 
This committee also believed that the two existing insti-. . . 
tutions sufficed for the actual needs. It contended that 
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the estimate of four thousand deaf:..mutes in France was. 
(March ,1794) · · · · 
unfounded. The outcome was a. ~ecree/~.o~serving the two 
e~~sting schools with the provision that poor I?upi~s 
should be reared from the ages of eigh~ .. ~o eight~en at 
the expense of the Republic while the children of the '" . . (100) ... . . 
rich should pay a fee. 'The education provided should 
'"'· ..... 
be directed chiefDy toward the trades. The profits from 
'.... . ...... 
the work of the deaf-mutes should be retained by the es-· -·· . •. , -- ; 
tablishments. A~ the cl~se of t~e y~ar ~December 26~ 1794) 
a definite plan of org:~niza.tion for_ the two establish-
• 1'· ,. ...... ~ ' .. '< 
ments for_the deaf was presented to the National Conven-
tion in the name of the three Committees of.Public Instruc-
, .. ' - .. { 101) 
~ion,. Finance, __ and Public Aid. After hearing the report, 
the Mational Convention decreed that in the two institu-."- _, ~- .. .,. . .... ~ . 
tions m·· ich should be conserved there should be sixty free 
places open fuj indigent pupils between-the ages of nine and . " ( l 02 ) ' . . ' -·· .. ' , " - - .. 
sixteen. Preference, however, should be given the old -
er pupils. Pupils should be kept for a period of five .Y.~ars 
and each should betrained in a trade. Upon entrance each 
should be allowed two hundred livres for an outfit. Pupils 
who distinguished themselves in their training should be 
given three hundred livres at the time th.ey left the in-
stitution. In 1812, the Institute for Deaf-]futes in Paris 
contained twenty-six paying pensioners (nineteen boy~ and 
seven girls) and seventy pupils maintained at the expense 
<" •• • •• " • (103) 
of the state (forty-one boys and twenty-nine girls). 
That the interest in the training of the deaf was 
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general throughout "Europe was indicated by the fact that 
a·t the ~lose of the eighteenth c .. e,ntury (_~815) .i??:st~tu~ions 
for their care had been established in many countries. The 
.... " --· .. -
first institutions in the leading countries were: France .· 
·~· I i ' ...... .. ·•·· ' ; ... 
(176,0), Sa?'ony (17?2), Bavaria and ~~ssia: ~1 ?78), Austria,: 
(1779) ,- Italy (1789-), Spain and.Holland (1790), England (1792), 
. ' ' : ·- .. ' . ) ·- . . 
nenmark (1799), ~e<?-en an~ R.tts~~a (_~_800), _S_~i~zez:~an4 (18.10), 
and Scotland (1810). A few years later similar institutions .. ,. .. . - . . - ........ - ) 
were established in Poland and the ·united States (1817), 
Belg~um (182~):: ~n~ N°-rw~~ (18_2~ ):_~4 ) . . _ . 
In summarizing the--humani~~-~ian .d.~v~lopments in ·France 
in the closing period of the eighteenth century (1790-
·. - . .. ·• ' - --- ' ... 
1815) commonly called the Revolutionary era, one 
' < 
finds 
that a11·the humanitarian institutions felt the effect of 
' \,. - ~ < '" •-• ' "¥, • ..... L 
the Rev~lutionary movement. The reports of the Provincial 
Assemblies and the cahiers of the Estates General of 1789 
showed that public opinion favored the administration of 
public beneficence through elected representatives of the :. . . . - - . ,. '•·" .. - . 
municipality or the parish. As the revolutionary move-
n:i~nt gained momentum the idea of,nat~ona~izi1:'1g humanita~­
ian institutions was put into effect. The state took over 
the hospit~ls a~d made the foun~ings, the deaf and dumb, 
and the blind wards of the state.· The numerous committees 
.,.,.... i. 
of the French revolutionary legislative bodies devoted 
much attention to the study of the problems of the various 
groups and to the recormnendation of provisions for them. 
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Just as politically the revolutionary cycle brought 
a reaction with a gradual return to autocratic power in 
place of the revolutionary Republic so in the control of 
the hospitals reversion crone to the old form of control. 
At lea~t for ~he time ~ein~ the fruition of democratic 
plans ~?r stste car~ for the needs of the common ma~ was 
delayed. The reaction affected all phases of humanitarian 
- ' 
wc.rk, _l?Ut did not so definitely affect the care ~iven the 
foundlings and the defectives. The insane continued to 
be neglected. In providing for the blind and the deaf the 
p~actica~ rather than the cultur~l phase -~f educati?n_w~s 
stressed. But the movement to care for these defectives 
first practically demonstrated in France spread through-
out Jfilrope. 
CONCLUSION: SUMMATIOl\TS 
-The object of this study has been a review of the 
development of practical humanitarianism in France in the 
eighteenth century. This development involved the hand-
ling of the pathological problems of society, particularly 
" ,., "" ,,__ , . 
those relating to the hospitals and the care of the spec-
ial classes of dependents and defectives. 
In tracing the pre-modern and early modern develop-
ments of these problems, ~~e foundation upon which eigh-
.., , - ' --
teenth century developments rose, one found that the chief 
·- ~· ' - , . ., 
impetus in caring for the sick, the foundlings, and the de-
, - . "' ........ ... ~· - . .. ,,., . .. ~ ·-
fectiy~s l~y ~n the introduction and spread of Christian-
ity which advocated the sanctity of human li~e and concern-
ed itself especially with -the care of the suffering and 
needy. The Middle Ages saw the rise of many hospitals and 
foundling asylums. There were also a few institutions for 
the care of the blind, but, for the mos~ part, defect~ves 
received only incidental care or were sadly neglected. 
Hospital development· through the centuries was accom-
panied by the cyclic rise and decline of interest in the in-
stitutions, the rise marked especially by the organization 
- ' - J 
of Hospitaller Orders and increased building programs, and 
. . 
the decline manifested particularly by neglect or abuse~ in 
hospital administration. 
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As the resu~t of the great religious a-wakening and 
; 
other ... revolu ~ionary movements of the p~riod,_ the sixteen-
th century saw_ .. the ~~gin~.ing .. :of the tra?si ~ion __ of ho~~ 
pital control from the Church to the state. This move-
; ·-~ .. 
ment wa.s particula:b'lY sl?w iD: France, h?wever, .. a.l ~hou~ 
here disord~r.~ ~n l}-ospi t~l managem~nt ~ven~ually brought 
roya.l intervention. Royal power over hospitals in France 
was considerably strengltlhened in the seventeenth century. 
- . 
During this period Louis XIV turned·the resources of in-
stitutions no longer in actual use to the support of a new 
... .,. " ·• 
type of institution, the General Hospital. --- ·-· ,. ' 
In the course of time the development of medicine 
began to correspond to that of the hospitals. Western 
., ,. - ~ - .,. ' ·~·--· -· 
medicine was derived from.the Greeks and until the foun-
dation of the School of Salerno was controlled by the 
Jews e,nd. Ara.bs. ·T11.e close of the Middle Ages saw the 
rise of amny schools and universities which greatly in-
creased medical knowledge. Surgery, separated ~rom ~edi~ 
c~ne in the Middle Ages, was long del~yed in development. 
The only tre.ce of public hygiene which as a science did 
not rise until the eighteenth century were found in a few 
.royal re~lations of hygienic problems. 
In the ea.rly ei."a. of th_e eighteent~i~ century (1715-
1760) few nev~ French hospi ta~s were devel~:ped and many of 
the smaller institutions fell into disuse. Royal power . . 
was extended more and more over the hospitals, but tended 
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to favor hospital foundations. Almost nothi~g was done to 
advance the care of foundlings or the insane. Little prac-
- - • . . • . 1 •·· ...... .. . .,_ 
tical .Y~ork for the bl~l1d was ~~te~pted, but_ mucf1 .... Ph.:ilo~oph­
ical 'in.~erest wa.-~ manifested in th.~ problem of th_e.ir educa-
tion. The.practical education of the deaf-mutes was demon-, . ..... ... ) ' ... . 
strated, howev(~r, by L ':Epee. ]!odern medicine began about 
1720. French leadership in this field advanced with the ' ·'. 
century? al thou~ the early period had not many noted cli-
-. .. ' ··-- . . ' 
nicians •. · !re~ch leadership in · ~urgery, howe:rer, .. ~as pre:-
eminent and was aided by.the establishment of Colleges of 
·, • • . ! • ...... ~ .• " .,, 
Surgery and the Royal Academy of Surg~ry. The advance in 
the science of hygiene was negligible• 
The r:iiddle era of th~_ e~.~-~e~!ltlt. ce~tury (1760-1790) 
saw·-~he rise °..f .. 1!1a?!.. pr~?tical humani tariaI?-.. e~!oz:~s for 
social betterment and widespread interest.in various 
" . ,.: . ... . -·· ' · .. ~. ' .. -·· "'.... . 
phases of such work. . In France, local development of hos-
. ,,, .... . ··~ ·- ... . -
pitals predominated and the religious factor conti~ued 
strong. There were few hospitals for special needs and 
fJc>spi tal services in general were limited~ ]Jfalad.ministra-
tion of hospitals became very grave indeed and affected - . 
practically all phases of the work. This tended to at~ 
tract critical attention to hospital problems and to the 
development of theories of social justice. Interest in 
hospital reforms by administrative leaders led to the 
first efforts to correct a1:uses~ The marked progress of 
the period in varied scientific lines accompanied the con-
tinued advances in the curative arts• 
'The.problem of the foundling became more acute as 
greater numbers of them continued to be brought to the 
·~ -·- ., . ._ '~ . . . ~ " . . .. ""' 
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cities from the provinces. The insane were usually re-
.. ' "'" • 14 ~ ·, ,. 
garded as incura,bl~ and na. ef~?~t~ were made to tre.at ~~e~ 
except a·t the Hotel-Dieu in Paris .• - Great strides in-teach-
ing. the ___ bli~d were ma?-e ?Y Hauf' Wh?se Vf~r.k !,on wide ~at~on-
ag~~ .. ~e ~~rk_,ofL~E~-~~ for th! deaf whici.?- ha.d be~I1 ~ost 
practical and inspiring gained recognition through~ut Eu-
rope and resulted in the e~~ablishment. of schools __ for the 
deaf ~n the various Ell:r.~pean countr~es• General interest 
in France in the condition of the foundlings and all class-
es of defectives was shown at the close of the period by 
the recommendaeions and pleas for their aid found in the 
r_e:ports of the Provincial_ 1 A~semblies and the ca}1iers of 
the ~states General of 1789~ 
\ " .. 
The late period of the eighteenth century (1790-1815), - •.. .. . - . ·-- . ' ' 
best known for its political upheaval, saw many changes in 
the administration of French humanitarian work. Efforts 
were amde t? put the theor~ of the natural rights of man 
into practical application. The Committee of Mendicity of 
the National Constituent Assembly was created to study the 
' . . . 
problem of public assistance in all its phases. The re-
ports and reconnnendations of this Committee formed the 
basis of the consequent FI'en~h legislation·· of the period. 
Nationalization of hospital prop~rty and centralized con-
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trol of institu·tions was attempted in a measure, but the 
pradtice did not prove feasible and was not fully carried 
. . ........ - ,.~ : ' ,., 
out. P1-e~~oundlin~s, th~ bli~d, and the deaf were adopted 
as wards of the state and efforts made to care for them as 
such. In time, under the readtion at the ,?lose,, of tI::e ~e~­
iod, these groups also were removed.from national control• 
~ ..,. . . -· . - '-· ",,. 
French influence on the educatien of the deaf had 
already spree.d throug_hout Europe because of the work of 
. ' 
L'JI:pee. Si?a~d, s.uccessor of L'Epee was n?~_ma.kinf? fu:::ther 
notable contributions to-the education of the deaf. In this 
P.eri,od .~auy' ~ wor~ f?r the bl.~nd w~1s ~opied an~ a~opted 
in various JTiuropean countries. Merely the beginnin~ of spec-
ial treatment of the insane was made in this period. But 
on the foundation laid by Pii;el the folI:mving century was 
to achieve important results• New schools and fads of 
i ., . ~ 
medicine continued to,develop and France continued to pro-
duce ~edical and surgical leaders. ·_Indirectly public hy-
giene was considerably advanced by Napoleon's building pro~ 
gram and provision for an increased water sup:ply for Paris. 
Writers of the day were beginning to direct attention to 
the problems of hygiene, al though compara.ti vely little was 
done to advance the science. 
As in all other phases of the civilization through the 
eighteenth century, one can trace the trend of controver-
sion in the social field• For example, e.ccompanying the 
cultural ferment of the age came a radical change in the 
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social attitude toward the sick and defective. Instead of 
the incidental interest of scattered individuals for the 
unfortunates society assumed a responsibility for their .' 
• .. .... •• .I 
care. The efforts of the French in handling social prob-
lems in the Revolutionary period proved in many respects 
, .. ,., ..... ~ ~· !' 
impractical.and b~ngling, but !hey vye~e none ~he les_s def-
ii:i ~e .. expression of -~ri,e grow~ng beli~f i~ society's resl?on-
sibility for those who need its care. Tnerebv France con-
, ' '"" ... ,,., ,. 
tributed surely as much to the process of European -civili-
... -~ ... , 
za..tion -and so to the World- as by any of the more dramatic 
events of her famed political Revolution. The investiga -
tion of these humanitarian contributions has been the in-
1 "" .• .• 
centive and, it is hoped, a sufficient justification of 
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